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Hay.

Corn versus

There j> iii# doubt Unit the hay crop of
in many secNew rngland is \ cry small.
tions oj Maine it is marly a failure.
1’nke it as u whole it may be a> small as
in tin1 scantiest years hitherto
In most
places the price of hay has advanced be
ond pi ece lent, ami almost a panic prevails.
I was lately told 01 inn e eovv> being given
Doing Little Mechanical Jobs.
t one to i
returned next spring, and or
Kvery tiller of the sole should provide a
altie belli;; .-"I t lor $lo ai.nl $_<’ which
would have commamleii tive times :is much small box, having several apartments, for
"mail
i
trinkets,.which are frequently needed
within a twelve m >nt:
eo-vs are of daily
to aid in putting tools and appliances in
cimvncc where tin y are sold at
prices
l.iiuoush !>i l,»w the cost et growing them. j order. Many a fanner spends several hours
Such being the 1.i<•ts <>t to-day. 1 beg to , of valuable time in travelling to and from a
b-r through your columns. a lew sugges- j mechanic's workshop, simply to get a little
could have
tions; and the first is, that this calamity, j live-cent job done which he
oke others permitted by a Wise Providence I done himself in a few minutes, if he had
been in possession of a little instrument
is it-* compensations
Among them a very which
would not cost two dimes. Procure
aim* one is tin* promised abundanc e of the
1 ^ lew ounces of cut nails, from
the smallest
oni crop.
I’he prospect is such that the
price has b. eii receding rapidly lor some three-penny size to twelve-penny put them
hi
the
tire
when
it
is
out
and
let them
i
going
line, and rurn
m now be had In t.’hicago
cool iii tic embers. This process will anTo this :_*0
>r ab.uiL 4_ cents per bushel.
neal the metal, making the best kind of
even
cents ran be added for transporHindi nails.
Purchase also a dozen or
lat.on, and y* t a ton can be laid down in
Maine tor le<s than the current price of a two of wood screws of various size. Then
select
a
few
of different sizes,
brad-awls
f mi of hay
Vt o' cents per bushel o! htl
i''s
_ooo |b>
would cost, i>
What may which can be purchased for two or three
cents each.
Purchase also a harness awl
e the
comparative value <>t hay and Indian !
or two. and a piece of dogskin or thin calfurn we will not attempt to state with
prelor
skin,
mending harness. A saddler’s
ision.
Then
w >re
li Here nee in the
made of a triangular form
b-.aling value d what is called “hay■" ‘lian needle or two,
will frequently be found contlit-r* is :u that of market., h corn.
Some near the point,
or mitleather
hay is worth a great deal more than some veiiient for mending ami a setgloves
of bits can be
ten.-. A good brace
other ha>.
It. is held by our farmers generat
almost
hardware
store,
any
purchased
al
.i.it o j-..in
•: c ini
as g *od as
wo
for the price ol one or two bushels of
pounds of average bay: that 'Jo bushels of
and
wheat.
Farmers
gardeners
frequently
Indian nival, w .going 1 *J*n• lbs., w ill go as
go two or three miles, and pay a blacksmith
iu
:it
wintering cattle as a ion of hay: ! three
or lour dimes lor putting a bolt in
min- tlioil; ]J or lo bushels f-< be as good
some implement, when they can purchase a
If these esti- I
as
a.,»o lbs. of Png!is!: bay.
better bolt at the hardware store for three
mates be near truth, it would appear that
cents, do the job themselves, and thus save
i-tin
al« nt ol a t< ni of hay an be had
their time and money, ltivets are frequent-
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Incident
A mile

j

French

Camp.

away.

dust as perhaps lie mused, “My plans
That soar, to earth may fall.
Let once my army-leader, I .alines
Waver at vender wall."—
Mi t *twixt the battery-smokes there flew
A rider, bound on bound
Pull-galloping; nor bridle drew
lentil lie reached the mound.

I

1

1

j

or so

of the

French stormed Uatisbon

On a little mound, Napoleon
Stood on our stormlng-day
YY**tli neck oul-thrust, van faney how,
I<eg> wi le, arms locked behind.
As if to balance the prone brow,
oppressive with it> mind.

|

v

we

flung in smiling joy.
And held himself erect
just his horse's mane, a boy:
on hardly could suspect,
So tight he kept his lips compressed.
Scarce any blood came through,)
You looked twice ere you saw his breast
Was all but shot in two.
Then oil there
I tv
\

“Well,” cried he, “Emperor, by God's grace

|

We've got you Uatisbon!
The marshal's in the market-place.
And you'll be there anon
To see your flag-bird flap his vans
Where 1. to heart's desire,
Perched him!” The chief's eyes

flashed: his

plans

Soared up again like fire.
chief's eye flashed; but presently
Softened itself, as sheathes
A fUm the mother-eagle's eye
When her bruised eaglet breathes
“You’re wounded!*’ “Nay,” his soldier's
Touched to the quick, he said :
“I'm killed, sire!” And, his chief beside.
The

insult you, lull would raise this child from
her poverty and educate her, (hat she
might be of use (o you audio herself, and
become a relined woman.
Pon't lot your
sellish love stand in her light, and shut it
out from her. She sings like a priina
donna, and wishes to study music.11
The* great lustrous eyes of the child
turned imploringly to her new guardian.
‘•Lor’. Camilla. I can't stand in your
I know you’re every bit a born
way
lady, jl your poor forsaken mother did
die in a hovel among wretches who turned tier child into the coal as soon as the
breath had left her body; but deary me.
I can’t part with you."
“And you shall not. Lot me serve little
Camilla, and slu* shall never leave you.
but shall prove a blessing to
you in your
old age.”
I’aul e'ould say nothing, and the
strange
visitor departed, with no further injury to
his darling than an eloquent
glanee from
an
expressive pair of eyes.
Then from the gloomy
lodging-house
to a snug sot of chambers a Jew streets
off went Paul and Camilla, and the
poor
wretch began to look like anotiic being,
in his cleaner work-clothes and
Sunday
-nit, earned from increased number of
the
pupils provided through
willing assistance of
their phiianthropioal friend

I anil when

she put out her
take me
I am soul-sick of all this.”
away
“Anil you will only sing—
“in your nest, (dome, we must not
forget Undo Paul. He is waiting in the
box for me.”
The box was near at hand, and in a
moment they stood at the door.
It was
ajar, and Richard pushed it open to allow
Camilla to enter, and saw the old man
sitting in one of the luxurious chairs, his
head lying back upon the soft cushions,
and his hands peacefully folded.
“Uncle Paul!” cried Camilla. “Why,
you naughty boy, you are fast asleep!
i Conte, it is time to go home. Ah ?”
She started back with a cry, for the
j
hand site touched was icy cold and fell

hand,

!

she returned

saying, “Oh, Richard,

back, still'and helpless.
“Camilla, darling, come away.

I will

“Ilush, love? lie is beyond us now.
Those strains of music have carried him
heaven,

come.”
dead.
With
the consummation of his heart's wish, his
ouiet, unpretending, unoffending life had
passed out into the new existence.
There were loud growls in the musicloving world, but nothing ever came of
them; for Richard Clavering removed
their singing bird so deftly, that few knew
the cause of her (light; and now she sings
only to him, and to her brood of young
to

front whence

The poor old

Clavering.
Pay alter day

man

they

was

pride
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The’story

Camilla went with her
hot ks to the teacher so stranglv provided ; 1
and after a little time there came
ly needed. Carriage bolts and tire bolts
days,
is
w! en passers paused to listen to the war- 1
will subserve the very best purpose of
Claverings.
fell dead.
Smiling,*thc
boy
rivets, as the nut can be tightened at pleas- j
bling of the rich young voice.
at le o' the pi i-’es ih. y now bring.
selling
When she had been there six months I
me.
Neat carriage bolts and tire bolts can
»r
r
itliei.
so
pring
“The Kankakee Company.”
be obtained by the dozen at only two to j]
she entered one morning to find Mrs. I
Camilla.
i. im
tIn-in a- an- worth keeping, for
four cents each. If one has a set of bits, a !
Clavering in the music-m aster’s room.
not a few which it would be betLi
an
Those of our citizens who have not as
lew carriage bolts, screws, brads, clinch
lit'
Paul Smith was a poor old man.
“>\ nnt do you propose to do with
io shunt than *.o winter with bay
your
in-iii
nails, awls, and leather strings, lie can re- ! had a hark room in tin* top ol a noisy famous
yet seen the large Jam that the Kankakee
?” said her sott voice*.
; (i ).rl- ton
pupil
using, if need be, as little
pair a break-down in a few minutes. A lodging-house, whore* he slept nights, and
“Madam, Camilla is quite capable of Company are now building across the
and as much purchised concentrated
small string will often help a person out of munehed his meals of bread ami cheese
river just above the city, should take an
I'
-A
as
will' answer a g .1 purpose; and
doing any thing in a musical way. She
a
serious
We
recollect
difficulty.
being (or Bologna sausage, when he could af- will Ik* a songstress ol whom this country early occasion to visit it and examine the
instead ot barely carry mg llnm through
once a mile in the lorest
at
structure before the frames or ribs are
just
evening, ford it,) and from whence he crept, as will 1><» proud. Ah, here she is I"
• 11\ e, wiliter them so wed.
-it when put Jo
one cold wintry day,
having a heavy load, harmless and unnoticed as a fly, down
begin at once
pasture next spi mg tiny w
You have improved wonderfully, my hidden by the planking. There is probawhen a cockeye of one of the traces broke.
tutor
oei kv. ;• m: steadily thriving,
the corner of the dingy street, to the little child,'1 said the lady, holding out her bly no timber dam in t ie l nited States
There was not a strap, nor a string, a cord
oils'
rd b p nt ol the soitiiii not : »s
music shop of Carl Bertmann, a Berman gloved hand.
**I came to bringyou Rich- that is more strongly put together. The
nor a rope, among all our appliances, with
.a
makmg up w i il« losses. There is j
settler somewhere in Soho.
ard's farewell.
He leaves for London to- base ol the dam is 7<* teet, the height from
which
we could repair the break-down.
In
-o
I:la’.i\
-inai
the bed rock to the top of the planking, or
following this this sorrowful
iange!
There lie tinkered all day on broken night, and will remain abroad for
we
a
dilemma,
snatched
few
many
melt; d as !
glut n. \t v. aids market. The
violins and other musical instruments, years. Here is a little gift, as a token of crest, is 10 feet; the length nearly 1000.
hairs
from
the
tail
of
one of the horses,
emg
that tiie operation would
is. fair
The sills are Id inches square, Norway
lashed the end of the trace to the hook of never absenting himself for a moment, remembrance.”
i:. Soiin
11.deed it would if v\ try
tin whitlletree. and soon reached home > tve on Saturday afternoons, when he
She did not understand that Mrs. Cla- timber, bolted to the hard limestone with
n
Hie state should adopt it.
i am
inch round iron, MO
seven bolts of 1 1-2
went to teach the piano to three or four vering had placed a
with tin* load.
New York Observer.
a war**
hat the iii:e> rl Maine farmers a
pretty necklace of
Sundays he curled coral in her hand, and then gathered up inches long, passing through each sill and
very stupid girls.
not m the habit ut buying coinmcn ial maat the bottom in such manner that
up in his (jell, and amused himself, her shawl and departed; but when her wedged
nures for their hungry lauds, nor cummer
Shall vve Buy Corn?
ial articles ot cattle food tor hungry stock,
nobody knew how, until Monday morn- teacher spoke*, she cried out as if in mor- when the bolts are driven home the lower
tal pain, and, without a word. Hew down (■nil is expanded to such a degree that the
ing.
except to a very limit*-.1 extent, hut. the
It i.- in important question for farmers
I'liere are a lew certainties; he never the street toward home.
As she turned iron is immovably fastened in the rock
Miggestion is o lib re-I that 111 present, i- a !-) >'ous; ler whether or not it will be good
1
panic u al ly favorabli' opportunity to break polii > to lav in a store of corn, at present went to church : but he picked ragged tin* uoruer she rushed pell-mell into the The structure looks like an immense roof,
up the habit which ! as prevailed extensiveWith the liberal use? of corn hay children from the pavement when they arms of a gentleman, who. on seeing her with its long rafters sloping tip and down
!'!
the river. The up-stream rafter has to
ly, ot depending so exclusively upon hay. niav be made to go much farther. As to fell near him. and gave them halt pennies pale and tearful, said,
“Why. little bear the
This is an age win u old notions and old whether corn will be
great weight of the water that
higher or lower, no when he had any; shared his dinner often Camilla, what is tin* matter?”
praetiia-M upon many matters are being man can tell. Experience hie taught, how- with a mangy, dirty cur, who acted as a
“Oh, Mr. flavoring, you are going will cover it, and it is supported by heavy
broken into as n< ver bi-loiv. and 1 believe
e\cr, that it has been saf^generally to buy
sort of escape-valve for the ill-temper of
posts from ."> to M 1-2 feet apart, and it has
away !”
that one par! .u l.h«‘design o| a wise and
when it can be obtained for less than a dol- half the men and women in the street;
Kiehard Clavering’s tine face grew sad a slope of 2 1-2 feet base for every foot in
1
atiiei iii dispensing so scanty a
loving
lar per bushel.
Store cattle will no doubt and he roust'd P it
Ryan from his mid- and expressive as the tearful eyes looked height. Tito lower rafter carries the apron
f hay this \ ear is to te u-!i us a milch
rop
be very low. and it by buying a little corn
night snooze in the gutter many a cold into his own, and for the lirst time In* which has a slope of 2 feet base for every
needed lesson, <mc cl whn li. it we learn it the stock on hand can be carried
foot in height, and is supported by posts
through,
well, will be of mo: pr e.i t us than any it seems that the difference in its value be- night, and literally carried him home to comprehended that In* was a voting man.
N’orali and the “children.”
and that his protege was stealing from in the same manner to the upper one, but
iwo
r.-ps (V which were ever harvested iu j tween the fall and spring
would
more
prices
with lower posts. The object of the apron
As for hi< honesty, a neighbor remark- childhood into beautiful
the State.
girlhood, and is to
than pay the cost of a IV-w bushels of grain
ed, "If In found live shillings in the was undeniably a beauty.
prevent the back lash, which is alThe idea that a fanned e in. and may with
tor each animal.
It this plan be adopted,
“Camilla, I am going awITy, but will ways present when water falls perpendicadvantage, .i- often -is tin years come then; would bo no decrease in the bulk of street, he'd wear out ten shillings’ worth
ularly lrom the crest of the dam, and
iouu.l.buy materials to
juaiuil'aetured fertilizing materials to be carried upon the ol strength and shoe-leather to find the you wait for my return ?”
'.uto
rops and eatth* i-- novel to American ! land next spring, while the quality would be owner.”
“Wait for you ? 1 am not going to run which has nearly destroyed the large dam
lain.- is. but it is an okl one to larmers iu
at I [ol voke,Massachusetts. The frames are
< >ne cold night Paul was
Increased. And here is a point that should
returning from away.”
"id * ounti'les ; in fact, it is the m-tliod by
not be overlooked.
It you sell oil' your his work, with a loaf of bread under one
“You do not comprehend me. Well, placed d feet apart front centre to centre,
nvtin fi I’ritish fanners make the business ,,i
and
heavy purlines of 12-inch Umber are
stock,your farms will sutler in consequence. arm and a violin under the other, when it is better so. Perhaps two years later
tarming so pr nltable. They do not live Vour next year's crop will sillier. If you at the street-door he stumbled, and
stretched from one to the other, and over
understand
me.
nearly
you
may
(iood-by, all is the
upon what they earn so much as upon the keep the cattle and feed them a little grain, tell over a small
planking of 3-inch white oak.
object crouched on the ; Camilla. Kiss me good-by.”
proir.- of their business transactions. They Uc land will derive benefit from it. and
The engineer estimates that the dam,
•
It
was
a
-tep.
street,
so
and
very
l
juiet
s.
manure
li
amt
buy
grain, or they buy
In deV'lirn.xt year's crops will feel ii
“Bless us! What’s thisl1” cried Paul, Camilla lifted her head and kissed him. when completed, will contain 890,000 feet
gram or Jin-* ed -*i cult,on -*cd cake, or termining this matte:', one thing must not
to regain his equilibrium.
In all probability tin* child would have ol timber and plank, and 15 tons of iron.
< arob beaus
r an;
attic l.imi which the
l,e lost sight, of, and that is this: Whatever striving
me. sir!” and the small object
kissed him in the main thoroughfare as The dam at the west end will he support‘•Only
world will sell at paying pr'-vs and seh
course you pursue, you must
manage to
: ed by a heavy abutment, 21 feet high with
stood up, and became a very pale, thin, 1 readily as there, and I
nn-at. mtter, clic. se
only mention the
keep up your farm- and not let them run
fact of the street being a quiet one to j wings : hack of which is to lie an embank-A I.- >1 li-• s t hiiiii
win 11 1
>h tanner down, else you had better abandon them and ragged child.
“Are you hurt, little girl ?”
"ilemv file startled propriety of those who ment si feet thick at the bottom in its
buys cattle mod, he ‘!oi*s not. •nlina.’ iiy, and -ecu smiie othei business lor a liveliwidest place, and narrowing up as it rises
are shocked at the
Xo, sir.”
r\pecl to get back al the ptirenuse money 1 hood.
1’hc productive capacity of your
publicity of it.
li.' knows
tv \\rl\ as every
“What are von doing out here in the j
directly
field-should be improved. Or at any iate
Well, then* they parted. He to go over along tin' side-bill. At the east end is a
-•<•1,1
> ti s traiisu!-! i.»n, \vl; •1 e compel itiou N as j th«*v should nor be allowed to deteriorate.
the sea. she to lemain at home and im- heavy wall which is continued up the
r’
lose as In: lias to en •unt.'!-, t.liat this c.aii j
river some distance above the crest of the
“Nothing.”
prove the opportunities he had placed be'■<
IV
ises
In
i'.i
;
out
lie
does
^
oi*iv
*
1'*
*
dam. which wall serves as an ice-breaker
*
Ibre tier
“Why don’t you rro home?”
to
aether with ail j
‘1 ain't got any !”
split the larp'o iields of ice which may
The great heart of tic music-loving
Sheep on a Poor Farm.
; mere.!- ! I -rlilcome
down the stream, so that the ice cani r..:its in lit* m. .11
“Pe ar me ! Where's your mother ?’’
public was agitated with mingled emo•In heaven!”
tions of joy, pride, astonishment and awe. not lie forced against the guard gates that j
Some farmers of our acquaintance feel an !
admit the water into the large canal and !
aii; ip.it
\ t" sheep, for the reason that
they I At this Paul was dumbfounded; and. A new songstress had been criticised,
lilUi'li talked .-I ;ii.l 1
The1 canal is 3000 feet long,
:«*se."
We consider this their chid j seeing that great, tears wen* stealing picked over piecemeal ground down to aead race.
< die
too little lorn- about
am!
under
way,
recommendation. They can only bite* lose j down tin* child’s wan lace, he thrust the the lim-st point, dissected, examined 100 feet wide, with hanks 11 feet high. !
o
j
given eirrumstamu >. in,- '.o! way
buy wiu-i" the
pasture is short, and tin; pasture j violin under the arm which had held the through the most period musical micro- ! At the first glance, one is impressed with
u,
•:
'-attle mod.
is short only on a poor farm.
A poor farm
bread, and putting the other around the scope, ami jnonouueed perfect! And now the idea that the work is needlessly strong,
root
0.1, lei
>(■
i:t.mire
inly will in
ssarily be encumbered with briers, tiny figure, In* said. "Oh! I've got a home | the manager ot a lirsl-elass, fashion- t and that some timber could be spared : !
t alder poorer s' 1
r in.mure insures
r,
i
weeds, and brush, in the fence corners,
a
reallv jolly place! fomi* up and! patronized theatre had engaged her lor a but when the force and pressure of water
Lean, liunpoor tanning and
ops.
l !nder such conditions we could say to a J
!<■
dr-mght ami all farmer who
pry, run-out lleh
single night at an almost fabulous sum, i is carefully calculated, it will bo under:
lias twenty dollars or upward
stood why such a forest of timber is need-ther drawbacks a- w. II--led liekls do not.
And this is tin* way old Paul came to and the world was to hear her voice.
in rush
<>r credit for it, and then let him
j have a neat little housekeeper, and to he
The night came.
The theatre was ! ed. When four feet of water runs over
llonoty is go«»d p.»lu \
i.*4111114 Willi borrow the amount if he has to
one j
pay
calico gowns and shoes out of his crowded from pit to roof. The orchestra the crest of the dam. it lias to sustain a
neighbors. Ji is equally pood policy in
per cent, a month for the use of it,) invest i buying
tealiug w it li one's sell ai..•1 one s passions, it in as
salary.
poor
pealed forth a grand overture, the ex- pressure of Coon tons, or six tons lor each
many ewes, not older than three |
•in' lands have long beet drawn upon lor
wondered at the sight of this pectant crowd tilled the air with perfume, toot in length; a weight which is from
as
People
tail
for
that
Put
you
get
money.
what goes to make bone, and huh s, and years,
as our strongest
them this summer in such a Held as we bent old man, hitherto alone and uneared and the soft murnuir^of whispering voices lour to six times as severe
i.m.se’*;
and 11 ie»o are far more exhausting
have described, and give them, in addition for, now walking daily to his work with and rustling silks arose in a subdued railroad bridges are obliged to sustain.
than what makes tat) and we have made
to what they can pick up, a pint of wheat his hand upon the shoulder of the odd.
sound; and then the broad curtain rolled That weight acts with a leverage of 5 1-2
■•lua.i returns, greatly insulindent to make
bran and oat-meal daily, with free access to yet pretty-faced girl, looking at her with lip and disclosed
the elegantly-littcd feet, showing a force of .">2,000 tons striv.1 the draft
We have sold and sent
water and salt. They will first “go l'or” the
honest pride brightening his eyes, and stage.
ing to topple ovci the dam. The entire
iw.tv that which consumed the virgin b ibriers and clean them out; every portion of laughing as loud as she whenever the
ds, ,*1
Suddenly there was a rush in the vast framing lias been under the supervision of
Malm
w have brought lit.
that held will be trodden over and over
'i
joke came in. But old Paul looked un- building, and eyes grew bright with eager Frank Gould, and it lias thus far been
bark to them
Ueckoning day is sure
r Wi 1and the weeds will have no chance.
•mm-.
1 n I'.n-i, pari of the bills for dain- again,
concerned, evaded the questions of the anticipation, as from the wing came the done in^i very thorough manner.
Fold them on that held during winter, and
..iv
1 th s summer.
curious, and learned to love nothing debutante.
mington (111.) Independent.
With
pr<
• ut.v
to them feed sullicieut to keep them
<**m comes also a ra-e
A tall, graoelul girl, with gleaming
The above work was planned by E. S.
opportunity to buy thriving, liet the use of a good buck in better in this world than the little waif,
ns milch a> We will of the
< 'amilla.
fertility of West- season South-Down would oe
shoulders, and while, perlectly-shapod j Waters, Esq., the Chief
preferable
Engineer of the
;
ern prairie.ami put i! upon our hungry
Thorn worn many, many days, when arms; with a crown of purple black hair
and in the spring, if you have luck ^that
Since its projection, it has had
th-l.lW hy not buy iberally .Company.
rheumatism
drew
Paul
the
fire
in
with
the
by
dark
up
head;
regal
great,
upon
means if you give them proper attention and
S. 1. fbltlOAl.K.
the old, bank attic, ami drew the last eyes scanning the crowd, and then with the approval of eminent hydraulic enfeed regularly,) you will raise more Iambs
than you have ewes. The money will be
penny out ol' the dilapidated old purse; almost childish shyness vailing themselves gineers both East and West, and since
but brave little Camilla, never forgetting beneath the long lashes; a mouth, soft,
im-re than doubled,and the wool and manure
Weamnrj and Care of Colts
more than half completed, it has the lull
how near death she had been on that bit- tender and beautiful, and a cheek as fair
will pay lor their feed and interest..
In the
of Mr. Francis, of Lowell,
spring you may put that Held in corn, with tor night of their meeting, always found as the pure white satin of her sweeping endorsement
in* i.
When coil-; :m*
they should to- certainty of getting fifty per cent, in- a word to ward off hunger, and courage robe; and they had all seen the long- and Mr. Chesbrougli, ot Chicago, whose
American Agriculturist
never lie put with <ilder
mimn!- oi their ei i-. .•!'crop.
to keep them both bright until help came. talked-of and highly-praised beauty.
judgment in such structure are second to
• iVVil
The winter of 1st;— came in like a lion,
.species a b w V »g.-: her with an abunA roar like the rushing of distant waters
none ill this country.
Hence, the permadance of room, will d. best., aiul the attenas many a poor wretch well remembers,
sounded in her ears, and then swelled into
Underd raining.
tion .should he from one person who h:i
and with the first blast came Paul's a thunder of applause; and coming slow- nency and reliability of the water power,
sense enough to discover any little matter i
He turned one night a sad face ly down in the splendor of the footlights, thus created, cannot be questioned. This
At a Pennsylvania Agricultural Society,
enemy.
^oine amiss held re it is serious, or, in other the
from his warm corner in Bertmann’s shop her beautiful bead erect, her eyes glowing
statements were recently
following
I is the work in which II. O. Aldcn, Esq.,
lie
should
have
the
to
words,
gumption
j made l>v a Bucks County fanner, lie
began among the violins, and hobbled up the with excitement, her beauty was enhanc- of Belfast, is
prevent every ailment horsellesli is heir to,
largely interested.
four acres, in which he put cold street, feeling the approach ot the ed
id'her
draining
by
tlm
costume,
Camilla,
elegance
by
instead ot waiting to cure it. For instance :
down about lour thousand feet of tile,
and
old
rheumatic
what
the
child
of
little
ains,
old
the
waif,
|
poor
wondering
poor
there may hi* a colt among several which is
11(> w to no it. The most difficult thin"
something over (JO rods apart. The work would become of his poor little Camilla.
l’aul Smith, the protege of proud Richard
so shy and nervous that lie is afraid to
was done in a very thorough manner, the
llis excitement carried him up to the CUivcring, received the homage of the as- in the world for a woman to do is to get
stand up and eat with the others, till his
ditches being over four loot deep, Pipe tile, last
ready to go anywhere. And there is
flight of stairs, and hearing Camilla’s sembled crowd.
share i-, nearly consumed.
There mav he
with collars, were laid, the mains being
another naturally wry slow in masticating,
voice, he paused to rest and listen. She
When the acclamations had ceased, the nothing a woman will resent quicker or
three inches in diameter, and the laterals an
was singing in that swecl and expressive orchestra began a soft symphony; and more fiercely than an intimation that she
which would lose much of his share and
inch and three-fourths.
The collars, by
thus these animate woul 1 pine away, for if
manner which made her voice seem to
then through the building echoed the may possibly miss the train. < >nr friend,
holding the ends of the pieces evenly to- him the sweetest and
he had ever clear, pure notes of a voice that sound- Uraytogle, gives us an instance of this.
enough were given so that there would he j gether,
purest
give every piece a chance to run its
more than the boldest could eat, it would
Mr. 11 ray was supposed to take the ten
full capacity of water. A tightly-stretched heard. At the end of the stanza she took ed far away, a dreamy mystic voice, full
train on the lice Line, to visit
still be wrong, as there would he a cloying
cord was used for regulating the grades of breath, and another voice said, “Child, of hope, of doubt, of pain. Nearer, still o'clock
ot the fast eaters. This matter could easily
astonish me. Either 1 am a poor nearer it sounded, and hope half drowned some relatives in an interior town. Havan operation which always requires
you
descent,
he remedied by separation and other preon previous occasions for inconsiderable care and engineering ingenui- judge of music, or else your voice is the the doubts, hut yet a plaintive sorrow ing suffered
ventions adopted in time to meet every
the whole work was done in finest I ever heard. You are right in seemed to remain. Tt came nearer, and judicious suggestions, Bray thought that
ty.
Although
|
hut
m
no
successful
undertakcontingency
! the most thorough manner, and obviously preferring its cultivation to any thing the sorrow was a half expectant, trem- lor once lie would let things take their
ing of horse training should there he a somewhat more
expensively at the start else.”
constant use of drugs or a resort to quackbling glimpse of something better; and natural course. So he sipped his coffeo
than most underdraiuiug, yet the increase
An electric thrill shot through old Paul’s then suddenly the strange voice broke and ate his eggs and toast, while Madame
ery.
in the crops has paid the owner at least 20
lrame, and quickened his blood to a forth in a triumphal strain, and the curled and powdered, and danced attendYV> will brieily add that the main hints to
per cent, on the investment, his money rapidity that quite carried
and tied bark
he given are, to make the colts fat against
away his rheu. listeners held their breath as the wondrous ance on the looking-glass,
live
Another
farmer
years.
matie pains, and in a twinkling he was notes rang out upon the air, and then on the back of her head. Then Bray sat
winter, by extra food, (to the mare as well doubling every
in the same county had two acres of land,
the stairs and in his little attic.
as the colt, il it cannot he done without,)
died away.
by the stove an hour and read the mornunlit for cultivation, drained in up
lie was terrified at the sound of a man’s
and do not hurry about weaning, as by previously
For a moment deathly silence reigned, ing paper, while the Madame still continthis thorough manner, which yielded him
voice, but the sight of a handsome and but. it was for a moment only'; and then ued to get ready. At last, just as he
feeding the mare well she will not he in- 1-5 bushels of corn in a
year, at the rate
jured. (Jive bran, oats, and corn too, if of 02 1-2 bushels
polished
gentleman, with diamond studs the building vibrated with a crash of en- reached the filial paragraph of reading
acre.
per
you like, but not more than one third of
in his snowy linen, a heavy ring upon his thusiasm that came from the music-crazed matter, and was beginning on the adverthe latter in proportion to the bran, and no
dainty white hand, unquestionable broad- audience. Men arose in their seats, and tisements, Madame tied her bonnet-strings
corn unless the colts run out in tin; liel 1cloth upon liis back, in close conversation hundreds flung their floral tributes at her under her chin, took one long, lingering,
Noxious Weeds.
the whole dry, for the saliva is the natural
with his Camilla, whose wondrous beauty feet.
loving look at the image reflected in the
and
the
loss
fluid to assist in the digestion,
It seems to be a great puzzle to some
had of late startled even his dull percepIn one of the boxes, above the one glass, and sweetly announced :
of it with the bran, &c., by mixing water persons how to get rid of noxious weeds.
“Well, my dear, I’m ready.”
tion. was more than Paul could bear.
where the music-master and manager sat,
with it, is partly the cause ol the gaunt There is one certain method which never
He was a very small man—had been in an old, odd-looking man waved his hand“Ready for what'1"’ asked Bray in wellframes one so frequently sees. As lor cook- fails if it is properly and persistently put
affected astonishment.
ing any kind of food, unless you choose to into practice, viz., keep all the leaves and his youth—and now that Time's wither- kerchief and cheered, with great tears
“To go to the depot, to be sure, said
give some jelly, it, is time thrown away, as stems cut close down to the surface. It ing fingers had touched him, he was falling down his wrinkled cheeks; and
like withered fruit, Camilla looked up to that one box, and Mrs. Brayfogle, tartly.
is also chatt-cuttiug,
curry-combing, and makes but little difference what kind of1 shriveled and dried
“Oh!” said Bray, “I’d forgotten; well,
much other old woman's rubbish. Nature instrument is used for this purpose, wheth- but in liis virtuous indignation lie puffed gave him the only smile that crossed her
has laws and they caunot (all of them) he er it lie hoe, plow or cultivator, only let out to his fullest extent, and in liis falsetto lips during the night.
Madame,” continued he, looking at lus
broken with impunity. [Country (lenllc- them be used so frequently that the plant voice piped, “Camilla, how dare you inlint at length the curtain fell, and watch, “that train has been gone thirteen
mun.
vite any one here ?”
can get no opportunity for breathing, as it
Camilla, weary and worn, wont to the minutes. Just keep on your things, and
“Oh, Uncle Paul! This is Mr. Claver- dressing-room. Some one stood in the you’ll be ready for the train to-morrow
were, through its leaves. There is no
species of noxious plant that will live for ing, a gentleman whose—whose—”
shadow of a side-scene, and when she morning.”
\Vmu Fknck.
My experience in wire
time
without
and
considerable
We draw a veil over what followed.
leaves,
“Whose mother she saved irom death. asked permission to pass, caught her by
fence is that the posts should set eight feet any
this peculiar characteristic should be taken Your niece, sir, a few
days since, was the hands and drew her out into the light. We are assured, however, that the next
upart if you want it durable; and there
Even
of in their destruction.
advantage
passing through our crowded thorough“Camilla, little Camilla, is it you? morning Mrs. 15., was ready an hour
should be a good soli*l post every forty rods
Canada thistles and Toad flax will succumb fare, when
to stretch the wire on.
These posts should
my mother’s carriage drew up Have 1 been listening to my little girl all ahead of time.
under such treatment.
the pavement.
to
be six or eight inches in diameter and hewThe horses were this glorious evening? Speak tome! 1
restive, and bidding the driver attend to am bewildered and blind.”
ed, at least on one side, and set three and a
Some years since, a prominent business
half feet in the ground. If made of a
Tlii! extent to which labor-saving machines them, she began to descend unassisted.
“Mr. Clavering! When did you come? man ol'Northampton, Mass., who
began
crotch, all the better for a key post, as the have been introduced into agriculture, says Her loot was on the step, when the ani- Oh, 1 am so glad, so happy!” she ex- to sow his wild oats when a boy, and lias
wires are apt to twist if not braced. Tut tlie Chicago Tribune, we saw illustrated a mals
claimed.
forward
and
her
vionot
sprang
Hung
got all through yet,attended a colored
on five
wires, the first a foot from the day or two ago in Wisconsin. A burner lently from her foothold. But for the
“Are you glad ? Are you happy ? < *h ball in Market street, in that town. After
ground, the next two eight inches apart, was seated on a reaper, with gloves on his sudden act of
is this my welcome? Have you waited each “breakdown” he noticed that a well
who
niece,
received
your
the others nine inches. Toint
hands, and with an umbrella over him, and, my mother in her
your posts
near the house—by the way a shallow
strong young arms, the for me, my love, my darling?”
and drive them, it will take les» than half with as much comfort as if
driving a buggy, fall might have proved a fatal one.
She put her hands over her eyes, one—was resorted to by the men to quench
My
the time of setting them
If
he
the
was
other
outs,
cutting
reaper throwing mother at once entered a
any
way.
thirst. Unobserved while the dance was
shop, and keop- mourning.
oak posts, put tin* wire on with
staples; if them into regular and convenient sheaves
niece near iter, sent for me.
“You do not mean your words ! I am going on, he slipped out ot the house and
ceder bore them with a three-fourth bit and for binding aud stacking. We remember ing your
I came to-day, at my mother’s earnest re- dreaming! I am mad !”
moved the curb a few feet beyond the
run the wire through.
Tore the key post the time when, twenty years ago, we cut
to express our heartfelt gratitude,
“You are here, wide awake, Camilla, well, and waited the result. Presently
with a two-inch auger and make your keys
oats witlioukan umbrella or gloves, and let quest,
to offer-”
and 1 am asking you to love me, and to out came one of the dancers, and
Fasten the wires to them,
of tough wood.
the grain lay where it fell from the scythe. and
plump
“You needn’t offer Camilla a penny, be my wife.”
into the well he went. Blowing and pulland turn them with * key as tight as you Vet here was a man with a pair of horses,
She drew him away for a brief moment, ing, he came
the
to
and
exclaimple&se, hut loosen them in the |fall. You in comparative comfort, doing more in one sir. She will never suffer while I’ve a
top,
up
^11 have a good fence as long as posts last. day than twenty-five men could have done pair of hands to work for her,” said Paul. and laid her weary head within his arms. ed: “By gorry! who moved dat well
I do not wish to Then she passed on to her
“You mistake me.
l
?”
last
[Cor. Western Rural.
since
1’se
out
here
by hand twenty years ago.
dressing-room,
w
the bay
Li
held at tw ice as much, or more.
M\ in -\! siigg.stion i> that instead of

?

discover (he authors of this horrible
:iyc, lmt as yet without the slightest

|

attend to him.”
“Ob. Richard !”

THIS A CU T.

police arc making every effort

to

outsur-

The failure of the photographers
’•<> obtain a
portrait is regarded by the deicciives as a hard blow to their enteprise
ami the absence ol any trace oi the trucknian as almost tin
end of hope for any
discover}’. A clue furnished by ex-l>epCoroner
Shine is attracting some atuty
tention.
I>r. Shine \va< visiting 1 >i*. Nagle. JulyS. in the mom appropriated at
I’oliee ilcaduuarters lor the Bureau of
\’ital Statistic', when an elderly lady enA Done) Womnn Packed in a Trunk.
Experience of .1 Diver.
tered. She said that the niece of a friend
From the New York Tribune August
in Canada had come to the city a tew
[Correspondence in I/md and Water.'
A plain cab, drawn by one horse, -top- j weeks before with the intention of putI have lately had the
pleasure of an in- pod before the principal door of the Thir- j ting herself under some eminent physician's care for treatment of a tumor in
terview with Mr. d. Wood of Herne Bay, tecntli street Hudson llivcr Railroad d
1*. M.
Its the stomach.
who has followed the business of a diver pot last Saturday, about
Tin* gill after spending
tor upwards of twenty-two years, and who oei'upant, a young woman of small slat- ! some time in looking around, had told
e
her
th
that
she
has now retired after a Ion" and active ure, plainly dressed, alighted upon
had at last found a physiservice.
I sidewalk and nervously handed some cian in (>ak street. A week afterward
Mr. Wood made his iirst start in life by i money to the driver, who thereupon the girl had left the house and had then
Hun- he<-n ah-ent lour (’ays. causing great
an extraordinary, and as it turned out, a ; drove away as if in a great hurry.
Dr. Nagle asked
It the reader dreds of carriages had thus come and alarm to her relatives.
very lucky piece of divin::.
will look at the map of Ireland, lie will gone during the day, and this incident the lady the name of the physician in Oak
see that outside of Belfast
Lough, and a was naturally unnoticed by the by-staml- street, and on being informed by her,
little to the southwest opposite Donagha- | ers. The woman paused a moment on look.-d through the list, but was unable
dee, are situated the Copeland 1-lands, it |j tin* sidewalk, as if thinking intently. A to lind any doctor nt the name having an
Dr. Nagle then asked for a
number of boys wen* standing near, wait- olliee then*.
so happened that a Whitstahle man was a
coastguard in this district, lie heard a le- ing for opportunities to carry baggage description of the girl’- personal appeargend that a ship laden with a heavy cargo for passengers, and one ot them attract- ance, and the lady said that she was of a
She called him and 1 i III complexion, with golden hair, and
of silver had been wrecked otV the Cope- ed her attention.
land Islands some halt a centur\ ago. lie said that a wagon would soon come with a Iovelv lace. The lady gave her address
therefore communicated with some oi his a trunk, which she wanted him to help in Bond street.
friends at Whitstahle who were divers. carry into the baggage room. The boy
N w Y<»i:k. Aug. 29th.
Accordingly Mr. Wood and four others who was known to his companion:- as
The body of the victim of abortion
to
the
assented
on
hoard
a
engage- found
vessel, “Paddy,” readily
put their diving dresses
Saturday in a trunk in tin* Hudson
amTsailed from Whitstableto Donaghadec. j ment. and told the woman that it would River depot in this city, lias been identibe
a
for
to
ticket
her
when
there
heard
purchase
necessary
i
they got
they
fied as that of Maria l o>ter, of Perth Am
before she could get a check tor the trunk
was. that the wrecked vessel was in the !
In y. and formerly of New Haven
The
He then had
slave trade, and that she had on hoard from the baggage-master.
seaieli of the t w<» house.-of “I loctor dawhen she struck on the rocks a large mini- ! his employer to the licket-oilice. where cob
ltosenzw.-ig, a Herman Jew, well
she. purchased a ticket for Chit ago
'The
Ocr ot slaves and a considerable sum <>t
known as an abortionist, failed to find
who was very observant, saw that
dollar-.
Nothhoy,
of
silver
form
in
the
the
woman who
money
-.cutaway the trunk from
she gave the ticket agent £10 and receivhis house at Ms? Second Avenue, but tin*
ing would have been known ot the wreck
change, the price ot the ticket be- houses arc under close surveillance.
bavin" taken place had not somebody dis- ed
covered human legs projecting above the I ing S--.
ii
Rosenzweig, who was arrested m
nil: MYsmaoi s ti.tnk.
It appears that tinsurface of the water.
«pior store Monday, and is still in «*ust >
«•>had ti diploma Irom a so-called nied
people on hoard the ship had tried to
Returning to the sidew.Jk, lie woman dv.
’c al college'’ in Philadelphia, but
l»*\\
eape; they had filled their shirtsleeve.-! led the
to a truck which hah been
boy
the
rocks
with dollars, but in getting up
j driven up before the window of tin* bag- years ago he was selling lager bier in
and
met
back
fallen
many of them had
j1 gage olliec during their absence This Chatham stmet. lie i-wry reticent and
with an untimely end, as tin* weight o! the
truck was a very small o ue, witli three denies all knowledge ot tin* affair, though
dollars had kept their heads under water. liars
police possess positive evidence of
painted red on each dde, and also the
No one had ever disturbed the wreck with the
his complicity
name
Inspectors Walling amt
“Tripp,” painted upon
since it happened, so Mr. \\ ood and hi- • me of
its panels.
The truckman was Jam‘son belie,.• th--y have a certain clue
friends set to work to find out where it
to
tin* woman wh«> accompanied the trunk
old, of slight stature, and wore the blue
was.
They put on their diving dresses, overalls of a common cartman. He was to the depot.
and for two or three days walked about to
\ R\V v. »KIv, All" !
greeted by the woman as an old acquaintand lro at the bottom of the sea, in about ance. A
cheap packing-trunk of small
Theot tie recognition <»| tin*
forty feet of water, searching for the trea- size was on the truck. The woman re- ! imii'il.‘r«■ alt-meiii
-1 blonde i- Miss LSowlshy. ot
sure.
This they did by clearing away tin- marked to the
boy, that this trunk con- Paterson, was not made without irrefrag
weeds and turning over the stones with tained a
good deal of glassware and able evidence i>f it> truth, and Inspector
crowbars, and feeling lor the dollars with would better be
carefully lifted. On at- Wallin", who in each nt tile [iivvieii- ;i!
their hands, as the water was too thick t >
to
raise it, tin* lid nearly came
tempting
tempted identification•; declared that they
see.
The wreck itself had entirely perish- olV, and the woman
anxiously asked the were worthless, was in 111i^ instance aAlter a
ed through the lapse of time.
if
he
a
could
not
boy
purchase
rope. eeriain as lie had before been
long and careful search at last they came j “Paddy” bought a strap of tin* baggage rin* detail- of the identilii ation sceptical
are quite
upon the dollars; they were spread about master for si, and
her.
it
to
brought
that three da\s
interesting. It
among the stones, but many had slipped The trunk was then securely fastened, ami l>r. Kinm appears
of Paterson, visited tin*
down among a heap of iron ore which carried into the
baggage room and plac- dcad-lnm-e, and alter attentively exam
had ioiincd the ballast u! the ship. Many [ ed
tiie counter. The bagg.ig' :inupon
ining the remains, sought Warden Hrenof the dollars were worn away thin by the ter was hurried, and.
upon being shown nati in his private olliee, and told him
action of the waves. Some were lying the
ticket, quickly handed the woman a that he thought he knew the
!j
identity ol
separate, others in great lumps like rock- check, and attaching another to the trim
the deceased. judging from a sear on tin*
soldered together by iron, certainly in
tiling it upon a pile of others. The lmv h it arm. below tin* elbow, where In* had
some eases the handcuffs used for the
received his compensation and walked vaeeinat d the deceased.
This was some
slaves. Some days the divers got two
carelessly with the woman toward Ninth thin" m >re than the wild stories he had
hundred dollars, sometimes three him- avenue, meanwhile
curiit
thinking very
heard, and I.remain listened attentively
dred, sometimes a thousand. In all, the ous that a
passenger should come to tie- He knew there was nothin" more unusunumber of dollars they got up trom the!
>
s
when
tie
in
the
afternoon,
depot
carl}’
al than \aeci lation below the elbow, and
wreck was about twenty-live thousand.
Chicago train started at s o'clock in tie that -ueh a seal* identified by the pliysi
The “Diver’s Arms,” near tin* clock
j
evening. The woman left tin boy upoi eian who had caused it was most importower at Herne Bay, of which Mr. Wood I reaching Xinth avenue, after
engaging tant.
hr. Kinm* then thought ol hr.
is proprietor, owes its existence to the di>- I him to meet her on tin* corner of ThirParker, a dentist of Paterson, who had
had
Mr.
Wood
dollars.
of
these
eovery
teenth street at 7.20 and show her what done some work for tin*
girl, and went
on this occasion a curious under water adear to take.
She went down Xinth ave- home, soon
again returning with said
One ot the divers complained nue, and was last seen
venture.
walkby
“Paddy,”
examinawho
mad**
a
thorough
Parker,
that he was annoyed by a lobster, and
ing with great haste.
tion of the teeth, mouth and jaw of tin*
couldn't work. Mr. Wood learned the
Till' niseovi.KY.
deceased, and concluded by declaring
whereabouts of the lobsli r, and went
Meanwhile the trunk was moved about hi- readi less to swear to the identity of
down after him. lie soon discovered Mr.
the hod} :i that of Mi-s lJowlsby. He
Lobster sitting under a rock, looking as here and there in the reckless manner of
1 eyoud the possibilHis feelers I aggage-mon, until finally, it was thrown recognized his work
savage as a lobster can look.
ity of a mist.live, and this ended the vexwere pointed well forward, and he held out of the baggage room upon the plated question of identity.
Inspector Wal
out his two great claws wide open in a lorm, from which the trunks are placed
iimlT then ordered a second search ol the
threatening attitude. Wood knowing the in the luggage ear. Doubtless from this house of lioscnzwcig. in tin* hope ol findhabits of lobsters, give this lellow his rough handling the lid was in some man-ome article of clothing of the mill
crowbar, which he immediately nipped ner loosened, for a porter leaning over ing
dered girl.
Finally a linen hem-stitched
with hi- claws. Th»-u watching hi- op- t-> lit! the trunk noticed. a n-uiseous stench
from it.
Robert Yandeward. handkerchief was found in a wash-tub
portunity lie passed his signal lint over jI! pioceeding
it np to tin* ga- -light, in one corthe lobster's tail, made it last, and -ignal- tin baggage-master, was told of this by Holding
be letters, but so
1 his the porter, and resolved to open it. The ner there >eemcd to
led to the men above to haul up.
were not distinguishable
that
taint
they
lock
was very Iragile, and upon the first
went
Mr.
and
instantly away
they did.
The searching was continued until the
Lobster living up through the wafer into ! pressure gave way. The lid was lifted. !
entire lions,, was exhausted, but nothing
the air above, with hi e! iws -fill expend- and upon tin* top an ordinary quilt was'
under which a thick blanket was further wa> found, and the hundkerehiel
cii,
ed, and as scared a- a lobster «,<>uld be
V grea; i'un^ii' eel also ]•:i •! Ih** «!'\ <t- (bund.
I'pon removing these a horrible was delivered to Inspector Walling.
d the letter- upon the
:i visit.
He was an^ininieii'V fellow, and sight met the eyes of tin* haggage-mus- That officer piae.
handkerchief under a magnifying glass,
kept swimming round Wood. hut wmild b-r. lit the bottom of the •rur.k. with and then* in di-line* eharaetcis
sentene
* 1 was
! of the maul resting upon the knees, was the
\\
not come near him.
<\ a young woman.
The trunk ing the moil-!.r lio-.-n/weig to tin* full
his hand being l)ilten, a- a conger’s lute is j bod\
were the tell-tale
IK* once knew a diwr whose was only two feet si\ inches long and penult} ot his erime
Very hud.
Howl- -.
In ti»e Supreme
letters. A. \
lingers was seized by a conger. The brute eighteen inches deep, and yet a body < our: Chamberlo-day, dudg<* Sunder
took all the tlesh dean olV the man's lin- over live led in length, had been forced
into it. To do this the tiends had placed land i-sued a writ ot liabea- corpus for
ger. A conger is a very dnng» rous anialot Uo-enzwcig, 11».
mal in the water. However, tliis conger i the corpse upon its right side, doubl' d the jirodiieliou
!
leg-<l illegal praetiti nier, making it rekept swimming round about Wood, so he up tin* legs and bent tin* head forward. I! turnuble
A
to-morrow
morning.
young
took his clasp knife out and tried to stab | fin.* girl could not have been over is
man named Frank Tripp, who eaun from
him, but the conger would not conn* near years oi age, and was an unusually beausoiic
town
in
Ma—aehiisetts
two
til’lll “blonde.” with line features and a ;
years
enough to be knifed. It was a longwhihand opened a velocipede school in
before the conger would go away, and complexion of extraordinary clearness. ago
and
who
Paterson,
has
been
in
lb
r
of
a
company
long auburn hair
shining color,
even after he had gone away Wood could
with Mi-- P>o\\-leshy. is reported to have
not go on working because h>* was not j hung in heavy tresses over her shoulders
! milled her am! been tin* cause of her sub
and
Her
hid
her
breast:.
hands,
though
sure that he had really gone for good, and
deal
tin- hands of K »>cn/
it might have come out of some corner at | small and slender, showed that she bad sequent
weii*;.
Xo
ot
labored.
cuts
or
marks
assault
j
any minute and nipped his lingers.
Mr. Wood has had other advent tin’s I were found upon the body, although
!
The Bravest Soldier at Waterloo.
with lish when working under water. lie there were slight signs of decomposition
about the pelvic region.
was once employed in fixing some heavy
A British oiVteer lm- keen forced with
stones in the harbor at Dover; while wait»\ Tilt: TK.YCK OF TIIE MrUPEUKltS.
I t!u* following ancedots apropos of tin
ing for the stones to come down from the
Capl. Catlrey, of the Twentieth Pro Waterloo .Mitiwrsary.
ship above, he sat down on a rock, and
Some few venm :iiX‘* lwo gentleman
Police, was informed of tin- diseov
being very quiet, a shoal of whiting pout cinet ami
came up to examine the strange visitor to
cry,
immediately began hunting lor waited «»i 1 tlit* Duke ! Willington at
He succeeded, about o'clock Apslev House. ami told liitu that a friend
their sub-aqueous residence ; they played a coroner.
all about him, and kept on biting at the in the evening, in finding Corom*r Young , of theirs hud died, leaving them executors
thick glass which formed the eyes of his by whom an order was signed f>r the re- to J» is w-ill, in which, union <4 other I km pic- ts
of the body to the Morgue.
Dur
lie had |e!t L'.'m»•» t• the bravest man in the
diving helmet; so the next time Wood moval time hundreds
of persons, moved Britis army, and a- they < .m^i-h-red him
ingthis
went down he took with him a fish-hook
wore
to
permitted
gaze nit- It) he the bravest man. they had call t-»
fastened into the end of a short stick—a by curiosity,
on the body.
At Police Headquarters, in hand o\ er to
him
eherk 1«<r the
gaff, in fact. The pouts came round him
street.
Mulberry
Inspector Walling exam- money.
as usual, and he galled them one after anof
the
ined.
all
the
records
three
'die
duk1
was
much
past
other with his hook. He then strung them
pleased at the comon a string, and came up nfier Ids day's months, but found no account of a mipliment paid to him. hilt deelined t«> tv
work was over with a goodly fry of whit- sing girl corresponding to the vtotim. ei red tiie homey, as lie said there were
On the information furnished by the boy I
many otlier men in the British .tiny who
ing pouts for his supper.
On another occasion Wood was employ- known as “Paddy,” but whose true name equalled him
bravery, lie was then
ed to bring up some pigs of lead from the was found to lie Alexander Parks, In- requested to decide on whom t!n‘ llionev
When he was walking spector Walling examined the list of should lie be-towed. This was a dillieult
hold of a vessel.
about on the top of the lead he felt some- truckmen but found that there wasonh ! point ; but at length he proposed ii should
in the city by the name of be given to M. or (leneral Sir Janie'.
thing alive under his feet. It kicked one eartman
Tripp, and In1 easily cleared himseif from Mae I )onell who so resolutely defended
tremendously, but lie knelt down upon it all
suspicion. Orders were then sent out 1 Imigomout, the kev to the British po-i
to keep it steady; he soon ascertained that
it was an enormous skate that he was to arrest a eartman named Trap]), and lion in the memoralde hatlle of Watei h»o.
the order was obeyed, but, after a detenThe two gentleman then called on
standing on, so he served him the same as tion
ot several hours, he was released. Major t It literal MaeDomdl. telling him
He watched his opp.»he did the lobster.
that
he
was
Parks
I I lie decision of the Duke of Wellington.
positively asserting
tunity and then slipped the noose of his
line around the skate's tail; he then sig- not the man. Balded in this direction, and tendering him the L’.hoo. But Sit
nalled to ‘•haul," and up went Master Inspector Walling issued, about.'! A. M., J mes, in his turn, d ‘elitied to receive it.
Skate, Happing his great wings like a a general order to the police to examine i knowing, as lie sai l, a man who, in the
wounded eagle, and mightily astonished all the trucks in the city, if possible, the j bat'Ii* "f Waterloo, l ad show’ll hinisell
Parks.
This search equal i.• any one in br,.v. r\
The Major
were the people in the boat when they one de.M-ribcd by
found a monster skate, on the end of the was also unsuccessful, word coming | t lent! a! then described that when the
from all the precincts that no truck of the French troops made one of their rushes
line, and not a pig <>t lead.
i
\\ ood once nearly lost ins hie when at kind could be found. 'The police were, at the eate of the farm-house called
the bottom of the sea. Al’rnssian vessel however, successful, yesterday morning, llougoiuon’ m that critical moment wdien
had gone down olV the Mouse lluoy in the in finding the man who drove the cab victory and defeat hung evenly in the
Thames estuary. The captain was drown- tor the mysterious woman, in the person balance. Sergeant Major Fraser a very
ed in Ids cabin, and Wood had under- of a livery-man who keeps a stable on powerful man, boldly assisted him to cIom
taken to gel him out if he possibly con d. Twenty-third street, near 'Third avenue. the gates, thereby shutting out tile French,
'The cabman told the police that, about who were soon driven back with great
Arriving at the bottom ot the sea, Wood 1 o’clock on
he returned to his slaughter. Thus was the fortune of the
found the vessel lying over on her side,
and found waiting there a woman dav decided.
and that she had gone down with all her stable
The Duke ot Wellington considered
lie tried to get into the cabin, who wished to go to the Hudson River
sails set.
there for Major (leneral MaeDoueil
but found the mainsail ali over the cabin Railroad depot, lie took her
deserving of
noticed
she
acted
and
that
si,
the
strangely
lie was just about to return when
money, on account of his resolute dedoor,
As
ol
cab.
lor
deout
the
of
and
Sir
fence
.fames conIlougomont,
he found that his air pipe and signal line upon getting
he said that was b.-yond his sidered that Sergeant Major Fraser was
had suddenly got jammed,
l'ully aware scribing asher,
In* did not scan lier closely, entitled to share it with him. on account
of his very dangerous position, and with- power,
and regarded her as he would any other of the great service he had rendered him
out losing his presence of mind, he sat
'The body of the mi that occasion.
common passenger.
The mom1)- was divided
j
quietly on the edge of the vessel and conwoman was removed to the Belbetween the tleneral and Sergeant-Major
sidered. The men above he could find young
I
levue Hospital dead-house about lOo’eloek and the
generosity of {he Duke of Welling
were signalling to hint violently to come
on Saturday night.
Here it was taken | ton ami Sir J unes MaeDoueil will not
up, but he could not answer, as the line from the truck and
placed in a common ; soon be forgotten.
lie took out his pocketwas jammed,
collin. No (dibi t was made to preknife and thought two or three times of pine
for
identilication or tor
serve it upon ice
Tin* Host<.n Advertiser says tin* reported
cutting himself adrift. As a last chance, the
The body
when ; discovery of sovit.i1 thousand bottles <u
photographers.
he determined to adopt another course, so
the
in
railroad
found
showed
few
VC1V old :tinl I :u'i* M.idoi! :l Wtlie ill :i condepot
he climbed up the rigging, among the
of decay, but six hours in the dead- cealed closet in the residence ot tin* late
signs
loose
as well
sails
and
wet
ropes,
great
house converted it into a loathsome ob- David Sears, on Heaeon street, will tickle
as he could, and
fortunately found the
'The face and neck swelled into ! ilu* fancy of many an epicure. The build
place where his air pipe was hitched, lie ject..
horrible
and the upper por- in*x is about to beeome the Somerset Club
j
caretully loosened it, gave the signal and tion of theproportion-,
body turned almost black from ; House. In finishing the allies the reding
If I underwas hauled up immediately.
the
When
decomposition.
rapid
photo- | w:is so const rut ted as to leave a consider
stand right the line was clear enough
at last arrived, about
yester- I aide place ju>t under the ridgepole, access
when he went down, but while he was at graphers
work on the sunken ship the tide changed, day alternoon the face was so changed ! t«> which could be obtained by a lock and
a : concealed door.
The workmen found a
and carrying his pipe and line in the op- that they deemed it useless to take,
as she could not have been reckey by which the door was opened and
j
posite direction to that in which it had picture,
Deputy I discovered in this strange place of deposit
been originally conducted, it become ognized by her dearest friends.
Coroner Cushman arrived at the Morgue one hundred and thirty-two dozen bottles
jammed. He did not get to tin' surface at 11 A.
M. yesterday and made a care- I of wine. None of the surviving members
one instant too soon, for the boat was just
ful post-mortem examination of the body. of the Sears family have ever known of
drifting, as her anchors would not hold.
He believed the woman had been dead the use of the place for any purpose, and
Dr. Cushman, was it is
three or four days.
supposed that the late owner put the
Howto make a thin baby hit- Throw ot the decided opinion that death was wine there soon after tin* house was built
it front a third story window, and it’s sure caused by acute peritonitis, resulting'
perhaps fifty or sixty years ayfo, when
from in abortion.
to come down plump.
1 he cost was but a tritlc.
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Capt. McGilvery. 1 shall decline to answer
that.
Corrcs. Then let me ask you if you do not
believe the policy of the Democratic party of
to-day is more conducive to the best interests of
the people than that of the Republican party?
rant. McGilvery. Insert the word financial
and I will assent to it.
Corrcs. Including in that word the banking
system, and the subjects of tariff, taxation and
payment of the national debt?
Capt. McGilvery. Yes.
Corrcs. Please consider it inserted, then,
how will you answer it?
Capt. McGilvery. I shall say that 1 do, and
believe that the masses of the people will support me in such an opinion.

MAINE'S DECAY.
Visit to Scrasport and

A

a

Talk with

Capt.

McGilvery.
special Correspondence

to

the Boston I’ost.l

Searsi’Ort, Aug. 20,1871.
This is an acceptable village, resting quietly
in-1 quaintly on a rounding sweep of the Pcii
>t Bay. Taking its name from the lion.
l>a\ «1 Sears, of Boston, whose adjacent island
>m.
socks even closer acquaintance with its
in in name by means of a wide-stretching
ir of sand, covered only when the tide rises
t> iis heisrht: its houses are of the uniform
orthodox New I'ngland pattern, white painted
and green blinded, with a lew charming cxeep'll".
Its siret-ts an* wide ami pleasantly
"haded; its public edifices tasteful in their orlamented, parti-eolored suits; its gardens attractive, and now eloquent of summer suns
and kindly care. The same withering touch
that has prostrated s«» many of the other fair
cities and villages of Maine, has lelt its pitiless
ami d«*stro\ mg impress here. To the cries for

CONCLUSION.
At

no

more

li

ini'

i\

familiarly

WM,

What

known

hasty leave. Pkkcik.

He

Says about Temperance.
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Josh r a Nvk.
A

main years expesuccessful ship master.
h is retirement from the sea he has been
mainly oeenpieil in ship-building ami ship-ownic. but in connection has been interested in
1 «•<»-t
all other kinds of business. including
umbering. trading, banking, telegraphs and
railroads until he may safely he presumed to
have has mu. h praetieal husiness and linam-ial
dge ax an> othei man in the Stale. AdI to all this practical
knowledge i> a kiml"f heart, sincerity of purpose, shrewdness
"i foresight, candor of
speech and fairness of
udgimml rarely seen combined in one imli'id‘I.
1'hix earnest and nohh* character has
rned tor him the commendation of aU vvlio
him. lie i< everywhere spoken of in
>« rin- t»f 1 he highest
resperi and with no cn\\
ol tlu* handsome fortune that
jias been the rend "I In x; 1 a ii\ and enterprise.
Personally
in- ix 1 tall, spare man of a vigorous, muscular
tine, well raleiilated f..r the strongest pow- !
of endurance ami resistanep, with earnest,
•■■•'lsive. powerful features that in a man
of]
■'.dt-r nature and sterner mould would porj
austerity, m-HNU denomination amt vigor« v:i. 1 ions ot
will: hut here, the high brow, !
1
keen, brown evex. and wide, firm mouth, i
ive i>e. 11 touched and softened hv the
kindly
iiii’ul '.-s ot benevolence and charity. Having
ie d,
from reliable authority, that ( apt. i
M'-(iilvery wax deeply interested in the k-tupon the decav of ship-building in Maine,
published in the Boston Post; that he had |
:it* '• deelar d that not one-half the wrongs
the -axe had Vet been recited, ami that he
willing to atld the weight of his testimon> !
the already large aeeiimulation of evidence,
nr eorre.xpondent took special
painx to visit
11 sport and have a talk with him.
The eon- :
o
it ie.il was as follow1

■

w

j

glass-topped

door

opened

at the

slight

turn

polished knob and revealed a large, airy and
White sided and tophandsome apartment.
ped. with its doors and windows elegantly
moulded in black walnut and oak, pleasant
pictures, fresh, new maps,'heavy black walnut
tables, book-cases and desks, inviting armchairs, and a soft, gray carpet underfoot. Its
only occupant, a man of medium height, slight
of torm, light, somewhat sandy complexion,
and a face from which shone all tin1 good <|iialities ol a good man’s life.
Mr. Xye. allow me to introduce to you IV rcie, of the Boston Post, who wishes to interview you.”
“Ah. Good afternoon Percie, I am happy to
meet vou.
Will you please be seated?”
We first, talked of the weather, then of the late
terrible railroad accidents, then ol the eonsolaiion of the numerous roads in Maine,
gaining much information, for Mr. Nyo is Purchase
\v.< nt for the Maine Central, and a man of in
of

a
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The result, of t hi-- protective tariff—
apt. MeGilverv (interrupting). The result
the country lo*cs all this trade. Threetoiirth* of the cupper sheathing now put upon
American ve**e|* i*done in foreign ports.
<

or res.

<

<

cm-

Tin

mil-1 he unite

a

1>»*- to

dealers?
< apt. MeGilverv.

<

op]ter

Il i-.
I have been agent
tor two metal companies, and have sold consid-table metal during the past fifteen or eighteen
years, and know all about the decrease of this
bu*ines*. Their complaints to me now, ami
mine to them, is that no metal i* sold. A well
known metal company, in Boston, told me last
week that they had not sold any copper for

thirty day -.

I suppose vour building is someForres.
what affected by the high rates of labor?
< apt. MeGilverv.
To a large extent. The
price* of labor like everything else, have be*
>»mc inflated.
But our men cannot exist upon
lower ate- than now paid.
Coires. And the consequence of all this i*
that our commerce is being driven from the

Gapt. MeGilvery. Kxactly. We were once
leading maritime nation, and now are only
about .VI per cent, of Great Britain.
< ones.
Before closing our conversation, I
would like to ask you what rates of interest
business men are now paying in this section?
rapt. MeGilyery. From eight to ten per
cent.; in some instances more.
< on es.
Will you please tell me the reason of

the

thi*?

rapt. MeGilverv. It is one of the direct renils of the present banking system, which
centres all the money into the large cities and
into the hand* of speculators and capitalists. I
do not complain that it was not all right during
the war. But now it is not good policy. There
i- no good reason
why the merchants and commercial men of the country should not he allowed to manage their own affairs.
( orres.
I believe it isn’t the policy of the
present Government to allow people to manage
their own affairs. Centralization is their pet
scheme, isn't it?

telligenee and judgment. Finally we came
WALDO COUNTY.
subject of our errand in this manner.
Senators.CRAWFORD S. ELETCH KR,
Corres.
in
tin’s
WILLIAM
My object
calling upon you
II. McLELLAN.
afternoon, Mr. Nye, is to learn something of Attorney.REUBEN L. KEENE.
Ireasuier.WILLIAM ,1. COLBURN.
the Prohibition party, if you are willing to
Commissioner.,../.ENAS L. DOW NFS.

Gapt. MeGilverv (very briefly).

I»

looks

a

like it?
As a tilting close for
('ones.
my report I
would like to know what remedy you would
to
these
correct
abuses?
apply
C’apt. MeGilverv. i would send more practical men to Congress, reduce the tariff for revenue
only, and have more economy in

caller required Mr. Nye’s attention and
we rose to leave, with the assurance from him
that he would be glad to see us again, and give
us any information he could.
Thanking him
for his kindness, we came away with the most
pleasant impressions of this much-talked-ahout
Here

a

well disposed cat of about 25 rat powerhear something to her advantage, try applying
Itayford’s building. [Belfast Journal.
We thought the Journal would smell a rat
about election time. [ Portland Advertiser.
We have. And the Democratic cat is
—A

can

at

a

a

as

a*

a

a

a

si

a

u

c

a

a

o

1

s

*

■*

*

<

ii

file of a party
principle
to a-sert their right to judge of the titnc.vi of
nominees and scratidi the names of all that anhad.
We

have

loreseen

could not much

that the

Farmer

to the

longer give

Repub-

the support—not the less oflicicnt because unavowed -which has been
lican

party

marked

so

a

feature of its course for ten

A recent article upon taxayears past.
tion and government expenses indicated

'The

the course it must soon take.
tence

which

we

have made

sen-

emphatic

in

the above extract confirms the indication
which it had

apply

to

party in the
to

given—-for

none

that sentence

can

other than the dominant

state

and nation.

We hasten

extend a cordial hand of welcome to

friends of the Farmer, and to express
our gratification that it sees the true inour

terest of

agriculture
party.

in the

success

ot the

Democratic

fast
I’d like to know what hem tit
absence of
debt is going to be to
future generations, if the whole eountrv
lias got to be ruined to pay the. debt?
It
isn’t the ship-builders and ship-ownersalone that are being pinched by this imiust tariff'.
Its our carpenters, blacktoo
the

smiths, riggers, sailmakers, sailors, iron,
copper and hardware dealers,shipwrights,
ship chandlers and all our merchants.
They

all feed it.

Corres.

You seem to have looked at
this business pretty thorough]v ?
Mr- Carter.
Well, I ought Lo know

Stick to your Ticket!

Attempts

will be made to

persuade

iiie same amount for each of the six years
-in.

lie- el..so of tl

■

O

IVftl’,

to vote for radicals

on

ll«*

llllll it aillOlllltS

lirst

don't

<

11e

ITe^.

laim

thorn

But

the

\er\

privilege <>f voting i.»r
him arc thousands of laboring men wim
not all.
have hitherto !»ccn republican
pealed that were yielding SSO,000,000 per
—K. K. Campbell is the radical candiannum when (Jen. ,'lrant came in power.”
to

the

ot $2,0;i 1,211,301). And this is
Mr. Blaine says “taxes were re-

sum

is so. the administration has had

If that

the benefit of that amount for three years
amounting to ¥240,000,000

after tiie war,

the

Making

more.

enormous

sum

of

to

claim tho

date for sheriff in

Ifanooek

wouldn’t be

unt

c<

I(

v

whistle tin* air

appropriate
Campbells are coming1*

of “The

to

for

they

ain’t.

W niiioiifli oialered the r. -arr. -I of Ilew.-' net
-i
a hi- ti nil.
This
onimillal tbr the
hil>Unit eliari' t. l-e- i- "out-ide of tin* eonstiluIion and the law-.”

W a
men, women and children are being
oil the frontier, amid
-laughter. I 1>\ -:i\.t
ie- made in vain upon the t.rant administru
; tiou for help uid protection. between I'i.uno
■

and Pl.tMM) -..1*li* rStates, in order that
litieal purpose-.

A

kept idle in the various
thev may he used for |

ar-

t. of

I *«»rtIan

t he

l Pi

Pi-eata.piis county, writes—
price of hay

I lie

rapidly tie. lining, and

i-

sjt)

—

The fog is clearing away from the New
Orleans Custom House affair, and the

the

satisfy

to

people

of Maine that an

hone-t and economical administration ot
the national government
ooo,min
ses.”

annually

requires ¥2.70,

to

pay “current expenAt the same rate of receipts and

expenditures for the pa t >ix years, it will
take twenty-four years to pay the balance
ot the public debt, and ss,:tst,«4;7,4GI to
lie paid by taxation.
This is a hard show
lor the future, and calls loudly for reform
Mr. Dawes, of Mass.,

and retrenchment.

made a truthful statement a year
two after the war, when he said there

probably
or

wa

stolen

the government
than the cost of Buchanan’s ad-

more

yearly

ministration.
Mr. Blaine

But
o

front

nothing seems to alarm
as “Tammany.”

much

\

the

ground
they have been or can be of
service to local interests, and induce them
that

—

Toby

Candor writes from AugtMa !>•
n:ti< i

the Boston Journal that lVrham’

ty

Kepuli. .Imii'iiiil ;u!iiiits th:tt the account
yiven !>v ’‘IVrcie”of tin* interview with Mon.
1’. White mi the shipping interests.
iiave lieen somewhat inae. urate,
[Proy

nothing of

We ailmil
rea.uinalde

man

tin*

ina.v

Age.
Xu
kind.

douhls tile entire

aeenra-

ey “I tho interview as given in the Post
and eojiied into this paper. The best evideneo upon wliieh to ground this belief is
the fact that no authentic denial has appeared, while the interview is being re-

produced
pamphlets

in
leading papers
all over the country.

and

in

The radical papers crowed a good deal
the exhibit which the vote of Ken-

over

tucky would make
we are

now

Democratic,

able to

alter election.

give

candidate

the result.

And
The

for Governor is

elected by ,‘IS,000 majority, which is Tot'd
more

than the

Congressmen

received the

In the Slate Senate, there
year before.
will lie thirty-five democrats and three
republicans. In the 1 louse of Representa-

tives, there will be eighty-one Democrats
The Demoand nineteen republicans.
cratic majority on joint ballot is ninetyfour. That may bo called a very healthy
state of

things.

Lf.oisi.ativf. Nominations.

In Wal-

iloboro the Democrats have nominated

ton.

Lai

it
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will be reduced to live thousand
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ed literature

Hancock

wicked

very

French novelist is dead, and

yellow

ei.\ n

mourn

County

Democratic Convention

Hancock Count v iin < un,< niton, at Hancock Hull, in Lil-v,«.-i,
M
on Friday Sept. 1st, at ten o'clock \
On motion of Warren Kin;.'. I -n.. Li
Redman was chosen temporary «'hairtn i: u, !
,Jolm F. Collins and Nathaniel
The Democrats of

•'

taries.
< Mi motion of Alonzo Colbv. A Ion,'
Bueksport, If. B. Ward well. <>f Bin

<

pi it

committee

pel in tin- tun 11 v.

a
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Paul,”
\Vi^htu,on the se« oiii
It i- better to mans

m.

burn.’'

\u amin-i s\i i^hiim
pouihls was lishct
i-» \\v k in I astjmrt harbor, by lNtiernu-n
itwiii) wen frolling an<l naught their lino on it
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e
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.anmiv,
(H int i- r.Miig t
T*i no oil the |o||| of‘
pPunbei to m ike a toill
<>t b oil region. Thos. expecting to present
vv .11 please take note.
him with a llow in
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Live Pies-.

c

Joy of Filswortli.
on credentials who subsc.jn.-ntiy reported the whole number of delegate'- to be in/,.
The report \vn nvepted and the lcmj,.n arv
organization made permanent.
On motion of A. Colby, A Colby. \ |"bn
soil, II. B. Wardwell, Robert (lorry, dr., and
S. It. Wbitimr, were chosen committee on r<
were

Hamilton

rin-

matter is beginning to be seen more dis- Asa Redington Reed, son of Hon. Isaac
tinctly. The radical papers arc publish- Reed. Although quite young, Mr. Reed
ing a letter from New Orleans the writer is an active and talented business man, a
ready to spring. Keep away from the
lie says
if you would he safe.
good speaker, and will well represent
other names substi- of which rises to explain,
cast
votes
to
cupboard,
having
purposes
Overtures have passed between Warmouth that good old Democratic town.
the administration of afl’airs.
democratic
for
nomithe
—Mr. A. T. Dennison, of Mechanic tuted
regular
Percie.
and certain democratic leaders here, and a
rorre«. And do you look for all these cor- man.
In the St. George class, the Democrats
of (lie State central committee here
rections?
Falls, nominated by the Democrats lor nees. We trust our friends will do no majority
( apt.
Warmouth is to surrender have nominated Hon. Rugglcs S. Torrey
I
do.
The
are in favor of It.
McGilvery.
people can’t
is
a
for
See
Name
It
That
Your
such
lie
is
State Senator, declines, saying
still
specious plea
thing.
stand this state of afl'airs much longer. They
the State to the democracy and he is to he re—a well known and thorough Democrat.
will find it necessary to have a change and wiil Is on the voting lists.
Hand to the City a republican. He will bare to bo put cheating, and should be let alone. The elected governor.
make one sooner or later.
The class is composed of St. George,
And
therefore
the
were called
stick
to
own
Committee
is
to
the
Demosafe
name
of
course
bayonets
bis
other
own
vats
( 'orres.
your
through
again only
any
And this change will be to a Demobleaching
cratic administration?
in ! We are glad the thing is out at last' Cushing and Friendship.
before the color comes right.
cratic voter whose name is not on.
candidates.
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j Portland
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pel
—The Belfast Journal oilers to “gi\e itself is now diflietilt. t<» realize
'■2,3.lii,211,dOO that the people have paid
ers are freely buying
orn, of which they eon
away" to the extent often copies to the baton
something about it. I’ve been building to the national government in six years, town
I shier twelve hu.-he.ls equal, in value, to a ton >;
of
Wald".
'Portland
Advertiser.
ships lor the last thirty years, and in that
I hay for stork.
ill the mean til le only ¥.700,000,000 of
We bog the Advertiser not !<• misrepretime have built all classes, large and and
A despatch troll! < hai le-ton. S.
says the
debt
has
been
ihe
national
paid.
Our oiler was twenty copic n» .•ool weather -eem- to have had a favorable et
small, over one hundred in number. 1
sent us
am free to sav thatDL'RINC ALL THOSE
fe. t in ahatim tin- yellow fever ill that city.
The above amo ml of government re- the banner town and we -land t<> i*.
nlv on death were tvpor t
an !
N te w e iYEARS I NEVER KNEW BUSINESS
ceipts does not ine ude what lias been rei\
l Vi'slerday.
Business proeee.l- without iu
Pray, why ouaht .Mr. Kimball t.SO DULL, AND TIMES So HARD FOR
ceived for -ales ot public lands, or the tin? votes <»t workingmen in |>rtTcren< n» Mr. ti a rupti n. an 1 all trains arrive ml depart as
POOR PEOPLE AS THEY ARE NOW
it-ual.
P'-rham? [kewiston Journal.
vast amount of war material sold after the
Hon. Wm. MeCllvery, ot Searsport,
on account, of the brains tin;
Mainly
President tirant decline-, to visit, New Krunclose ot the war.
But Mr. Blaine says,
vvi.-k at the openne of the Luropean amt Nortli
Presidential Elector in isiln, whose busihis hat covers when he wear it
■In Washington every dollar that can he
Vineri-ai) Hail way. on the ground that if i- m>;
ness
capacity, intelligence and uprightu-tomarv for the President to leave the I'nitrl
—The democrats hope and intend that 111« ir
saved above the current expenses is faith‘dab
during his t. nil of *. ili-o
ness are thoroughly endorsed by The Pro
party shall obtain political control of tl.
fully applied to the reduction of the public country by toree. i Kockland I'n id.
Th. y tell o| a woman who recently went to
gressive Age says
“Current expenses
It will be
debt."
Certainly. By force of sound argument. 111*, store and purchased -Oine eggs with which
I have known general business (o he -i^
baking, when out of the iirsf
f..
11111ple1 In
I hat can’t, be overthrown
Mr.
Blaine
he
some
time
before
will
able
as
so
dull
a connow, but never for
one she broke jumped a elm ken. vvhi. h is nmv
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CONCLUSION.
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of the radical party, who arrogate to themCorres. And may 1 ask if you think Mr.
The Frog. Age toM tlie people nl'iliU section,
Kimball is a true exponent of his party?
selves exclusively the virtue of temper- • luring the canvass of lSfio, that the success of
the Republican party would improve tin* shipMr. Nye. I do. Am! a better man or a more
ance, is pretty effectually overthrown by
ping interest. Ami how infamous, now that
long
temperate one doesn’t exist in the State. He the
the business is utterly ruined, to lling insults at
1
tinued time.
Business always has iis ups
testimony of Joshua Nye. as given in the
has proved himself to be honest and energetic
victims. [Journal.
and
no
matter
j
what
downs,
That gentleman is a
parly is In
another column.
in business, and I believe no man would make
We have no recollection of telling the people
T THIS I (EPRESSR >N THERE
power,BI
and
man.
consistent
success
about
the
of the Republican party ima better Governor.
thorough temperance
Roth of our candidates are
j
IS NO JI'ST REASON FOR.
the shipping interest. I Prog. Age.
* * *
good men. And the Democrats have still an- He has done much in keeping the young proving
We are most exorbitantly laved.
Haven't
?
There are a great many
other prominent man, who, if he had been
you
from temptation, and in turning the inOur loeal taxes are very largely inereasin your party record that it is con- ed, and the
elected, would, I believe, have made as good a
ordinary expenses of the
temperate from the error of their ways things
Governor as we ever had. No man in Augusta
venient to forget just now.
Hut we can State are inneh greater than formerly.
And it will be seen hat he speaks in most
has ever been a better example or done more
refresh you memory, if you will take the They are collected, I think, at a much
decided condemnation of the practice of
tor the morality of the place than he,
greater expense than necessary. THE
[ allude
trouble to read the following—
use
SHIP-BI ILDEHS AND SHIP-OWNERS
1" the Hon. E. F.
Pillsbury. In jxtjs he had a the radical parly leaders, in making
From
the
[
Frog. Age, Sept, u, tSOO.J
OF MAINE ARE TAX ED AS NO < H I I f.R
scries ot temperance
meetings here in Augusta, of temperance men as a means of raising
Let us have a Republican administration and
INTEREST IS TAXED.
and Mr. Pillsbury did all lie could in favor of
themselves to power, and straightway a Republican Congress aud then our inanuf;
*
♦ *
THE PEOPLE CAN'T STAND
lories will thrive, our slopping will thrive, o n
them, which was not the course ot the opposing
their promises. The opinion resources, of which we have so
THIS
STATE OF AFFAIRS M It'll
forgetting
Ian
abun
great
candidate for Governor, Mr. Chamberlain. He
of Mr. Nye, that ‘The Democratic party am e in Maine, will be developed; and if thev LONOER
They will find it necessary to
never came near them.
I have the highest reare developed,
then our workingmen wi l have a
change and will make one sooner
are just as temperate as the Republican,
thrive. Do you want to keep a bitter, sectional, or
“peet for Mr. Pillsbury.
later.
pro-slaverv party in power that strikes at our
and would do as much for temperance,”
Corres.
Rut I do not understand that Mr.
FISHING BOUNTIES, and every other interPillsbury or Mr. Kimball is in favor of a pro- is but the truth—and tie* oil repeated cry est that benefits
the poor laboring men of the
An Honorable Act.
hibitory law?
to the contrary is the baldest hypocrisy. North IMr. Nye. No, but both are in favor of temThere have been a Republican adminisWhen Charles P. Kimball, our candiThe tribute of Mr. Nye to lion. C. P.
perance and of using every endeavor to make
the sentiments of tration and a Republican Congress in date for Coventor, began m business, he
others >o. And such I believe is the sentiment Kimball, expresses
lb settled
Does the shipping was unfortunate and failed,
friends
of temperance in power tor ten years.
of
the
best,
of a large proportion of Maine
to-day, irrespec- many
interest thrive?
Are Maine’s resources with his creditors, paid them all he could,
tive of partv.
I don’t believe that Democrats, Maine, who will give their votes to that
Freed
Do the workingmen thrive? and they discharged their debts.
more than Republicans,want to see men
getting gentleman. I.ilcewie the compliment to developed?
drunk and abusing their families, or children Hon. K. F.
Where are the fishing bounties? IIow from his load of obligations, he began
in
will
aid
Pillsbnry
refuting
coming up to tread in the same path. It is my
slander upon one ol the most amia- much have the poor laboring men been again, and was successful. One of his
honest opinion that had politics been kept away party
first acts, after getting in comfortable
ble gentlemen in the state, and at the henofitted ?
from tue temperance question, we should have
The Age can answer at its leisure.
circumstances, was to send to each of
had more sober communities, a larger temper- same time the best abused. We hope our
his old creditors a check for the amount
of
their
the
will
call
attention
readers
ance element and scarcely a
grog-shop in the
It is impossible for any one to journey
due at the time of lus failure, with interradical neighbors to Mr. Nye’s sentiments.
•State of Maine to-dav.
through the coast towns of Maine wit hout est. Such an act could be done only by
< orres.
Von, of course, believe firmly in the
enlorcement of the prohibitory law?
being sensible of the blight that has fal- a high-minded, conscientious man. And
Hancock County.
jMr. Xve. Yes, thoroughly. I also believe
len upon them. All such observers are he deserves the
support, of every such
The Democrats hail a large and harlargely in moral suasion; in commencing with
to give testimony as strong as that man in the State.
ready
monious Convention at Ellsworth, at
the children and so training them that
they
of the most depressed of the interviewed
The
won’t trouble 11s when they gel old. Twelve which great enthusiasm prevailed.
shipbuilders. A correspondent of the
Look out for Counterfeits.
1
years ago commenced a temperance organiza- ticket is a strong one. With the reaction
Boston Journal who recently visited
tion for children in Waterville, and called them
caused by the depression of business,
Our triends in this county arn cautioned
the cadets. I have never failed to meet with
Bueksport, writes as follows—
which is bringing thousands to the DemHere we lind business at a very low ebb. In against counterfeit votes, got up in imitathem every Saturday afternoon in that time,
unless unavoidably out of town or sick. Some ocratic ranks, and the wrangling among the palmy days of shipbuilding, to which the tion of the regular Democratic ticket,
place then owed its prosperity, trade was brisk,
1800 children have signed the pledge in that the radicals, our friends ought to carry mechanics found
ready employment, and there with the name of Vose substituted for
time, in ages varying from ti to 10, and up to Hancock County. We hope to bn able was a bright prospect ahead. With the decline that of McLellan. Let the vote distribuof shiphui' ng hundreds of mechanics have
the present, only 00 ot them have ever broken next week to announce a clean sweep.
left, business has become stagnated, and the i tors see that democrats do not get dethat pledge. They an- now many of them
place is going down. We found only three yes- ! ceived by them.
sels on the stocks, and those of small tonnage. !
scattered all over the country, in Boston, New
Read Your Vote Carefully.
The* h ading citizens feel keenly (he fatal blow
A trick of the friends of Vose will be to
York, etc. I meet them wherever I go, and
of shipbuilding, 1
All kinds of tricks and dodges will be visited upon their vital interest
to see the ballot of Democrats on
they are always glad to see me. One of these
and are talking seriously of a railroad to Ban- ask
hoys gave up his life at the battle of Fredericks- undertaken to smuggle rad cal names in- gor to tap the European and Nortli American, their way to the polls, and adroitly subburg, and the last words he said, as his brother to Democratic votes. l?e sure you have and make Bueksport the outlet of the products stitute one ot the counterfeits lor the genof the Aroostook region. Should their project
carried him dying from the held, was, “Tell
got the right ticket before you put il in succeed they believe it would lift Bueksport out uine. bet democrats keep their votes in
Mr. Xye I never broke iny pledge.” Such inof the slough, and do much toward regaining !
the box.
their hands.
its former prosperity.
stances
encourage me to go on and work for the

temperance.
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NOMINATIONS.

perance.

Which
the truth. I ha* I
| >t. .M< < i! \ ci >.
*-<•! I:iu In in tho Stat<* <»! South Carolina; :t
1 i<*i* w :i- 'cut a*hore to be taken care of.
If
«lo. to)’' bill amounted to sl">, which the
• oiled or nl' tli"
port settled, u | »p» i"inif that it
riyht for him to do *o from this same hosUni day before yesterday I rereivi"i il mini.
i the hill, with a request to -.ettle.
Tlie Collor had found that he had no authority to
av it.
<
ri■'
To return to the operation* of the
irifl* upon ’.our shipping materials. 1 would
hhe to know how you estimate its inerease upon lheir \ rilue/
<
1 have just completed
apt. Mdiilvi-ry.
m. paper* to send to Washington, and find
ireful
upon
eomputation, that It costs us about
M’.t aton in gold for extra duties upon material* entering into tlie composition of a ship.
In
.11 other commercial nations these are exempt
from taxation.
All supplies are also free. WTe
an buy all kinds of -hip stores, even those
a hi
h are -hipped from this country, much
heaper in Fneland than here. Free America
ha- always been our boast, hut British subjects
to-dav are much belter protected than Ameri«

| VOTERS OF WALDO

Bangor and Bueksport Kailfactions in the State of New York is
road Company arc
LOOK HERE»
improving--that aj
It is curious to note the flimsy
bringing to light some of the mysteries of
argu- large part of the needed amount to build |
Tin- following figures show the tlifferthe Presidential campaign of 1868.
It broken out into open war. The Ameri- ments ami shallow dodges the leaders of the 19 miles has been subscribed, and
; ie
tlnil the radical party has made in
was very evident to those who had been can, under the direction of Collector Saw- the republican party resort to, to hide that with the
corporate subscription of the tax .it
Waldo in ten years:
their
own
in
and
divert
the atten- the town and bonds of the road the enteriniquities
long
politics, and, consequently, becil yer, has arrayed the whole administration
compelled to watch the currents of public force, tide-waiters, postmasters and the tion of the people from the great questions prise will be a success. Richard 1'. Buck Tax of I860
opinion, that the public sentiment of the infernal revenue, against Sheriff Spurl- that are pressing with tremendous weight is a liberal subscriber.
Tax of 1871
country in 1868 was more favorable to the i:ig, who for some concealed cause has upon the public mind.
The Sherman Steel Works are to be
I liink ol that, for an inercnse.
I
or the last three or four
Is them
than
to
Radicalism.
Mr.
And the encountered the hatred of these public
Democracy
years
sold, the holders of stock expecting to
reason lor this enormous difference
Blaine
any
has
conviction of intelligent men of both servants. Spurling is not a man to die
assumed, in New England, to lose about
cent.
The
for
fifty per
process
How Ion" can we go on this way
be the apologist and
champion defender making steel has proved worthless, for
parties was* that the chances of success easily, even before great odds, but has
of
a
and
were with the Democrats, notwithstand- announced that ho will have an
prodigal
corrupt national admin- the reason among others, of the want of
eye tot
Generalities.
ing some adverse circumstances connect- an eye and a tooth for a tooth. With no istration. It will be remembered that for uniformity in the qualities of the steel.
several years past, just before Stale
ed with the nomination of the Democratic press at his command, he has
The annual Bangor Clam Bake took place at
Sherman, the inventor, was lately visited
replied to
Fori Point on Wednesday, and was largely atPresidential ticket. To show how the the columns of denunciation in the admin- elections in New England, especially in in London by a Bueksport
shipmaster, tended. Steamers
<
B. Sanford and Katali
current was changed in favor of (Irani, istration organ by pamphlets, in which Maine or New Hampshire, he steps forth lie has
money in abundance, and lives din brought the
paitieipants to the spot.
in all the dignity of his official
we refer the reader to a recent statement lie
to
home
his
position
enemies
in
the
like
a
charged
upon
prince- which cannot he said ol all
lams by the aeie. urn in pyramids, and othtell what great and good
made by George W. Palmer, a leading style of his cavalry raids
things the the holders of stock in the Bueksport er eatables in abundance, prevailed.
during the war.
national
administration
has done, and is
Republican of the State of New York. His friends who arc numerous in the
works.
Two men were up-* t in a sail boat on < harles
still doing for the people. His
Mr. Palmer was formerly Commissary- County,
speech at
River, near Boston, *»n Sunday, aud drowned.
immediately rallied around him.
was
not
an
General of that State, and more recently It was too late to
—If practical temperance men w:m! t•» -11j.
\\ hile looking at the affair, the railing ot a
impromptu thing,
organize in the county Saratoga
called out by the mere incident of a sere- port a candidate who sympathize- with th> on. bridge gave way, letting fifty person*, men.
held the otliee of Appraiser.
generally against the ever ready forces of
let them vote for Charles 1’. Kimball. win.
nade. The New York Tribune
and children, into Hie water. Tin >
wom. n
A communication to the New York tlie administration, but the
it.
says the never drank glass of liquor in his life.
Spurling men
fast Journal.
vvcr> all rescued.
was held
in
of
a
meeting
“A
anticipation
Post,
signed
Evening
Republican,” handsomely carried the Kllsworth delegaThere would he no marked impropriety. u! »i. Ur.nd,-. d Belfast, I>r. Germaine, o'.
speech on the political issues by Mr. suppose, in voting tor Sidney l*erham
thai
severely criticised Senator Fenton and his tion
R
Ulain!. and Di Paivher, or Ellsworth, ar«
ground.
[Portland Advertiser.
friends. Mr. Palmer replies, and in the
The County Convention was one of Blaine, according to previous announceWell, Sidney will never, like his great among the vimminr surgeons of Maine fin
ment.”
course of his communication says:
great excitement, and the fierce contest
pen-doner-.
The speech, no doubt, was prepared in namesake, lay down his life tor principle.
In 1868, lion. E. D. Washburnc, now ended by the nomination for sheriff of
Bri« k Pomei ><v. in a i. to
to his papet. froni
Ho is at once managing director of Mr.
minister In France, came to this city to Col.
advance ol the meeting, and
especially
< ifv.
''alt Ink
Campbell, by a vote ol fid to to.
*ys that one of tin- Mormon
Eaton
Shaw’s
win shop in Portland,
enlist the eHurts of the Republicans in the
huge
intended to have an influence in the
do*st
Little, born in Belfast,
BishopThereupon the friends of Spurling made
canvass then in progress for Gen. Grant’s
and the chief apostie of abstinence.
ILelections soon to take place in California
Maine, in 1 *r>
a square bolt, held another Convention,
election.
don’t carry water on both shoulders hut
and Maine.
The ratification meeting in Pennsylva- and
.lolin
lark, so years of age, was knocked
put him in the field. And now comes
water on one, and rum on the other.
In down and
nia had been a failure. Sir. Washburnc
killed by railroad train in Portland
What
arc
the
live
“issues”
discussed
the tug of war! Both parlies at latest
by
one
the
branches of industry on
desired money should be raised for the
particular
Saturday.
Mr. Blaine in his Saratoga speech ? The
were working like
seto
advices,
tigers
purpose of carrying the Maine, Indiana
pursued by the candidates may work harThe New England Agriculture Fair began at
and Pennsylvania elections in September cure the party votes, and prevent the suc- principal question discussed by him was,
When IVrhanfs Lowell, mi Monday.
moniously
together.
whether
the
and October, lie applied to Mr. Grin- cess of their
municipal government of the rum
opponents at the polls.
\nimal creation is imbued with a wondei
gets men drunk, Kimball’s carriagenell, THROUGH WHOSE GREAT PER- Without
particular interest in the quarrel, city “I New Vmk or the government at are useful t-> take them home.
III! power, known as in-'tinet, which in many
SONAE EFFORTS $140,000 WAS PROwas
the
most
si oid- them in better s». ad than even lie
profligate and
OGRED AND USED IN THAT CAM- or knowledge of its origin, it. does seem Washington
A gentleman wishes
to inquiio .it -.ut Hu
I lie horses of th
power- do man.
corrupt. Thus, seemingly, to admit that volume of Revised Stututf s that
to us that the special friends of the ad
PAIGN.
o
M i--i~sippi \ alley unerringly soughi
was promised
gi
out
Wn'd of ihe prairie- when utiheted with
to the people about the first of Ma\. The law
the
national
administration
is
Mr. Washburnc and Gen. Grant have ministration are
present
only vers are anxious to
pushing rather hard upheaveA piofe-sional gentleiiiau of Boston.
get at them, to know tie
since admitted that this aid was decisive
honest Iiy comparison.
The laboring letter of the law. as
on Col. Spurling, whose
they are already assured ..I re. ogni/.ing this fact, compounded the Prairie
military record
of the Presidential contest. FORTIUS,
Weed Balm for inhalation in eases of cough,
The American, we people take a broader view of the issues the spirit. Have the presses of IheVontractorand bis extensive reputation and popular- is of the first order.
diseases of the lungs. A long
hroken drwn.has the proof-readcr goneoif on cold and otln
now pending, and to lie
ultimately devill- a vacation, or what i- the matter? Let Un- !e.-l render- iIcommendation to the public aity, MR. GRINNE.EI. WAS APPOINT remember, used to talk as though nothing
eiire
for
the
laws. [Kennebec Journal.
than merely to make invidious com- people have
pulmonary omplaints a duty. lrsed
ED COEEEOTOR FOR THE PORT OF else was needed as a
j with Prairie
qualification for of ed,
Weed B d-am, it lias gained ftho-t
While the spirit of investigation is upon ;
NEW YORK.”
parison between municipal corporations
lice.
| of eommend'Ms fie
loiur trial. See aid in
our
friends
over
we
another
column.
wish
without
there,
the
fund
of
So,
and a corrupt and prodigal national adthey ;
electioneering
one hundred and
The M:u'oii (Ha.) l’» legraph and Mc-aengei
forty thousand dollars What Waldo County Shipbuilders Say. ministration. And Mr. Blaine will prob- would inquire what has become of tin*
tolls lli»* toll. will":
\ colored l*»y ;il li«*i^e«li<
raised by Moses Grinnell at the instance
find that the people are not much volume of testimony in the l’ape; Credit,
ably
ro:u*lit*«l
gentlorn m ..f thi^ city the othci
:iI>|•
I.ct the mechanics and business men of
“Ma-sa Wilkins, look m
of Hon. E.
1).
to be deceived and misled by such
Washburnc, General
investigation, that was promised to he dav. an11 -aid
Belfast. Seavsport, Stockton, Frankiort, longer
good in *U- la.a* m l tell me how much white
lit- tha>
Grant would not have been elected Prestalk as lie made at Saratoga. If all that ready for delivery long ago.
mm you think 1 i-.
He was informed that he
Winterport, and all other coast towns in is said about the
much
one-fourth of while
ident in 1868.
|>o—il-lv,
Indiana, Maine and Pennextravagance of the city press broken down, or is there mortal Ihad.
ill his vein-. ‘Well, sail,’ -.aid Sambo
Maine, give heed to the opinions ot the
I it ‘nd
fear
of
the
effect
of
the
on tinwere
of
so
carried
at
their
New
be
State
elecYork
l'ar
true,
testimony
government
dal
sylvania
all I want to know: ka-e 1 had udaugh
men who have the best reasons to know
an’ it’s white as you ias comparison may be made, it is more
tions for the Republicans by the use of
coming election? Let the people have ter horn to nie lately,
the causes of the present business stagnaNow. I-. .rwvne *<> give my old woman tlirethe Grinnell fund.
And Grant acthan balanced by the prodigalities and the facts.
weeks to turn dat ehilo hhe k, and of she don’t
tion.
Hear what they say.
--We understand that the democrats are re- do it. | .juits her on tin* -; t! I ain’ no fool H
corruptions of the “carpet-hag” republiknowledged the services rendered him
lion. .lames ]’. White, President of Bidporting that Hon. N. G. Hiehhorn ot -Uorkion.
can
State
ill
lie
Grinnell
and
Washburnc
South.
governments
by
by ap- fast National Bank, in a recent conversawill vote for Mr. Kimball, the democratie can- !
It took
Pittsfield girl and
Boston “druiiimer” just four years to get acpiamted, eouri
pointing the former Collector of the Port tion
Not only so, blit even in the pet repub- didate for Governor. [Lewiston Journal.
his views as folhovsgave
her
less than t.ou
and
hut
it
took
married,
gel
The Journal is unfair. Alter bringing j
of New York, and the latter Minister to
: months to lind out that lie had another wile
Corres.
Von complain of a high and lican municipal government in the city ol
all
manner ot accusations against «mr<un- i ami three children living, who are not at all
It is well enough for the1 people
France
unjust tariff, an exorbitant tonnage due, Washington the conditioi of the thing is
willing to share their husband and father with
to Know how some things are done.
a depressed commerce and usurious rates
still worse ; where even the grossest licen- didate, ami loading him with reproaches,
eoml wili*, and when this unexpected -pear
it lays this last feather upon hi
(or money. What remedy do you advise .' tiousness is
back. tette of elaimants for the young man’s protecadded to pecuniary extravation
Mr.
White.
We
have
been
Conput in their appearance, it took less than
It’s too had too bad.
Another Accession to the Democratic
asking
by city otlieials, and so stated in
! four hours for the Pittsfield girl to pack h< t
gress to help us and hoping that it would. gance
Press.
sat. he! and eoine home to her parents, who ai
—The
a
office-holders
held
at
And yet says Mr.
meeting
Corn’s.
What will he the eonsi ipienee republican papers.
ahundantlv able to pro ide l'u her. [Pittsfield
We last week announced that d. B.
if Congress doesn’t relieve you ?
Blaine “the Republicans are in full honor Lewiston on Saturday, at which Lot M
K=.«I...
j
Mr. White. THK STATU OF MAI NT
Hall. Esq., editor of the Portland MoniMorrill
Just
before
the
meeting,
at Washington.”
spoke.
It isingular laet that since railroads were
Wild.
BK
and
we
shall
RUINED,
have
had
his
tor,
Man.e, oifv one passenger has been
brought
pen and press to the
Now fora few FACTS AND FIOCRFS. lightning killed a sow in that city without ! built
to do the best we can in other business,
killed by a
litroad accident properly so died,
j
upport of the Democratic nominee for
Corres.
I suppose you would not think In taking a linaneial view of the doings hurting one of her sucking pigs. That and that was Mr. <.allagh- r, who was killed in
(iovernor. (i rati lying as this fact must of redress
the
crash
through the bridge near Bangor.
by a change ot Administration. of the republican administration since the certainly is a forerunner. Every one of This is certain!v
t remarkably small per cent,
Mr. White.
I am a Republican, you close
he, it i followed by another accession of
is
to
In-,
his
those
office-holders
of the war, how does the boasted
going
We do n l include accidents to
of passengers.
I've always voted the Republican
hiaui run over, or who hav
the greatest importance. The old Maine know.
who
have
teat.
persons
! attempted to get on a train when in motion.
ticket; hut I suppose if Congress won’t honesty, prudence and linaneial economy
Farmer, the organ of the agricultural in—The
larviy
Pro--.
Port.
party depend*
upchange the laws we shall have to change of Mr. Blaine manifest itself'.’ The na- on the Republican
terest in this state, a paper of large circusupport of our intelligent yotinz- men.
tional debt at the close of the war was not
Congress.
The workmen m tile M Mint Tom and Hast
[Bangor
Whig.
lation and great influence, has practical!v
Columbia R. Carter, one of the best less thail .?2,600,Ol.tii,ill 0. (living the adllatnpi Ui liailroad due up lot ot human shot.That is where tin* Republican parly is tonmi Saturday, in
“cut” twenty-live rodranged itself in tin: Democratic ranks. In known shipbuilders in New England ministration credit for all they claim to mistaken. The
Tom -l at ion of the < omi* lieut
young men are moving 11 ii tii. Mount
Liver liailroad. (borge Phelps, the siiperma well considered article,
reviewing the says—
have pil'd on the publ’e debt in six years, in tin/ other direction, and radicalism will !
tendent ot eon-tru« t ion, estimates that about
late of parties and the tendency to indeI’VE COT MV EVES OPEN. TIIE
-evenly live skulls wer< uncovered, and thinkending dime doth, 1 sT1, which is jt.aOO,- find itself leaning on a broken reed.
the spot the site o| an Indian hurying-giound.
pendent thought and action among the PRESENT PARTY HAS BEEN IN Ii00,0(i0, it leaves the sum of ¥2.000,000,Mr.
-The
Portland
Press
reminds
POWER
J.ON'C
ENOUGH
TO
NOW
A south Norridgewoek correspondent of th«people, the Farmer says—
THINK THEY CAN 1)0 AS THEY 000 still due. The receipts of the govern- Kimball that he built the Peabody funeral lieporta r -av-; “Last Spring a lady who r,
We confess that we arc not much alarmed at
\
ment for the year ending June dOtli, 1X71.
in Mark, ia.-t one of her car-jewels.
-id'
AND
1
PLEASE.
SHALL
VOTE
EOR
A
[
the prospect of a decline m party discipline.
lie has also constructed one lor the
car.
few day- ago she killed om* of hei hie kens. and
1 MAKE NO SECRET OF from faxes on the
Indeed we think that such a relaxation as should CHANCE.
people was S34'J,3G8,- Press and its friends.
It
in
the
chicken'*
tielost
fhe
found
jewel
crop.
procession
render the defeat of an untit nominee tolerably
IT; I WANT EVERYBODY TO KNOW oiil
had remained there all summer, and wh*-n
viz. From customs ¥200,270,408— will commence to move next
certain would be a decided gain. NO PARTY
I
I tell you the whole policy of ibis
Monday taken out was a- bright as ever.”
DKSKliVKS SPCOKSS THAT SKFKS To
internal
revenue
¥143,098,1:7;].
is wrong. THEY ARE TAX- From
morning.
ATTAIN IT AT TIIF COST OF INCOM- government,
While acting govern.m •-! Loui-iaiia, m the
ING US TO DEATH to pay oil' this na- Thus it ilia}- lie seen that by taking the
PKTKNUY AND D1SIION IvSTY IN THF
..| W tnn.nith. I.icul. <h>\. I>unn pat
—Tin* v»*rv I:*>t man tliut should claim the absent
PUBLIC SPRY IC'E. 'flic best way to enforce tional debt.
They are trying to pay it oil' amount of receipts for the past year, and vof« i>r IalM»rliiy lii' in .Mr. 'frirle.s I*. Kim- <I.• I Henry Hew.-. <mhi- return (ioVernoi
this
is for the r ink and
—
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that they never receive anv benefit
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Mr. Blaine’s Speech at Saratoga.

The bitterness and hatred of the factions existing in the radical party of our
neighboring county of Hancock, have
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Republican
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PROPRIETOR,

with me about it.
KNOX COUNTY.
Mr. Xye. Certainly. 1 shall be glad to give
Senator.HENRY SPAULDING.
you any information 1 can. The organization
Commi'.-iont’r... JOilN DA VIS.
j of the Prohibition
Treasurer.GEORGE W. BERRY.
party has not been kept up,
Attorney.A. S. RICE.
and there can’t be said to be any, just now.
LINCOLN COUNTY.
Corres. Why is this, have they lost faith in
I their cause or
Senator.CYRUS 11. KOWN.
become disheartened?
Commissioner... .1 A<’< *15 NELSON.
j Mr. Xye. Neither. But we have been per- Treasurer.IA M KS TA Y I .OR.
C'lerk ol Courts..REN.IAMIN F. SMITH.
suaded to rest from our exertions awhile.
Corres. And was it with the expectation
I’KNOliSCOT COUNTY.
that this year’s State Administration would do
I It K <’< H.< Mjl'V.
Senators.W Y AT I W EEI >,
DANIEL S. STONE.
something for you?
BRADBURY ROBINSON,
">>'■1 l'"li tin- uliif' t «>('
Mr. Xve. Some undoubtedly thought so.
<hip-building,
ASA
-M't. M* < »il\**rv. I 1 ni\ #* been assured that Put as we did not hold u convention and ask Commissioner..,,E. R, SMITH.
BEAN.
"111 you 1 shall get :iv
iii|i|i:ttir language as the
Legislature to do anything, I. for one, do Treasurer.T 1*. BATCH ELDER
"in an\ >hip-buildcr witit w hom I have talk<1. ami f w Mi Vim lo remember that whatever not feel like blaming them.
SOMKKSKT COUNTY.
•"i
-ay I -hall faithfully report to the Boston
Forres.
Does the prohibition element ask
Senators. B. C. (IGODWIN,
H"s| for i-ubli. ation.
AMOS 1. CARLIN.
for any change in the law?
apt. McUilvery. riii1 statement- which I
Commissioner.... WARD S. COULD.
Mr. Xye. No, the law is all we want; we Treasurer. JOSEPH W ITH AM
kail mikr will m>t be exaggerated, and I -din 11
it''
it" disposition to retract.
LEVI L. Ll C.vs.
only wish in addition power to put it into exeClerk of Courts... E. E. M« FADDEN.
"it. '.
Well, a- it i- a matter of imporcution, conferred upon a constabulary or upon
f it
to many of the renders of the Post to
a Governor.
WASH l\( l'«
COUNTY,
now whether you are
qualified to judge o|
to- business, I would like to a-k
Senators.I AMES W. MOORE,
Corres. Then you do not hold Gov. Perham
you how
,iOHN C. J ALBOT.
'•mg you lia\e been engaged in -hip-building!'
responsible tor the nou-enforeenient of the law Clerk ot Courts...JOHN W McMAHoN.
•
apt. Me<;ilu>ry. Since 1w47. or nearlv a
Treasurer.<'ll ARLES ( AREY.
this year?
Mi irter of a century.
THAN STICK N E Y
• **nvs.
Mr. Xye. Xo; if 1 blame Gov. Perham at Commissioner.IONA
And previous to that ?
»f‘1
.M'"(.Tilvery, l’reviou- to that 1 follow- :dl. it is because lie did not advise something
II VNCOCK COUNTY
“d the m u as a ship-master.
Senators. HOSEA B. WARDWELI.
ol the kind in bis
•
message. He would have
orres.
Surely, then, from your longexpeJOHN MOORE.
r‘‘4iee, you must know everything about tins
signed any Constabulary bill that we asked Slier it!'.LEVI B. WYMAN.
mine'-s from beginning lo end.
Clerk..
.ISAAC
Y. MURCII.
I
for.
inwhich
Gov.
May
Chamberlain would not have
Commissioner.DAN IEL DEAST ^
iiiii’r right here il in till this time vou ba\e done the lust
year lie was in office.
Co. Treasurer.E. H, GREELEY.
ver known ship-building to be a
depressed
< ones.
This is your private opinion ?
as now?
<
1 have known
Mr. Nve. No. I know so. Gov. Perham
\«*vcr.
apt. Meiiilvery.
Hon, William McGiivery’s Testimony.
neral business to be as dull a- now, but
has told me so himself.
o-wer f..r s«, long a continued time.
Business
< ’orres.
We o:\Il special attention to tin* views
Ami what has been the result of this
always has it' ups and downs, no matter what
p:<rt\ i' in power. but this depression there is ; non-enforcement of the law during this year!'
of Capt. MeiJilvery, of Searsport, as furno just reason for.
Mr. Nve. That there is more rum being sold
nished to the correspondent of the Post,
< orri s.
Just or unjust, what is the reason
j
in the .Stale of Maine than ever before.
of it ?
and copied in the Journal of to-day. He
Corres. Don't the prohibition element mean !
‘apt. Mcdilvery. It is the practical result
is the largest shipbuilder and owner of
of a high protective taritV.
to do anything about it?
< orri s.
Then 1 am to understand that there
Mr. Nye. Yes. We shall hold a convention Eastern Maine, who accumulated a large
imw a surplus of tonnage for what business
there i>?
! immediately upon the session of next winter's fortune in the business while it was a I
j apt. .M«•< il very. Yes. Hut reduce the far- Legislature and ask them for power to enforce profitable one, and is among those who
'd so that we can alford t" build
ships and this law. The politicians tell us that the law
there will be plenty of business for them.
are now suffering from the decay of that
can't be enforced, and that we must
< "i res.
An the burdens of a high protcclkeep quiet
industry. One of the founders ot the RoiV,‘ tarirt the only ones ol which vou
complain!' or we shall throw the State into the hands of
•
apt. Mcfiiiverv. By no means. We are the Democrats. Next
publican party, ( apt. Medilvery has rewill
be
the
Presiyear
mn-i exorbitantly taxed.
< kir local taxes are
dential campaign and they will say the same, ceived high endorsement at its hands. In
•tv largely mm used, and the
ordinary ex1RG0 he was the Presidential elector from
I tens es of the State an- much greater than for- Now, I don't set- any use in having a law upon
merly. They arc colleeied, 1 think, at a much I the statute book that can’t be enforced. If it this district, and
gave one of Maine's
greater expense than necessary.
[Here the Pn't popular and the
4
people won’t hear it, why, votes for Abraham Lincoln. At that time
aptain leaned forward and placed the fore- f
but
then,
it,
don’t
let
us
to
"f
his
repeal
the
go
finger
folly of the
right hand deliberately across the
Prog. Age endorsed him as follows
.tended palm of hi-I* tl hand, exclaiming:]
making laws that we can't execute. It’s a
Tin1 ship-builders and ship-owners of Maine waste of
(From the Frog. Age, Aug. 1C», 1SM.J
time,
money and paper.
it
taxed as no other interest is taxed.
It is
The unanimous nomination of Capt. Win.
Corres. Presuming that the coming Legislalike Iiii-. suppose I build a ship that once
McGilvery, of Searsport, as district elector, is
would haw co>t me soft.ftftft. Ihider the high
ture will be Republican, what will be the conse- hailed with pleasure by the
republicans of Walt u iif it would now rust me sTn.Ouu.
The ship quence if they refuse to give
do. Capt. McGilvery b a large shipbuilder and
you the legislation
not worth any more to me, and yet I have
owner, and is one of tin* most enterprising, enyou ask for?
v"t to pay taxes on that additional cost of 8-0,ergetic. and influential republicans of this dis"*•"
Mr. Nye. We shall immediately separate our- trict. lie is a gentleman of strict
Again, when I insure her at the high
integrity, not
itcs demanded by insurance companies, !», 1ft,
selves t rom them and form a new partv; and only in business matters hut politically,' and
and l‘J percent.. I have got to pay insnrthus
wields
a strong inlluence.
lie
b extenthey will never again be able to cajole us into
n.
.»n Unit sJft.ooi) extra cost.
Then we
sively known by our commercial men all over
their ranks as they have done before.
nave another tax in the shape of hospital monthe State, and his name will add weight and
that i- double.
I send a ship from New
Corres. Your words seem to indicate that
dignity to our electoral ticket.
o le.
She may be gone three, four, Jive years
you think politicians have used the temperance
it is this gentleman who testifies to the
•my length of time. < Mi her return the ownquestion tor their own purposes?
..f'the vew.fd is responsible tor 40 cents a
ruinous influence of administration mens- \
Mr. Nye. I do think so. They have made it
onmtli. h"'pil d money to each man sin* earures upon tin* great coast industry of I
'd away, and for all the time oi lier absence
a regular party foot-ball, a
hobby on which to Maine.
i"ii.:h she niay have changed her crew a half
Let all intelligent Republican
ride into power.
Temperance should never
n
of times.
\dd these to our tonnage
mechanics read wliaf he says.
and you can have some idea of what kind have anything to do with politics.
It's all
dun
we have to roinpcte with other
nonsense to make such accusations as are made.
I would be glad I" sell my ^esscl
The Democratic party are just as temperate as
Mr. Nye on Temperance.
>p. rt\ to-day at
per cent, of the cost.
the Republican, and would do as much for temrreAbout this hospital money. This is
The Pharisaical conceit of the mouthers
<•!. d.
I umlerstaml. t"
-otilors in
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IU>\.

point the stage coach came rattling
road, and thanking tin* Captain for

down
his kindness,

has route, and. heart-sick and
despairing, its inhabitants are leaving their
pleasant homes to seek a subsistanee elsewhere.
one have sold their property at an immense
"a.-ritice. others have removed temporarily,
'till dinging to the hope ol a revival ofbnsim vs
md a future return home. In round
numbers over one hundred have thus left the
place within a year. Of the once prosperous
"hip-builders and diip-owers still left here to
i« H the sad story of form ;,r success and
present
ruin, none is better known Ilian the

help
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the
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mail steals spoons in
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l’liilaiel jiiia.

he i

hit ions.
On motion of 1>. 1\ Luke. Lake of

Burksport.

A I’uIi report u| tin* reunion and Inn
«|in t of c v ( • >nti ates at Roanoke, Mo
chosen
i< published in tin* Missouri Republican
candidate for Sheritf, who reported whole nuin- The number «1 e\-Confederates
present
T
sb.
B.
had
W>.
Levi
Wyman
her of votes
il about twelve hundred,
was (Miniated
Cushman 14.
a high
who
had
held
many
including
Scammons of Franklin, Thomas of Fdcii, and
Kx-Go\
rank in the Southern army.
Moore of Hancock, were chosen committee to
Reynold's address was a most dignified
receive the votes for candidate for Clerk <*t ilie j and timely production
Reminding his
Courts, who reported, whole number 7b, all of audience of the peeuliar circumstances
under whieh they nu*t, and the great
which were for Isaac Y. Murdi.
since their last
Hopkins of Surry, Heath of Tremont, and invents that ha»l happened
to ••lay the ghosts''
Hammond of (4 on Ids boro, were chosen com- meeting, he ))roei*eded
of certain dead quest ions whit'll still haunt
mittee to receive the votes for candidate Mr
tin* imagination of some Northern men
County Commissioner, who reported whole lie alluded to the tears
expressed hy Sen
number of votes lb, all for David Dcascx.
at or Morton that the existing settlement
\\
Oret
I
II.
S.
amnion,
Icy
On motion of S.
<>1 tin1 issues of the late war might he dis
nominatetl by acclamation a* candidate Mr turhed
hy a refusal to pay interest on the
County Treasurer.
debt, or a refusal to pay tin* pensionOn motion of 1. Hutchins of Penobscot. If.
granted to I'nion soldiers, or a grant ot
B. Wardwell and John Moore were nominatetl like pensions to those of the Confederate
and declared that as tar as the Confedei
by acclamation as candidates for Senators.
those tears were
A. A. Bartlett, John Hopkins and Daniel
wen* eoneorne«l
ales
They played at tin* game
Somes were chosen County < ommittee for M7J. I groundless.
do not
The committee oil resolutions reported as Pil- of civil war, they lost, and they
intend to lileh the stakes from the winlows: “Resolved, that we adopt the resoluThe preservation ot the public crod
tions passed at the Democratic State Conven- ner
it is as mueli to their interests as to those
tion for our platform, and that we will use all
Hie speaker showed
of Northern men
honorable means to insure the success of the
the utter absurdity and impossibility of
Democratic party, and the election of the nomiever assuming any of the Confederate obnees of this convention.
ligations, and the tolly of looking for
Voted to adjourn.
compensation, which could only be made
ERASTUS 1!EDM AX. Chairman.
by a burdensome tax, falling partly on
John E. Collins,
their own shoulders. The sentiments of
Secretaries.
Nathaniel Noyes,
the distinguished orator were received
with hearty marks of approbation by both
said the cx-Confederates and the remainder
“It is a settled principle, your honor,
eueets.
Other speeches
of the vast audience.
a lawyer, “that causes always produce
rewore made, and resolutions wore passed
“They always do for the attorney,’ blandly
sometimes
have
1
sponded the judge, “but
i in full accordance with the ex-Governev’s
known a siugle cause to deprive a client ot all
ideas.
his effects.”
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! h'1 Buflalo Courier aflirms llml (icneral
(inmts lying Branch
cottage was a present to
lion, amt that its
acceptance by the President
"was m the interest of a real
estate speculation.”

lowing piece

is

known that the
property was
bought oi Mr. Howard Porter, of the
lirni of Brown Brothers & Co., before it
to the President.
Who
^vas conveyed
was the purchasers?
Who furnished the
Witli whose cheek was Mr.
money ?

Porter paid?
And has any man ever
been appointed to any office in consideration ot this handsome present
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4w‘>
1‘* Marshall St., itoston. Mass.
J > O 1! T L A X I
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IMiemnntism if properly
itli the lian.l three turns
h i' nie.l palsied Ilmhs
.•!•<! t. he !1 sure reinaftlieted f..r years
w applications.
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Kry
< ini' the inflammation
<
P
I/anJ it
iittppi
I
those with Salt
1

blood dost it tile
ot \ it al it y, ami in proportion as the blood corl‘iisele> change iroin rod to white or transparent so will tho patent heroine weaker. This
retrogression is elleclually cheeked by Fi'.i.v t .»•: <

a

».\i i’i.i: \ n >n

denotes
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i.owv
Comi*<>i ni* svitrr ok 11 vi»oi»iiossmm i:s. the blood made li allhv, and the various tillletions of the bodv renewed bv its U

Collision at Sea.

Tlie Cause and Cure of

p

H
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COOKING STOVE!

j

Brig II. Means, vol Stockton 1, Staples, from Port
Johnson tor Bucksport, put iulo Newport, night ot
doth alt., with loretopgallant mast, topsail yard and
m.iinbooin carried away, and sails split, during a
S'jinill «>n the 2*»lh.
So». u s
Itickmore, wrecked on St. John’s bar dur1,1 'ate
g;ili \v.«s :i gooil vcs-el of eao turn, built
,no,,,
it
eunant s Harbor in
mil owned by J. Hickmore and others, ot St.
Heorge. (She went ashore
at Fort (ieorge Island, Aug. 25,
bilged, and would
doubtless prove a total loss. She was in ballast.

< ’••".id-I
T" t/h 11 nr
of }\\(ldo < ■i.vnt'j.

jury
have
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WEED

BALM,

Tin- method of

treating Diseases ol' the Lungs,
| Asthma, Catarrh, and all tubercular affections, by
Iulialation, is an acknowledged success, liy inhaling
the
trom the Halm every cell or alveole of
and every bronchial tube, is
reached;
an- expanded, and the
healing qualities ot

vapor

lungs,
lungs

!

the
the
the
into direct action upon the dis-

weed are brought
eased organs.
The weed from which this Halm is made was discovered by a well known professional gentleman of
Hoston, upon the prairies in the great, valley of the
Mississippi, through the instinct of horses atllicted
with the heaves, mid is therefore strictly a great
.Natural Remedy. lit cured himself of consumption
when pronounced incurable by the best physicians
in Hoston, and now, after fifteen years ot
nearly uninterrupted health, confidently recommends it to the
public. When used in connection with the Prairie
Weed Halsain.il has proved itself an unfailing remedy tor all consumptive difficulties. Send for fir

PRICK, *ld»0, INCLUDING 1N1IAL1-.R.
WEEKS

&

POTTER, General Agents,
11'a.iliiugtoti Ntrvet,
MILTON AUSTIN, lTop’r.
HOSTON, MASS.
IJO

I

Y

T

<

■

O

H

!

Small Farm and other Prop
erty, liy Auction.
Chi’. CRARY, Auctioneer.
Oil Thursday, Sept. :;i, US?I, at to o’clock, A. M.,
on the premises, the farm mid buddings now owned
and occupied by Tyler Crockett ia North Searsport.
The farm consists of ab< ut la acres ot choice land,
<Orchard of loo Apple Tret s in tine bearing condition,
usually yield loo bushels of mark -table apples. The
buildings are a 1 t-'J story House :Hxh’8, L ,'oxlf.,
Wootl Shed and Carriage House .r_'xl8, Stable gaxdo,
all in first rate condition and repair.
Also 1 Cow,
Hog, 3 tons llay, Household Goods and other articles. Circumstances render the sale ot this property
imperative and the owner wishes it distinctly understood that the sale will be positive and without n
Terms at Sale, ii stormy, sale on
serve or limit.
next lair day.
Searsport, Sept. f>, is? 1.
or

IIEI.F4NT !

Notice is hereby given that warrants have been
duly issued to Charles Moore, Constable in Hi-lfast.
notifying the legal voters of said City, to assemble
at their respective ward rooms on Monday Sept. 11,
1871, ut o’clock in the forenoon to give in their
votes for a Governor, two Senators, a County Attorney, County Treasurer, County Commissioner, and a
Representative to State Legislature.
The Hoard of Aldermen will be in session at their
rooms on the Thursday, Friday and Saturday preceding said election, from 2 to 5 o’clock, P. M., tor
revising Check Lists, &e.
’The warrants and copies of the ward lists are duly
posted as required lor inspection ot legal voters.
Attest—JOHN II. OUIMP.Y, City Clerk.
hv
Heltast, Sept.-1, 1S71.

Ql'I’l
Notice is

HKLI tNl

!

hereby given to nil parties interested
that the Mayor and Aldermen of the city of iteliast,
will he in session at the Aldermens' Room, in said
city on Thursday, the <*lst day oi September inst., at
7 1-2 o’clock, 1*. M., (or consideration of the petition
of 11. M. A. Poor, lor license to erect and maintain
a stationary Steam
Engine, of not over ten horse
power in the building in rear of Pinenix Row, known
as the Howling Saloon.
Per Order.
JOHN 11. or 1M|*,Y, City Clerk.
lw‘»
Sept. 5,1871.

WAI.DO.

term,

SS.

c

E Sf T !

H

I>» ItliU. Frenli (ili-ouiul Hydraulic
i'4‘iii4*nI, just received, and lor sale low, by
til:
WILLIAM M. SWAN & CO.
i

I

T

I

OK!

All persons are cautioned against purchasing a
certain promissory note lor lifty dollars and interest
dated the Kith inst., signed by me and payable to
Paniel Higgins, or order in.thirty days from its date,
as I have received no consideration for tin- same and
shall resist payment.
ELIJAH SHUMAN.
3w7
Helfast, Aug. Id, 1871.

’flu- }[«st Ecmiiiinieal

.r

o7

MAINE.

Cuuking Stove in tin- lUrlil.

>

A. D. lsn.

the-

foregoing petition, Ordered. Thai the
County (.’oinmi.- siom-r.-. meet ut do-.ej.li I.. W it her! x's
in Nortbport, on Tuesday the Mtb day ot October
next at 1 o’clock 1*. M.; and thence proceed t..
n w
the route set forth in the l’etition, immcdiatel;. alter which at some convenient, place in the vieinii
a
hearing of the parties and their witnesses will’ I..*
had, and such further measures taken in theprem
ises. as the Commissioners shall judge proper. And
it is lurther Ordered, That notice oi ’the tine-, pine,
and purposes ot the Commissioners' meeting afore
said, be given to all persons and Corporations in;
ested by serving an attested Copyoi -aid Petition \x it It
this Order thereon, upon the Clerk of the town ot
Northport, ami by posting up tin -ami in three
public places in said town and lay publishing tin
same in the Republican Jouriinl a public
newspapei
published in said County,--aid publication and each
of other notices to be thirty .lavs belore tin- time
for
said
that
all
appointed
view,
may appear and
be beard ii they think proper.
On

c

I*

U
ot petition and < >rdcr
Attkst \\
A

Copy
dws

i.si-

(i. Fin I
of Court

C

<i. FKV 1

B

JPA

K

||

|

Hal\•-

u

THE CNDEKSICNED inhabitants of 111«*

town

ers,

\VA U>(>,

S.S.

Comme inin

Count y
I >. 1>. I.

<

An«*-.

and purposes ot the Coinmiss.oners’ meetiug aforesaid, lie given to all persons and Corporations interested, by serving an attested Copy <d said lviitiou
with this Order thereon, upon the « hik ol the town
jl l.elmont, and by posting up the same in three
public places ill said town, ami by publishing the
same in the Itopubllcan Journal a public Newspaper
published in said County; said publication and each
of the other notices to be thirty days before the time
appointed tor <aid view, that ill may appear and !•••
heard it they think proper.
Attksr—W. <;. Fit\ E, Ci.i;i;k,
Copy ol l'etition and Order ol Court.
:’»w?
A itksi
W. (i. FltVE, Ci i:u.

the ITnUornhh> ( Hurl <>f < 'mint;'
of the < 'mutt y of II o/i/o,

oiti.i

stoners

THE IN I)EHSl(iNEI) citizens of Frankfort and Frospecl, respectfully represent that
there is cause lor a change in the road as laid by
your lion, body leading lroni tin- North line of the
town ol l*ros ;ect, south easterly, crossing land of
I'eltinh Freei nin and others,and known as tin- T. 1‘.
Perkins road: said change to he, to discontinue tInwhole or a part of the old route and lay out, if necessary, a new route, thereby shortening tin* distance,
and rendering the road more leasable and less expensive. .JAMES II. Ii I ELMAN, and •> ot hers.

WE

OF

MAINE

WALDO, SS.—County Commissioners' Court, Aug,
Term, A. D. Is; 1.
On the foregoing petition, Ordered, That, the
County Commissioners meet at.I. II. Kiilman’s, in
Prospect, on Monday tlie lid day ot October next
at one o’clock I’.M.; and thence proceed to view the
route set forth in the petition;
immediately after
which at some convenient place in the vicinity, a
hearing ot the parties and their witnesses will be
ha»t, and such further measures taken in the premiAnd
ses, as the Commissioners shall judge proper.
it is further Ordered, that notice ot the time, place
and purposes of the Commissioners’ meeting alon
to
all
be
and
persons
said,
given
Corporations interested, by serving an attested Copy ot said Petition
with, this Order thereon, upon the Clerk ol the town
of Prospect, and by posting up the same in three
public places in said town, and by publishing the
same in tho Republican Journal, a public
newspaper
published in said County; said publication and each
of the other notices to be thirty days before the* time
appointed for said view, that all may app ar and bo
heard if they think proper.
Attkst—W, d. FRYE, Ci.kkk.
Copy of petition and order of Court,
:twr
Attest—W. C. FRYK, CucitK.
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Ki.vrJi.ilNS, Whole. ill-*:ti 1* 1 Retail
Rockland, Mo. A Tn..i i;..\
1 V UK, 1 nil IV.-.
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Drugm
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this v.vm Ap.Li-:
ai.ve is sold by all
i>!•: \u:\i> ix aibou lm:.-.

lyr-ioia.

Heel Estale for Sale.
1111. SI BS< ICIBKK OFFFfBS
lor
ilr. tin- house ami lot situated
on Wadsworth Street, in
'lhoma«ton, belonging to
lo irs of tin- lat«- < apt. Joseph (iilchrist.
Said lot
contains ahout •JT.onO 1. t nt laud with a large two
'torv house and other buildings situated thereon
and will I"- sold low if applied l>»r soon.
For terms,
call oil the subscriber.
.1. M. ltKYFlKAGK..
t!«*
Thomaston, Aug. I. 1.-71.
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S NOTICE, PALERMO !

following list

Jtuxe

«>t

id

real

ot

estate

null-1 •-'iileiit owners ill *ln town of Palermo lor the
ii!s committ-d to Kdwarct W. Pink
year 1*7'', in
iiam, collector ot said town on the -7th day ot May.
Ins I
n
returned l»y him to me as remaining
: •; l, by his certificate
unpaid on the "nt h day .d '1
ot that.date, and m >\\
■•mains unpaid, and notice is
hereby given tnai d -aid t i\e-> and iutcivat and
charg- are not paid t.. the t reasurer of said towu,
within eighteen month front the date of commit
d -aid bills, so much ..t the real estate taxed
men!
as will be sulheient to pay thi
amount due thereto!*,
including in'er.s? and li.ar.i -. will without further
notice be sold at pil'd ic attet ion, it the post otiice iu
I'alermo, on >:tur.i<v the .th day ul November,
1*71, at one o’clock in the afternoon.
Nam s it know
Isaac Worthing, or at.
known part,
Levi Turner, or unknown part.
1 hi
Peter i.rottoH, or tin
I ?u
known, No. acres
Ah-x I»11a v,f.• pat f i..:. 1
4 Ok
Phillip Par*.*n>. or p ,i:
No. acr.-s l".
1 ;f«
Heirs ot Nehemian Tin
uukm.wu p.n-t
loi
ner,
Heirs <>t N, he111i.111 1 a
m r, or unknown
11
Albert Plumei'.
n
knowu foi the l■
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Palermo
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'iluuti'il oil f tie 4ijUUl I*
)
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tli- looi o|M in: ir<cf, in :tr tin-railroad
1 Kflll fi*;l-o:i if'li
\ 11[11 v In
ii.
1
U. I- lil hl.KICK
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OR. E. R CLARKE'S

Mortgage Bonds,

viiLi :

Sherry Wine Bitters.
THE BEST MEDICINE IN THE WORLD.

security is
composed
lor
they

q* r
O P
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New Orleans, Mobile £ lexas
11 \ r 1 p/'j A it
old !iVi»

ii.ii
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I

i.urt,

T
fl

o o

ulau i .'vli

tor sale a bond which combines these advantages to an unusual decree. The route lies between
.Mobile, Alabama, and Houston, 'JV\n- -passing
through Nexv Orleans, the N< a York ot the South.
Ol tin* whole line of IT miles, about t wo-tlords are
otiers

t-

|> »
\b

Term,
Ou the foregoing petition, Ordeiad, I h.n Ihe
County Commissioners meet at Jam.s f.iekneir., m ! alia ad built, and the Stockholders have expended
Helimnd, on Friday the f»th day oft h loher m \i at
I K.N MILLION DOLLARS in the work.
o'clock A. Rl.; and thence proceed to view he ; nearly
route set lortli in the petition; immediately after | The I onds now offered are secured by a mortgage
which at some convenient, place in the vicinity, a
upon .all that part of thr* line west ot New Urb an:
hearing ot the parties and their witne-s. s wilf I
had, and such further measures taken in Hie premi- whir has an enormous trathe assured to it Iroin the
Ami start, this being the only rail connection by which
ses, as the Commissioners shall judge proper,
it is further Ordered, that notice ol the time, plan- the
cotton, corn, cattle and other productions id
A.

k

V. n.l.llu

n

This

u it.

undertake,
'i'lie

!
MAINE.

<

I

v i :< .in

increased it the Constructing Company
men ot liigi character, and of ample ..
successfully carrying through anv work the

to Eincolnville.
And we would further rep
resent that the selectmen of said Helmonl hue
been petitioned to lay out said road and that they
have unreasonably neglected and refused to lay out
and construct the same. Wherefore your petitiom
pray your honors to view said route anddocatea r<ud
as you shall deem most, conducive to public good a
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cannot he otherwise than sate.
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lim toil amount, upon a railroad which is well
located t r business, and which has boon already
largely constructed with the binds ot its Stockholdo

iinted with
her to he
and having

I < .'saw* utiil wile.
1.1 lil'kl UllJ Wlti'.
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I NY I'ISTM I’,NT-

a
public
necessity rci|i;ire
highway should be laid out and cnn.-'trucii'd ;i« follows
Commencing at tin East line of aid ol mu'
Sargent Tewkshery, thence running westwardly by
said Tewksbery’s house* and by dwelling id one
Janies M. Neal, to the road leading from If el mo id
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invaluable,
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.skilful
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J. W. (CNN INC II
1C Imont, June .*>, is.' I.
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TWINES & NETTING

First

above
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Cotton
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.-Viis'oanu.t!

John A. Walker, lm h
lliraiu Norton t mu
Mary I'.tiihnn, for InmSargent Pullin, or unknown lor part,
.JOHN P. 1 -LUKINS,
Palermo, Aug. .’, 1'. I.
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TO ALT

PERSONS,

BOTH SICK AND WELL.
IIcnlHi in 1 Kniipiness
T.duj; .i
let th
s tie taken,
particularly
tli.
s
>*f tiii* year, and
illv by the f.| w
people:
1 he 111 4 II \\l«
ivli.i. from his constant in'•

door labors, not bav
bracing and refresh it
\v al*eli*'d :it the -' nil

i'

-i.tlh

ii.

m

.11

hbi
th

i- ut access to tho
I doors, becomes
nmis, pale anil sickly,

pioju-rly digesting.

He

take
i:I *it'*■ r-. m
freely too, in ora up, right ami
ge* hi-: system
strong, and in
prime eotulilion to gg" through tin* warm weather
hi- oii.-taut daily labors. The
h aii'i'i.r
e\hiiai ititig and
the Dock
R> ut. Dandehi.u. Poplar, an ! I'riekly Ash Hark,
is what will
g him up, and make him, phvsi»!»»'«'
iuoi'r
a
rally sp. aki
limn!
1’he
>111.1. Ol»i:iS \TI\ I
will find tins Medicine
II"- 't ty thing M lean-e ill,. I,loud and strengthen
tie- -y-lein, aii-l
•n.J j,f, iisnut to tu{<-.
imi.i
ih.
%\i> «>vn: m:\iniTi
I.,.- hig I., file this
compound freely, and
she will
i': ed t
up.-, i.
lienlth, biant v
nm! tMioyniit
The I14IM.ST
AIOIl It.
< I i:i(4.\ >| t\
th
Ul,|
LUVYKK, and
>ii.\ or si:iu:\TAiti
iiaiuts
tins
is your Medicine!
After once
will
it.
n

Id

to

power'of

|

j

using
you
la* without it.
|t win improve you twentylive ]>er eent. Tin 11 \ It I A Lit will find it the
best medicine in the world for his use; It makes
him, while at sea, hearty and rugged, atul capable
of gleat endurance and evpo-uiv; and when on
shore, it renovates bis blood, and restores and repairs Ids system.
Tilt* Largest Bottle, Hit: Lowest Price,
anti Hit* most LftVctiial Lemeily
in Hit* World.
Diploma awarded by the Massachusetts ChariA >--ocia! "ii.
table M. el la 11
i.e\er

sand dollars invested in these eight per cent, bonds
will give the purchaser more than seventy seven per
same

<,■'
whi.
i,I

**;!:i

1

upon exemination. They are sold for the present at
1MI, and accrued interest from July 1st. At tliis j
price they ntl'ord a certain income for lorty-tive years,
of uearly*nine per cent, upon their cost. One thou-

greater annual interest than the

wft irk
''n- stitiuach,
till
Roots illld
their great service t >
m
l. -I i"
i’im
thankful
•>' itf* .til
i.h
things
•/

''•

!•

Now altered, are limited in amount to
per
mile, and are lor $l,0<>o or £Juo each, interest payable .January and .July, at the rate ol a per cent, Curreney or ? per cent, tiold, at the option of the holder.
Bonds registered it desired.
Among the leading Stockholders cl' tlu Company
are Ho.u. 10. 1). Morgan, Ex-Governor and 10x-l'. s.
Senator; lion. .John A. Griswold, Ex-Lieutenant
Governor, Troy, N. V.; lion. Oakes Ames, M.
Massachusetts; Messrs. Morton, Bliss & Co., L. Von
llolftnan «t Co., J. & \V. Seligman & Co., Harrison
Durkec, and others, of New York; Benjamin 10.
Bates, President Bank ot Commerce, Franklin I la
vens, President Merchants’ Bank,Boston,and others,

cent,

lluiiiiiis,
■

Prr (Vii(. Ilomls

also well known.
The above statement of facts proves the SAFETY
ot these Bonds. Their PIJOFIT is equally manifest

<

l»*n.r

ot second mortgage bonds and by subscriptions to
the stock ol tin- Company, amounting in all t<> over
eight million dollars.
I he l*'iratjiVIortg:ige

Ei^lil

Rock Uoa

».u m U-ii 'ii, Wild «'!;
\, Thorough\-h
I'-'i'l*' l-.ii
Rhubarb, etc.
'Imloii -s,
i.f
JuuiilEcaita. he. Nom stoimich, |*ihw ut

mtergn- 'll,

"/•'•T
i'

reach New Orleans.
So important is this road considered to Louisiana,
that the State has made very liberal grants in aid ol
the enterprise, by direct donations, by endorsement
can

amount

invested in the new Government Five Per Cents
police station is smeared with the blood dressing. Judge Patterson, after a patient in«««. < OOODWII * CO.,
TO LET ?
ol the wounded.
while holders ol Government Sixes will find a devestigation, decided that the charge had no real
J>OOM
cided prolit in selling them at present high
BOSTON.
In City Block, over the store of Isaac Allard.
prices,
foundation, and dismissed the complaint. Freed
< ■ real
and re-investing in the New Orleans, Mobile and
Apply at THE .JOURNAL OFFICE.
preparations are in progress for the from tin; imputation, by the decree of court,
tf‘J
Sept. 0,1871.
Texas Bonds,
ceremonies attendant on the
opening of Frank continues to lay on the lather and strap
(lie European and North American HailSubscriptions will be received in Belfast, by
M CONFESSIONS IIP AS INVALID.
E HI
his razors.
^ W x !
on
the
ISth
of
October. Two gentleway
A. H. BRADBURY,
Both.
Martin
V. Tower, of LincolnSept.
AT $2.10 PER BARREL.
men have just returned to
us u warnin'? and for the benefit of
Bangor from a ville, plead guilty to the charge of drunkenness, PUBLISHKD
men ami others, who suffer from Nervous
Cashier Belfast National Bank.
see the President at
young
1
to
have
in
&
store
SWAN
at WM B.
CO.’S, and
trip
Long Branch
&c., supplying ine mkans ok hklk-cukk. for sale by them at retail, lor $2,10 per bbl., best
Information concerning the Company and the
and though he declined going tc°St. John and was sentenced to JO days in the County Debility,
Written by one who cured himself, and sent free
F1HM
Foil
NILE'
fresh
Cement.
Cisquality
Repair your
Hydraulic
lioad, and pamphlets containing map and full details
ho will positively be present, and also Jail —but upon his apparent penitence and on receiving a post-paid directed envelope.
terns.
C. J. HALL.
ol the enterprise, can be obtained of the undersigned
Address, Natiianikr, Mayfair, Brooklyn, N. Y.
3w‘J
(Jen. Sherman and staff, and prominent promise ot better behavior, was discharged.
Belfast, Sept.. 4, 1871.
THE FARM OF TIIE SUH6m45sp;
Abner G. Gilmore, charged with illegal sale
’scriber, situated in Prospect, Fast or any of the Company’s advertised agents.
gentlemen from Ohio, Pennsylvania and
*B*IO*!
ilage. ft contains 75 acres, consistother States. The (Jovornor General of of liquor, was lined $30 and costs. Appealed.
of mowing, pasturage, tillage and woodland.
W. B. SHATTUCK, Banker,
ing
The Democrats of Montville
BlOarTVIM.1!.
Whereas
JANK
are
a story and a luilf
SA11AI1
The
Governor
wife,
Lieutenant
of
1.
Sumner
buildings
New
my
BUCKLIN',
Canada,
Eastman, charged with are requested to meet at the North
Sept.
house, with ell
itidge Meeting lias left my beu and board, without just cause, this shed, bam and other out-buildings, with two "ood
and
other
Canadian
Brunswick,
prominent
obstructing police officer Geo. W. Knowlton in House,on Saturday, Sept. 2d, ut 1 o’clock, r, M., to is to caution all persons against harboring or trust- wells. The whole will be sold at a bargain. Apply
Financial 4g«‘»c, HI. O., ill. A T. It. It. f'o..
officials will also take part in the exercises the discharge o'f his duty, was bound over to nominate a candidate lor Representative to the ing her on my account, as 1 shall pay no debts of her to the subscriber on the premises.
Per Order.
Legislature.
TltUMAN II. BUCKLIN',
contracting,
DANIEL II ERR I MAN.
Nassau Street,New York.
of the occasion.
No.
answer at the Supreme Court.
Montville, Aug. 2(5,1871.
3w9»
isri.
gp
Thorndike, Sept, 1,
Prospect, Aug. L’4, 1871
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JOHN C. BEALS, Searsport, for Knox, Lincoln, and Waldo Counties.
All On!, f' -etit to him Promptly atletnhil t-
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Its extreme simplicity, being entirely devoid ol
1^11, FNDI-'.RSHINFD c.iti/ens of Nortliy V port and ieinity,re-pec;fully ask your IIom rs I intricate mechanism, make it easily operated; it'
to discontinue the road locale. 1 and laid out by tin* | freedom lrom liability to get out ot order, it- c..mCouuty Commissioners, leading from the county | plete arniiigeineut tor regulating and controlling t he
eon uiiipf ii'ii
ot the fuel, in conjunction with its
road, itl.ittlc I l.trf>or, and terminal i>)g m-ur li.U
admirable and unequalled perlbruuiace ot all the
Fllis,in Nort liport. belie V in; that pull! i- C-OI vn in
st-rviee.' ot a Cooking Stow*, combine to (.rnueiii.ee
doe- not re>pure the building
ml road
1
| it (he long'ought desideratum ot tin1 age.
A. DICK lA And 7. Otk.
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Consumption,

way injurious, but
t): Ji'yei— Hub it
day. Cure* deaf
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Railway.

MAR1UKL).
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it freely, and
oil in eases of
have been cured
ute.l for Swollen
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V-» l'ultniiuis I’alaw. l’arlitr ami Sl ‘e|iiu!>- Cars, if

Pauls HorsK, Holton. This hotel, conducted by ISoynton A ('«>., at lsT Washington
>L, is an x eel I e u t ]»la. e to get u good dinner or
a night's lodging.
.Mr. Iloyuton is a lirst-elass
eaterer, and his bill of fare the most reasonable
ot any hotels in I’.oston.
Parties visiilng the
'ill will do well to patroni/e the Parks House.
Single room at T‘» eents and si a day.

apply
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■
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"
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land oi said Decrow and E. Kidder, and East bv tinPenobscot Ray, containing twenty-two acres more
or less, a ml that tin- conditions in said mortgage is
broken bv reason whereof I claim a foreclosure <>i
the same.
.1. T. PUTti.li.
::\\m
Belfast, Aug. 2d, I'd.
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HEREBY lit yen, tii it Pliehe
Searsinout, Waldo Count v. Mate ol
Maine, conveyed to J. T. Pottle, of l.ineolnville.
"•'Ido County, State ol Maine, by her mortgage
ed, dated February 12, A. 1). IStV.i, and recorded in
" aIdo Registery, Rook H.'i, Page j;r., conve. e I
certain parcel of land lying in said l.ineolnville, ,.nd
bounded as lollows, vi/.: On the Northwest bv land
formerly owned by .J. IT. Decrow ; on the South,

NJ'OTICK
Hailey,

it

fur

itm- i.t of tin* sick
treat success.
fu- which this salve is

tr<•

vltli

C. IlKRVl.r.

Foreclosure.
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who has .isvd
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large assortment ol thenbo*. good-,
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It

in

all ami Nee lliern !.t»»

I. Airs III 1*S lor lull business course i-utd
in this, are good lor :m unlimited time in all ot
tlie Colleges ot the International l’»u-dn. s< College
Association.
For full information addri

L. A. GRAY, A. M..
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great variety ol patterns.

PORT-MONEYS AND WALLETS OF FINE
RUSSIA AND CALF STOCK. HAIR
AND TOOTH BRUSHES!

)

<• imbitiiiu? soothing and
with
dangerous ingivd■.1 i..r the many pain- and
ii' -H t«> whieh llc-nli is
heir,
tlr. many other remedies,
1
ini always rein ving

d\

U'

I’BVH

Waldo :;ikI State ol Main.-, libels
Honorable Court to be inform- a t i, ,\
gives
on tin- ’."Hi day (.f M:irrh, A. D. *,-,i
Monday, Sept, t, Is/l.
Liberty, in
Bill I EK—We quote tine .New York and Vermont
lln* County of \\ :i111 >, aforesaid, she was iawiullv
butter at2?a'29c per lb, with selections at 2‘.*u30e; good
married to I rail M. Henderson.then of
■.1 n v 11. >
do cu:i24c; line Western at IO.12I0; common and inin the County atoresaid, and that sin* hath always
terior do at I2al5c; inferior and bakers’ butter sells I behaved towards him as a cha-tr and faithlul
u it'.-,
at 1la12c.
Yel
tho said trad M. It nderson, neglecting his
CHEESE We quote fine New York and Vermont
marriage vows and duty, and without any 5u- i?i..t. 1.■ |
factory at o 1-2.1 lie per It.; Ohio lactory at '.i.UOe; can so therelo;, on flu* Ith divot Julv.A. I>. ImVi, 1
choice dairy at s i- j.e.t l-2e; common do at 5a7e.
lc-lt your libellant and wont, as she lias l„ n inform
I.(.US -The market is steady and
quiet, with sales | cd, into tin Dominion ol < 'amnia, and h
--imv hat
/Mri:o\/:n sei;vi<i: or
///j/ys
I
astern at 22c per dozen, and Northern at 2U.i2lc. I tinn*
wholly neglected to return to t our lihell.iut, oi
BEANS We quote choice pea beans at $3 25a3 5o I to make any provision lor her
rnn i'irr sr v i//;a* of i*:i.
oi
von t..
support
a ml choice medium at $2
comm
m
beans
write
to
5o;
her; wheretore your libellant pr.i\ that tin |
$;ta
jiea
common medium $2 12a2 2
bonds ol matrimony now existing between In
yellow
<•n-.il 4cn‘l(>ratioii of N|i**«»il, and 1m
and
the said Irud M.. Henderson may he dissolved ; and |
|iro\ 4‘iiM‘iit of Truck.
YEUE TABLES—Potatoes 55c; Sweet Potatoes she avers and believes
the same would he reasonable 1
B at $5 50at 27* per hbl.; Onions are dull at S3
per and proper, conducive to domestic harmony and i
bbl.. Watermelons $15a20.
consistent with the peaee ami moral' ol -o.-i. fv,
t Itl 1 f—We quote choice Western
Ml. II11: A I.’ I. IIUNDI- .1; «i\.
apples at $3al
]
per bbl. and common at $1 50:*2 53 per bbl; Peaches
lty her Attorney, .1, \V. Iv.Nmvi.mx.
°
lu2 per crate.
Two through Express Trains leave Portland daily, |
HA V We quote choice pew hay $33a34; choice old
Sundays xcepted, vi/.
* T A T 1: < > I*’ M aim:.
do at $3.5a3; common to good, including New York,
At ;.lo A. M,, (on arrival ol the night train leaving
Kellast at r (.’clock l\ M., arriving at M..ntrca.
$25a.30 per ton. Straw is selling at $2t*a27 per ton.
Wai.im), ssm
(
it s l*. M.. same day.
Hup. Jud. Court, Ajiri! Tenu, 1-7 l. \
At
l.lu
1*. M., connecting at Yarmou.li and Uanv.lle ;
«»n the foregoing, Ordered,
that tin* libellant
Junction with the train which haw- Linger at
notity the said lrad M. Henderson of tliep.mlenex
S.T. A. M.f arriving in Montreal at ’>.
A. M
an
attested
ol
ln
r hbe>
thereof, by publishing
copy
the following day.
ami this order thereon, three week, successively in
these through Express Trains make certain con
In fhorndikc, Aug. 27, Mr. Stephen Files to Miss
the Republican .Journal, a paper printed at Helt’.i t,
nections at Montreal lor Toronto, !>etrnit, Cliieug
< Lira Knowles, both of T.
in the County of Waldo, the last public-at ion to In*
In Ellsworth, Aug. 25, Capt. Jonathan l’. Langley tliirty days at least betore the next term of the and nil points West.
IMPORTANT NOTICE.
The (irand Hunk
ot Tremont to Miss Annie J. lteckwith of Ellsworth. Supreme .Judicial Court, to be holden at lb Hast,
now re-laid with steel rail, and is in excellent rm
Also r,John II. Button amt Miss Hattie A.
Higgins within and for the County of Waldo, on the third ning condition, the speed
ot running is greatly in- I
both ot Ellsworth. Also 27, Mr. Charles F. Rollins Tuesday of October next, that be m i\ then and
ol Ellsworth to Miss F.lvira Frost ot Mariaville.
there appear and show cause if any he h:i\ e, u by tin- creased and connections are certain.
IT1.I.MAN S CARS, known, appreciated, and
In Buck-port, Aug. 21, Mr, Americus V.
Seavoy ot prayer ot said libellant should not be granted.
sought tor everywhere,are run on all Express trains
At i: vr W. C. MiVi;, Cu.uk.
Bucksport to Miss Helen F. Turner of Brooklin.
on the < irand Trunk.
In Hancock, Aug. 215, Mr. Win. N. Bartlett of
Copy ot libel ami Order of Court thereon.
Excursion return tickets to all principal points on
•bv.s
Lowell to Miss Martha W. Milliken ol Hancock.
A l'i'.sr—W. ti. Fi:vi;. n.KKK.
the (irand trunk, and to Chicago. Also, throu.-.'h
In so. W. Harbor, Aug. 27, John H. Leland ot
tickets
by the SARNIA I.1NE OK STEAMERS
Sedgwick, to Miss Amanda \V. Tinker of Tremont. To
reduced rates, are now on sale.
the HonaraLlo < <anit'j (it/."’imu r.<
In Brooklin, July 22, Mr. Elijah It. Powers and
The
tares
nt'
by this Road tire always lower than hy
Waldo
tho
Miss (loruldine E. Dodge, both of Brooklin.
'oirntfi
any other. I»e sure you get your tickets I.) this
Till'. I ’NDF.KSIt i\F1> petitioners
represent that the public convi nicnce re.|uires and
to he had at all the principal ticket offices in New
necessity demands that a county road be made, com- England, at. the Company’s Otlice,
1) IK1 >.
mencing near Joseph Springer s, in South l-reedom,
and leading under Heaver Hill, to intersect Un22 West Market Square. Bangui-.
[Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye, Friend Klliot road, so illed, or on the most favor
able route on the Fast side ol the Pond to Freedom
WM. FLOWERS.
must be paid for,J
Village; and we pray you to view the rout.: and
In Belfast, Sept. 1, Mary E., wife of Sherburne
Eastern Agent.
locate the same
CUAKLKS S Y I.V KSTFU,
Sleeper and daughter ot the late Suniuel Longfellow
South Freedom, .June
ickets may he had of JOHN S. CAEDWEI E, or
Wl.
And r.s others.
of IIallowed, Me., aged 52 years » months.
W. J. (’01.15CRN, Cepot Master, Keltast.
In Stockton, Aug.Wilbert A.,son ot Allred and
:m.;
ltangor, July 2Md, is?l.
STATE OF MAINE.
Clarissa Hipley, aged 27 years 11 months.
In Searsmont. Aug. 22, Clara L., intant
daughter WAI.DO, SS,—County Commissioner'' Court, Aug.
of Win. <.. and Ahbie B. Cox, aged 2 months.
Term, A. 1). IS?I,
In Waldohoro, 1st inst., Mr. Jacob Benner, aged
On the foregoing petition, Ordered, That the
To years. Also on the 1st, inst., ('apt. Daniel CreamCounty Commissioners meet at Joseph Springer's, in
Stop and Read. No Humbug!
er, aged .years.
In Eden, Aug. 21, Obediah IIiggins, aged 5ii years.
Freedom,on Tuesday the 17th dayot October next at
o’clock A.M.; and thence proceed to view the route
THORP’S PATENT
22, Mis. David
honias, aged 25 years. 21, Cupt. lo
set fortti in the Petition; immediately alter which at,
Nathaniel Mayo, aged
years.
some convenient place in the vicinity, a hearing .>!'
the parties and their witnesses will be bad, and such
A tribute is due to the worth ot the late Levi K.
further measures taken in the premises, as the ComLlubhanl, whose early departure was recorded in missioners shall judge proper. Ami it is further ordered, That notice of the time, place and purposes of
Which Hunt' Kerosene Oil without Soot,
your last; he had recently entered the profession ot
the Commissioners’ meeting aforesaid, be given to all
the law—was a young man ot peculiar promises—
Smoko or Smell.
persons and Corporations interested, by serving aa
with a clear, well balanced mind-his frankness, attested copy of said petition with this Order therellELIAIII.i:.
NAK’K
upon the Clerks ol the towns ot Freedom and
manliness, and decision of character won him many on,
Cau stand on your kitchen table and do all your
Montviile ami by posting up the same in thr.. public
fast friends, who keenly feel his absence, lie had
cent per hour.
All the
at
a
cost
ut
one
ot
j
cooking
in
each
said
places
towns, and by publishing the
known only the bright morning ol life, he was same in the Republican Journal, a pul.lie m \\-paper ordinary branches ot cooking—boiling, broiling,
ot
and
the
Sir.,
in
said
smoothing-irons.
said
baking,
heating
and
rich
County;
publication
■*pared its noonday heats, its evening chills, its hois- published
ol the other notices to be thirty day, belore the time
perlormed to perfection. The concentration ofAbe
the bottom of the
tuous bustle, its cankering cases, its delusive hopes,
appointed for said view, that all may app.-ar and b.- ilaiue, and its direct application to
utensils
overcome the nuisance ol radiation, which
if
think
heard
j
its
w joys and many sorrows.
they
]>roper.
i in summer is both extravagance and a superfluity:
A ri-.sT— W. (
FitVI-., < i.i :: k
| while the combined action of the water intensities
Copy ot petition and order ol Court.
Atticsi
| both the power and the directness ol the Maine, thus
:iw-*
K c.u ....
W. c 1S1 I 112 IV12 W S.
expediting its work, and consequently producing

Company
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XolwiiliMauding

apparently
evening,
feeling

peoples

re, hut everythin"’
done to presei vc
peace and good
•der.
Hon
Marsh biddings. the'new
Governor ot this territory, arrived on
I hu rainy and was inaugurated
yesterday,
il" was serenaded last evening by one ot
the largest assemblages ever known in
He made a speech, which was
this city.
received with great enthusiasm.

An Impertinent

know

community
unexpected intelligence

being

1L

soft and

Ilhouinatisiu is a disease s,> painful, so prevalont, and so coinplololy bailies modi-al skill,
that anythin" wind) will euro this distressing
malady, should bo hailed wil.li "mat. satisfaction. Tin- M \ air ic Liniment and Myalgie Pills
Jwi
give promise of being a reliable cure.

pn‘l

no on-

]'

or

as

I o produce a oloar. bright, health' and beauI ilul complexion.use ih« "l >< »LLAR RFU AIlP
''OAI*" fm toilet purposes. elm. 11.
.Moody,
A < o. Dost on, A;;l's for Now
Lnglaiid.

equally

Nl.VV AI K.\K
Til.Srjtt
P>» l vest, nlay Ji:t«! flu following corn
I Mill
l,:« Mc/ilpi. in the South
p •li'icnc:
in jiart <*1 this
territory The election
\< iteinent in iltivalley culminated loi'. m one of tin- inns! I< arful
at)rays ever
iiiies>e«t here,
It. is no exaggeration to
iv
that the Plaza lee hern lileralh
enebed with human blood.
At the
•'em
writing (Sunday evening, tin
th ult., i if is known that seven persons
ave
been killed, while it is estimated
;hat the 'wounded will reach as high as
hirty-seven or thirl y-eight tatally. From
•'•loek this afternoon till (*. the Plaza remided with pistol shots and groans.
1
a
fifteen minulrs the firing was inccsmt. and rontinued
during fin* rest of the
• "Mir
The Republican and Democratic
parties had each selected to-day as the
most suitable time for the
grand demon"tration <>1 the campaign, and at an early
hour this morning both parties eoimnene* d theii
preparations. The haulers were
evidently desirous of avoiding distnrbaives. and the
respective parties formed
m procession and
passed each others place
»l meeting without an outbreak, and nothing happened until after the meeting had
adjourned and tin; procession re-formed.
At
P M both parties met in the Plaza,
exchanging vivas. A pistol shot was final,
when a general fight ensued. Men. women and children hurried to their houses,
but the light was kept up from windows
onl house-tops, the dead and wounded
tiling on all sides. Hon. John Lenicn,
Republican candidate for Judge, was the
irst. killed. The balance of the killed and
v
unded are mostly Mexicans. Another
.dll took place at Anton
Chics, near Los
Cgas, in Which tw persons wen killed
six

tIn*ni

5M10

damage

i,

Terrible Election Riot

d

“DOLLAR UPWARD '() .VI’" u.shes
Flannels without shrinking thorn, and renderI ho

operation
conveyed
life.

ipf

V\.I
i\

I here

forget it.

A NT A

To make b o Soli Snap in tin- world. dL-olve
I III. 1*01,1 All SOAP" in boiling watrr.

-.

-ni:dl

ol

II ides and fallow Brighton Hides? l-2a8c; Brighn Tallow oa(> l-2c.
Country Hides 7a7 1-2; Country
allow 5:i5 1 -c ; Calf Skins If.alse; Sheep skins, $i\
Working Oxen -Extra, $i*00ati50; ordinary, $ 125a
1; pour )xeu from $45 to $1<K) per pair.
Store Catt le
Y curlings, $Sa20; 2 year olds, $15a2S,
>ear olds, *25a45. Tne poorest grades, of which
range in price- trom Ss to $30 per head.
Milch Cows -Extra $45:U>0; ordinary, $25a5o
per hea.I. Store Cows, $25a35. Most ol the cows
brought into market lor sale are of a common grade,
Sheep and Lambs—Extra and selected lots, $3 50a
•; uniinury, $2 Oita:: v.5; or trom 4a7c per lb.
Swine- Store pigs, wholesale, 5u<>c; retail, <’■ l-2aSc
per pound. Eat Hogs 5a5 l-2c.
Toultry -Extra, 15 l-2alt'.c; medium, It l-2al5c.

Stcoi. it
botlor lip-

M't-lv. tin mackerel not inclining to bit/*.
Had it not been for tie- seiners the market
ct
displayed his liberality towards it by the would lone been
completely bare of Shore
til
py
('i)iisillill.l inli i«Jio i-r
it i<, the « an ii has not neeii half
purchase and presentation of the SM. <‘harles mackerel;
n! 1 no digestive orpins. This
derangement produces
as large
as it was up to this time last year.
deficient nutrition and assimilation, I»y assnnilat ion
iiolel property. valued at about $200,000. This
The mackerel average mostly ones and an1 mean that process bv which the nutriment ol the
building i' to be converted into an immense
lood is converted into Mood, and thence into the
very large and fat. the quality being much
solids of the body.
Persons with digestion thus
fit than ! hose caught off this shore last year,
I>riutinir establishment for the University, and
impaired, having the slightest predisposition to pulbut
the
rule
much
lower.
Number
ones
fossil
prices
for the church, in whicli case the
or if they take cold, Will he
disease,
monary
very
are -oiling ih
present Week lbr
per bar- liable to ha\< »
Hook Concern*' in New York < ity w ill prolof the I.tings in some of
;el. less than one half the price they brought j its lorms; and oiisumption
1 hold that if will be impossible to
*lv :•• transferred to this place.
While Svra- at this lime la-t year. Lnless mackerel come cure any ease ol'» 'onsumption without first
restoring
in more freely than they have, the season's
i't
is thus prospectively to he another 7I;dlc,
go.ni digestion and lieallhv assimilation. The very
itch will be light, and prices must necessarth I tir.-t thing to be done is to cleanse the stomach an 1
New Haven in the republic of
unbridge
bowels
from
I
all
diseased
mucus and slime which is
advance, [(’ape Ann Adv.
Iters, 7 rejoice to say that our common
clogging these organs >o that they cannot perform
their functions, nml then rouse up and restore tin
schools are by no means neglected hero, for in
liver
to a healthy action.
For this purpose, the
I
the horrible accidents j surest.and'best remedy is Sehenek’s Mandrake Fills.
section of our land are there better scboolFills cleanse the stomach and bowels ol all
on
railroads, tins moans of conveyance 1 These
housc' ami teachers.
the dead an 1 morbid slime that i- causing disease
Th
and decay in the whole system.
politi-ml world shows now sonic degree is about as said as any, as statistics will
They will clear out
'I'lio reports of the old the liver ot all diseased bile that has accumulated
ictidh alter
lnewhut long inlerrognum demonstrate.
there, and arouse il up to a new and healthy action,
Maim* Central
show that tip l<> by which natural and
•-I b»rpidil>. pi• parutory to the annual Novomhealthy bile isjsecreted.
the time the roads wore consolidated, that
1 he stomach, bowels and liver are thus cleansed
b<'i emilesf. There i> no (tovernoi to bo chosen
the
n<e
of
Sehenck’s
Mandrake
hut there
by
company had been in
twenty-two remains in the stomach an excess of Fill.-;
ihi- year, and this in some degree diminishes
acid, the organ
and had
eight million is torpid, and the appetite is poor. In the bowels,
tin■ interest of the canvass. The great hone of years,
the Iacteals are weak, and requiring strength and
In all
passengers, with no loss oi
•mention will be the Legislature.
1 will not
support. It i- in a condition like this that Sehenck's
that ■ime no claim was made on the com- j Seaweed
Tonic proves to be the most valuable rema- sumo 1!
robes of a -.er, and foreshadow the
in consequence of in
edy ever discovered. It is alkaline, uud its use will
pany for
iiicvirabU nut I maybe pardoned for express- to
neutralize all excess of acid, making the stomach
Wo
any passenger on the road.
-wcet and fresh it, will give
permanent tone to this
ng 1 hi opi non ihat tin* date will he true t<> it.'
no doubt
that tin* old Portland it Kenne- important organ, and create
a good, hearty appetite,
n
ib. interests and in tinet.
and prepare the system for the first
bec mad can show
The Repnbas good
a
process ot a good
digestion, and ultimately make good, healthy, living
li. aii' !•
record.
iil'*<i their ^Pite * .invention, to he
| Kennebec .Journal.
blood. After this preparatory treatment, what reb '•! In ;IT'<-i;v, on the -Vth of this month, a
mains to cure most cases of consumption is the tree
!
persevering use of Sehenck’s Pulmonic Syrup,
iai• period which has e.\cited the wrath of the
lhe Pulmonic Syrup nourishes the system, purifies
Ti' nunc and others of the Fenton ilk.
City Affairs.
the Mood, and is readily ahsordeil into the circulaRival
tion, anil thence distributed to the deceased lungs,
'<■ legal mils 11 i.m New
nrk Uily, ami hitter inThme it ripens all morbid matters, whether in the
j form
Mommy, Sept. 4, ls; i.
i'-tiled quarrels all ovei the Slide, are not liarof abscesses or tubercles, and then assists Nal’limmxs. of .lames Miller for compensation
ture to expel all the diseased matter in the form of
bine
of Republican siicce*
tor larul tor Commercial street, leading to Sanford’s | free expectoration, when once it ripens.
It is then,
< >xoxi>
\
Yours,
wharf, in ferred to Committee on streets and City by the great healing and purifying properties of
Sehenck’s I’ulmonie Syrup, that all ulcers and cavi
Solicitor.
ties are healed up sound, and my patient is cured.
f'enth of the Hon. John A. Pool'.
The e-sen;ia tiling to be done in
Of .John S. Calduvli, and others for sidewalk on
curing Cousump•ion is to gel up a good appi f ife and a good digestion
1‘eirce street, Irom High to Waldo Avenue. Referso that the body will grow in flesh anil get
I ho
was startled lliis morn
strong.
red to Committee on walks.
If a person uas d sea.-ed lungs, a cavity or abscess
111" l>v I ho
of the
tin re, the cavil y cannot heal, the matter cannot ripen
IlKpouTs. On petition of Knowlton and others
death ol lion. .John \. Pool
Mr. Poor
so long as the system i- below
par. What is necesto repair sewer.
That same he repaired. Accepted.
sary to cure is a new order of things, a good appetite,
had s)n'iil tlio
at his otlitv,
On petition of Field .uni others to locate Charles
ajjgood nutrition, tlm body to grow in flesh and get
as well as usual.
the
tat, then Nature is helped, t he' cavities will heal, the
treet. That same be loci' ted. Accepted.
matter will ripen and ha thrown oil' in large quantiimleeil, lie remarheil that he hail
Pkhtion. OI Mollis M. A. l’oor, lor license to
ties, and the person regain health and strength,
heen
hettei than
the last erect and m aintain a
i bis is the true and only plan to cure Consumption,
stationary Steam Engine in
three or four weeklie retinal at the
and if a person is \vr\ bad, if the lungs are not
Howling Saloon, -o called. Head and meeting orentirely dot roved, or even it One lung is entirely
usual hour, ami fell
at once.
At dered on same on
Thursday Sept. -1st.
gone, if there is enough vitality left in the other to
halt past it lie awoke Mrs. Poor,
OitUKics, For Committee on lioads to locate and heal up, there is hope.
I have seen many persons cured with only one
of intense
in his left shouhler,
mark hounds of Charles street, as granted to city by
T"iind lung, live and enjoy life to a good old age.
ilown the left arm.
lie hail James Miller.
T his is what Sehenck’s medicines will do to cure
for some months notieeil anil
Authorizing Alderman Kaler to rail ami repair Consumption. They will clean out the stomach,
sweeten and strengthen it, get up a good digestion,
ot a immliness in Hie left
Point road.
and give Nature the assistance sin* needs to clear Liu’
a
defective eirenlation. ami
For city Surveyor to repair the sewer, crossing
system ol all the disease that is in the lungs, whatthere D no doubt that lie ilieil of disease High street.
ever the form may be.
It is important that, while using Sehenck’s mediot the heart,
rheuReferring claim of Calvin A. Monroe, lor damage cines, care
should be exerciser! not to take cold;
matism which has
on highway, to Committee cn Hoads for settlement.
been
in
keep in doors in cool and damp weather; avoid night
hi- system.
air, and take out-door exercise only in a genial and
Mrs. Poor
All read and passed
callwarm sunshine.
ed her
Roll of Accounts No, 5, Viz: Contingent,
and sent for l)r. (lilnian,
I wish it distinctly understood that when I recomthe
hut before either of $T-\4'»; Highways $'Uf».53; Schools, $112.%; Fire mend a patient to be earefill in regard to taking cold
while
them could arrive—before the
u<iug my medicines, 1 do so for a special
Funds
Departirfent,
$129.68;
; Total,
Liquor
young
reason. A man who has but partially recovered from
could descend from her chamber to her •$'.49.7th Read and allowed.
the eth els of a bad cold is far more liable to a relapse
it. F. Field bond as Pound Keeper, approved.
lather’s room—Mr. Poor was dead,
than one who lias been entirely cured, and it is
lie
preAmbrose Strout as Grand Juror, and Samuel
cisely the same in regard to Consumption. So long
was horn in
1808. and was acas the lungs are not perfectly healed, just so
long is
Maddocks and Solomon V* Jones as Traverse Jurors
in his filth year.
there imminent danger of a lull return of the disease.
fTortland
lor October Term ot Supreme Judicial Court, were
Hence it is that I so strenuously caution pulmonary
Adv. nth.
drawn by Hie Municipal Hoard.
patients against exposing themselves to an atmosphere that is not genial and pleasant. Continued
Another Riot in Dublin.
consumptives' lungs arc a mass ot sores, which the
least change ol atmosphere will inflame, The grand
Belfast Police Court.
secret ot my success with my medicines consists in
Di m ix, ft.
A monster demonstramy ability to subdue inflammation instead of protion was hold here
There was
voking it, as many of the faculty do. An inflamed
lor the Journal.
Koported
a
vast
and 10,000
lung cannot with safety to the patient be exposed to
Last wool;, Sarah Russell a young girl of the biting blasts of winter or the chilling wind of
were
in Phoenix
present at the
or autumn.
It. should be carefully shielded
spring
Pars.
Messrs. Smith, Ilutt and Nolan Canadian French extraction, started for Boston trom all irritating influences. The
utmost caution
and resolutions
the re- hy the Sanford line, in company that her father should be observed in this particular, as without it a
cure under almost any circumstances is an imoossi1
lease of the Fenians were
As objected to, when he learned the fact. A tele- bility.
the
The person should be kept on a wholesome and
were
several colli- graph dispatch directed to the City Marshal,
nutritious diet, and all the medicines continued unsions occurred, and the
oiliccrs stopped her at Rocldand, and she was returned. til
the body has restored to it the natural quantity of
drew their staves and the
used It is impossible to trace the parallel between flesh and strength.
1
was myself cured by this treatment ol the worst
sticks and stones, but
the mob the two events, hut Sarah’s first act on her rekind of Consumption, and have lived to
get fat ami
arrests were made.
turn was to charge Frank Locasio, who pur- hearty these many years, with one
lung mostly gone.
I have cured thousands since, and
The riot
the mob
sues the honest
very many have
of a barber in City
calling
been cured by this treatment whom l have never
the
Six constables were
Block, with the crime of rape. She alleges that seen.
and
wounded she called at
About the first of October I expect to take
posesthe shop to have her hair dressed, 8,0,1 °f
the
my now building at the north-east corner of
and a house on the cor- and that
Sixth
and Arch streets, where I shall be
Frank
first
the
offence,
to
perpetrated
pleased
ner
of Queen street was demolished.
give advice to all who may require it.
I wen y-seven of the rioters were arrest- and then finished off her head gear in an artistic
Full directions accompany all
my remedies, so that
manner.
a
in
Locasio denied the whole allegation
ed
person
any part of the world can be nadily
persons were in the streets
cured by a strict observance of the same.
all
seditious songs. The as being false in every particular save the hair
J. II. SOIiKNCK, M. I).,
Philadelphia.
arms are
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SHUTTERS,
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FRAMES,
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Manufacturers of Hard and Soft

DOORS,

IfAA'II HAWS,
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mod trade thi-

iuinharV Jivt-n horses j. ljUit,,* sick from the
n

Bulls, &c., $4a4

1)01.1.All UPWARD SOM- makes
I in ware shine like now. mikI has no
etjual in
cleansing Class or China.

ni'i

"f <>

shop

From Maine—Cattle 1144; Sheep and Lambs 445.
Trice? of Heel Cattle, per 100 lbs, the total weight
ot hide,, tallow and dressed Beet—Extra
quality
75 a 7; lirst quality $i>a<5 50; second
quality 5 50a5 75;
third quality $7>a5 2-5: poorest grade of Cows, <>xen,

>'k\ Moss I’mmn'K from pure rrish Moss for
Nkw Voi;i;, Aug. Jl. Steamship Java,
from Liverpool, reports that about 11 I>l me Manor, Pudding-. < ’u-lards, (’reams, Ac,
Am Tin dieaprsf. healtliiest. and most delio'clock on the night of the 2bth instant,
rious food in the world.
the saloon being full of passengers, the
P'Hins.
Hard a port” was heard, the
Imagine lor a moment what .agony
cry of
Lava's engines stopped, and there came is endured Irmn Conw, llunions. ingrowing
Nail
Sore ln-hp-. p,|i-tered llec|s. Callosities
a crash that shook the vessel from end to
on the s.des of the feel. Av.
Then you will
end. Those who rushed out on deck saw understand
why there i- a rush for Dr. I.
one halt of a large vessel on one side,
l’riggs' (urn and Punioii Remedic-. Sold by
and the other half on the other side, Druggists.
if'
across the quarter.
The boats were got j
Ilr.AP\< in.! Prioa's Allovan tor is eomposed
when strum will be completely supplanted, and
out at onee, and after searching caretully I of Vmmonia Chloroform. Spirits of Camphor,
*•'
*-r> from and workshop have a cheap and efabout they returned, having -aved one Tineture of Lupuline. oil of Juniper and Alficient >* \ itor 10 accomplish at little cost and
eoiiol. This eompoim I ill uneijualled in
the
man, from whom it was learned that the
MllliaN of inediellle lor the cult o| Nervous (»r
with simple machinery, all that cumbrous, dunvessel run into was the Norwegian bark Sirk IJeadaelie.
or
r u
ami costly steam now achieves. Minia- Annita. from Portsmouth to (Quebec with T\vUnliing of the Neuralgia. Trembling
Nerves, and all Nervous
j
ture locomotives have been worked by rleotritwclv hands on hoard, eleven ot whom
Diseases.
tf
1
cii} and 1 have seen cold bar iron chiselled as went down with the hark. The Java esPills.
If i- no more strange than true that
'on would whittle a pine shingle by elect rewith
the
loss
of
her
some
j one half of the adult
enped
topmast
population sutler with inlifty feet of canvas carried away. The terna!, external, bleeding, or itching Piles. Jt
i >wer! Tin stren< rrt is known to exist in
resolutions
is
< !• < tri<
admitted
eminent
luedieal men that a rethanking j
by
ity —all we want to know now i- how to passengers adopted
I the crew of the g.av.a for their efforts to liable remedy must and will have an extensive
sale.
This has been demons! ated bv the
Wc liav* iiisf had the laying of the corner | save the crew of the Annita, and started
wonderful
sale of Dr. llrigg's Pile
; a
subscription list to aid the families of Remedies. increasing
'tone of tin
The progress of this disease, in its
>yracusc University,** an estabthe suHerors.
various
is
forms,
arrested, and some of the most
d-limcn; under ihe discipline of the Methodist
surprising cumslia\e been etl'eeted by its use.
chur.-h. hut whose scope of education is intendSiild by lliehard S. Mo >dv, S. A. Howes A- Co.,
Tiik Fikiikriks. The llav fleet come along P»elfa si. 1.. Curtis Jr.. Searsporl. Roberts a
ed to be wider and more general than
merely
slowly. There have been hut eleven arrivals 11ieliborn, Stockton, Mudgett A Sibly Prospect,
d minimalionai: and i; i< iiitended, also, to
thus far, the vessels averaging about three hun- J. W.vavy Frankfort, and Druggists
generally.
'uakr it really what its name implies, something, dred barrels each. The
Quality of the mackmuch more than a more academy.
Eminent erel i- not as good as those taken oil'this shone
1M:.
L.
Ci.A
i:k
11.
\
1.1
\
1:1,1.
Hma:i;v
Win i:
and bin few number ones have as yet been
com ‘l all denominations have aided in tin- enLi
es are a certain cure lor It male
sickness, bv
landed, but the cateh of the present month and
a wine-glass half lull belore
out
taking
ol'bcil
getting
terprise, and one of the prominent speaker' at next will no doubt average much belter. Prices in tie*
morning. Delicate Ladies will find it of
H‘> lab
rule low, considering the small number of great service byu-Jng it liar
cremonios was Hon. A. l>. While,
a four times a day.
barrels lauded this year, and it will require I Sold bv all dealers in medicines.
tf
Iv 'i< lent "f Cornell
University, a resident of pretty
fares to realize a paying season’s
large;
t;ds city, and 1 believe an Episcopalian. This
work.
Late advices from ‘the Ray report
ity. in it< corporate capacity, has given $2Tv».- mackerel scarce.
The Shore fleet have done rather a slim busSPECIAL NOTICES.
"i»0 to the University, and individual
gifts have in''-' the
past month. Some of the seineribi d ii' endowment
already to near a million have made Mime good trips, lmt the hookers
dollars
AFr. Remington, of llion. win*'with one or two exceptions, have done very
manufactories of

iri.'k ; and. iktosv
tin* lo-at of the -tin tortile j»: -!
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The

A lire in RichMi:., Sept.
mond, Me., this morning destroyed some
thirteen dwellings and stores on the south
side of Maine street and on White and
Church streets.
The lire broke out about
midnight in a shoe stitching building on
White street and burned until daybreak
Indore it, was subdued. Thirty buildings
were on lire at onetime.
Onee the men
were obliged t<» leave tin* engine to
protect their own properly, and their places
were tilled by ladies, who worked overall
hour.
Loss over £20,000; insurance $11.• •00.
I'hc origin of the lire is unknown.
<.i

Iron
i\ <■.

pea ranee.

Tolid
in

cleaning

WOOD

l-'or the week ending Wednesday, Aug. 30.|
At market 1 »r the current week—Cuttle 2i)?0; Sheep
and Lambs 14022 Swine5S00; veals 100, Last week:
Cuttle 3$01; Sheep and Lambs 14,(V19; Swine 4000:

“DOLL \K RHW Alin SOAP*’ with
labor and

Jo
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BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET.

uMruiMi

brick. in
ono-h:ilf thr

saves

CIRCIIAR HAW

Lard,’

■

hli pas-; i)e, i-s
vc rv trip
i*.ion, I" hi,;dck.\n indi•*
in
I'nivi-V'-alist
-]>* ak ••{

hardly
1
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11
20
7

tO 75, Chicken per lb.is to 20
75to 3.25 Duck per lb.
25 to 00
Marrowfat rcas.l.ooto 1.25 Geese per lb. 15 to
is
11 ay per ton, $ : to 25
Oats,
501 o
Potatoes, New
Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Dried Annies,
Wash on Wool 45 to 50
8 to
Coo kin*' do.
50 to
Unwas’d
35 to 40
45 to
33 to
Pulled
Butter,
oo
15 to
0 to 61-2
Hides,
18 to
Calf Skins, 10 2-3 to 00
15 to
Sheep Skins l.oo to $2
tO
licet,
Wood, hard,$5 50 to 0.00
Ap’ls, Bal win, o.ooto0.00 Wood, solt, $4.00 to oo
5 eal,
o Dry Pollock,
5 to
1 to
5
8 tO
10 Straw,
Dry Cod,
10
$8 to

County

|

MATHEWS &

CKI.Eli
Ui KATE1)
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September has been \« iv hot
'I nc Advent
ho*.
lost.I
amp-mu tin•nda> evening. There wusalary ath-mlum *
>mn'.ay .illi*rnoo:i. and a £or-d many «>f tin
I'-it .i" se ined to he full ol tin‘’spirit.'
The
•■ltd o! ad 111 i n *_• > wdi hi three Wars li nn la-'
‘hhilh.The City (>i! i'd- held a meeting in
V Ha!’. Tin --lav
\
,:v
Tin r-* i- talk ol
■'•‘‘ir «oim 1" I’.aiifoi
participate in the
Hu N. A A K. 1. i;.. in tel >}><
mi.ii:i

Belfast, Wednesday, August liO,
I- lour,
$$.ootoii.oo Round Hog, 10 to
Corn Meal,
85 to 00 Clear S't Pork$18 to
Kye Meal,
1.50 to 0.00 Mutton per lb. f> to
live,
* to
1.10 to 1.15 Lamb per lb.
85 t o 00 Turkey per lb. 20 to

■

!■■
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WELCH & GRIFFITHS’

Weekly for the Journal.
1871.
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\
ni Hon
\
uiieht I" avoided and a greater speed achieved
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thee hi- heel, lilt* ! lit
Wit it I. will he Ulldel'
without injuring the canal banks, etc., which
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I Bnpeiie M I > nald
Mi" I Mde
.v-ini from ordinal')
steamboats. The boats
;.N I I
competing foi ihi- premium are ot course reMil he nperahu
-tri» ted t( the present size ot the lo.-ks, must
"iivi'V two hundred tons ot cargo, and secure
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deer, cot speed superior to that now oxhibitS. ill 1
e* ii * ii p
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m
ah.lidah and v ill «1 o111 11
he nominal- |
whom plain and models are to be exhibited,
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!
H.1
aetivel.
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I
ford
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ha- already been held in this cit\. and a numinterest, and pul- forward tli
preposterous J
ber of now! and ingenious plans w ere exhibilnil! ;h at in ah« l»
.'merit- w ill -Uppni him a:
Another year remains for the inception
audit -ting of plans and models. At competiThe milkman Imu i»ui i.»i-• ir |»ri«**• up to s
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open to the wliolt country, why should
I.
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••'{ •:: 1.i!"
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Mi :i«lVMUee to !«11 !
lit
not ih< ingenious shipw rights oi Maine—whose
nt\! u int.
There will If no m'ani In ]
••occupation is gone” under Republican "stales
iiiiii iohe.
man-hip”—devote some (Mention to this subA .1. M ini-' adviTli-e),-eekiiu: :i lod kitten,
'id.
AVliatev.
may be the result of present
■Med tin* follow i11_■ on :t lift m lli^li street—
feel slid sanguine, that there will be
"" ^ it**<I tv r*
• !1*d
\ Mi.li
>< < n :t<.
ill! With I’ll,
omplished what hundreds of ingenious
Mi
in its e:»i
and on it- neck tin* tindei
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Ix-t-n experimentum upon,
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Lincoln
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again.
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Rhode Island

Republican presses
system has produced an |
.•mn iiious increase in the amount of products |
anied. successful competition with railroad- j
and other rivals, and given a prosperity of late
"i

11 i:\rv

020.5*14

91.S74

(begon.
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letter I
rn < •». i.
11 In Hale to the ill wappointt-d sj,e, ial lwoniu .leP etive w....
mid
*w ill" ahont Main Mi
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recent
tndv *•!>
The writer -tate- the ditli. ulti.
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499,705
X27.S92
1.721,25*5
20,55*5
122,000
12,191
3i*,3on
1*00,05*0

Mississippi

to the

interest, cnioy a greater degree of pro«peril\
than for :* immbei of years past. The fact vin•h ate- the wisdom of our iKnioeratie legislatoi
wli.
immediate!) uprni assuming the j
th ]v,\ve; wrested from Republican mismanagers by tin* people, inaugurated a system of
*
lu
tolls, against flu* 1'iiter prognostication*-
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131.700
1st,74 s

1.457,954
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14.1X1
125.015

Kentucky.1,321.oil

the i* w ! whirh ,iri‘ mpaped solely in j in time
tho countn will 1m* as prominent a- ii is
t- llill'i
1l he>
1 tl n»s all o \. r the rivei
I
here.
'it them regularly. and tale out th. rateb.
(*ur eanab. those great internal arteries of
I h>
arc then i!r<
ni. put on iee. and ent t.> I
''"•w N ork inai Uet. When \vi -aw the commerce, ii. whose ctlieiency all section- of
}
u iv
mi Mon.lav. tin
had a hogshead full of I tin country, and even Lurope, have a material
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4*4,471
500,247
39,801
537,454

Idaho.
14.000
Illinois.1,1st,loo
Indiana. 1,000,097
Iowa.1.191,792

production of butter. 1 trust
that the dairy interest of your section

111.

000,902
9,05s

Uoorgia.1,1*4,109

Louisiana.
Maine.

the

At your County Convention, lioldeu at Wiscassct,
on the 15th inst., John E. Avery, Esq., of Whitelield,
wn< nominated as a candidate lor Clerk of
tin
Courts, which nomination he declines, in a letter addressed to one of us. He was not present on that
occasion, and his wishes were misunderstood by
those who spoke for him. Under these circumstance.the undersigned, your County Committee, unwilling
to subject you to the inconvenience of another Convention, to supply the vacancy on your county ticket,
« -fusioned by his declination, have at a full
meeting
of the committee,held at New Castle, this day, unanimously agreed, t-' advise, that you support If) xa \mix F. .Smith, Fol Wiscassct,as a candidate
for Clerk ot the iCourts. at the election, on the 11th
of September next; and we recommend him to all
ol the voters of Lincoln County, as a candidate, who,
from his education and his profession, is well fitted,
to discharge faithfully and satisfactorily the duties
ol that, olli,, and especially to the Democracy, as
one, who in addition to such qualifications, has always given to the Democratic party, his sincere and
undeviating devotion.
E. W. 1'a iii.i'v,
) Democrat
A’.ixoi.n lllanky
|

follows:

Alabama.
Arizona.
Kansas.
( alifornia.
('-dorado.
Connecticut.
1 >akota.
Delaware.
District of Columbia.
Florida.

1

;

as

beleast prices cirreivt.

NOTICE.
To

From advance sheets of the census, it
appears that the population of the various
States and Territories, such as arc officially and finally revised at the census office,

Sykact sk, Sept. 4.1871.
My Di-:ar JoniXAL: The advent of AuDemocratic Caucus.
tumn. ] trust, confirms with
tv i'i’.jili >t( it lo
f'L
I »< in-. v:
; tif il.i'l
you of Maine as
'l 11T IIOCSK, on : with us of (Central New York, the fact ol a seanit
in. n» :,i
Till
v\ TI U\c\\ r\ i:\ l\c. sept, n, at half pas1 ! son of admirable agricultural prosperity There
i! y -lurk, it r Hi
it-posr of nominating : ; i'- **••;!!<■ dy one exception to the abundant \ield
«>f our crops, the cereals, tobacco and hops
f.
lid
1,’i‘jin -entati\e to llu- l.ciiislature
1
We
trtn* i.-fms: sin'll other 1 *u>i— as nnv
forming the most prominent of them.
have been more blessed with rain, the summer
1 *1*1* order
•; n. f. i•' ltv 'ii.
City Coni.
through, than many sections of the country, <o
UmaSKMATlVK
t
N<IMI:v\!|ii\S.
b I that our dairy interests have
been prosperous.
Thompson lia> hi. n nominahi] t.»v the 1 osyisla- with onlv the natural
inevitable drawbacks,
"! '•!»> Hie 1). Ilioerals ii>
«
the i:|*s eom|Ml-< 1 ol 1 that
superabundance of products has caused diSnisiiiont. Lilterh am! Cm .k m.
I minished prices. This section is
peculiarly the
‘1 ■*. II. I‘
llerriman lias been nominated hv n unc of
dairy industry, as exhibited in the
of
the
of
origination
cheese factories,
system
h'11!!, Momoe -.11.1 lYo-peet.
one of the newest and most
striking examples
Stephen 1*. Mardeu is t lie I lemorratie eandi- j of the wisdom of concentration of
material and
in th
'a-s eonip -ed <ii Palermo. I niiy
labor, b> which so much more is accomplished
I'uniliain ami Thorndiki
than bv isolated efforts. AYV have now <vream>"
01
1 1
\ new industry is
multiplying, by which tin- same system
irriedou in oui
oh

Returns,

Census

e

rUI.PAUKU UV

L.

M.

Ch<‘inisl

ROBBINS,
ft

ml

ROCKLAND,

Dnifi'jjlst,
ML.

Pole Proprietor of l>r. K. It. 4 lni*k«*’« V«*|jetablc Slirrry Wine Itittcrs.
Formerly
manufactured in Sharon, Mass.
(

j

Al TlO\

K\TRA,- Owing

to

the

great

popularity and sale of these Hitters, worthless
tat ions

imi

may eome up in the market, hut as you
value your life and hc/tlth, he sure and get the gennine Sherry Wine Bitters. See that the Portrait of
Dr. 01: rke and my/.e rimilf signatures are upon
the label of each bottle, X > other i> genuine.
SOLD BY DEALERS IN

MEDICINES.

Enchantment.

Died Yesterday.

l.V A LICK CAIIY.

Every day is written this little sentence
—“Died yesterday”; evevyjday a (lower is
plucked from some happy homo; a breach
is made in some happy circle; a jewel

AI: in :li*' May-time's merriest weather
Kode two travelers, bride and groom;
and breast went their mules together,

breast

Fetlock deep through the daisy bloom.
Hoses peeped at them out ot the hedges,
H hite flowers leaned to them down from thetnorn,
And up from the furrows with sunlit edges
Crowded the children that sowed in the corn.
Che. k o’er

cheek, and with red so tender
Kippliug bright through the gipsy brown,
see bow a lady’s
splendor

Shone the heads ot the dulb.dils down.
Ah. hut the wonder grows and lingers,
Ah, tint their fields Iook low and lorn,
lust to think how her jeweled fingers
Shamed the seeds ot t heir yellow corn •

Oh, it was sweet, so sweet, to be idle
Faoh little sower witli late fell wroth ;
Oh. but to ride with a spangled bridle'
Oti, tor saddle with scarlet eloth
Waving corn -each stalk in tassel;
Home with its thatch and its turt lit room
What was this by the side ot a castle
What was that to a tossing illume
Winds through the violets’ misty covering
-Now kissed the white ones and now the blue,
San* the redbreast over them hovering
All us the world were but just made new.
And on and on through the golden weather,
Fear at the faintest and hope at the best,
'Vent tin* true lovers riding together.
Hut of the Fast-land and info the West.
Father and mother in tears abiding,
bride-maids all with their favors dressed,
back and backward the daisies sliding,
Dove-throat, black-loot, breast and breast.
Y. t hath the bride-maid joy of tier pining,
And grief -its light on tin* mother’s brow
nder her cloud is a silver lining
In* lowly child Is a lady now.
but lor the sowers, with eyes held shady
Fitln with sun-brown arm or hand.
Darkly they lollow the lord and lady
With jealous hatred of house and land.

Fine—It was all so line to be idle;
Dull and dreary the work day doom
Oh, but to ride with a spangled bridle
< >h, lor a cap \\ itli a tossing
plume !

Nearing the castle, the bells fell ringing,

And strong men and maidens to work au.l wait
Cried, ‘Cod’s grace on the bride's home-bringing.’
And master, mistress, rode through file gate.
Five select ladies—maids ot Jhe ehamber< Mo* sewed her silken
seams, one kept her rings,
< >ne t.•
the pearl combs, one tor the amber.
Am! one lor her green tan of peacock wings.

.-weetly and.long they abode in their castle,
And daughters and sons to tlieir love were born
but doves at the dew-fall homeward nestle,
'I'n lodge in the ratters they left at morn ;
And memory, holding true and tender.
As pleasures faded and years increased,
i'll boii the l id> irom all her splendor
.'lit of the West-land and into the Fast.
Ami

Irom the couch when* sleep so slowly
c.itne to her eyes through the purples grand,
l.efi her to lodge in the bed so lowly,
smoothed by tlie mother’s dear, dear hand,
but aft.1 all tin- ado to assemble
I lie sunrise | ictun
to brighten the set,
>i.t there was thrilled her heart to a tremble,
It ill made ul envy and halt ot regret.
Ai. 1 far

Ah

was it tiiis that in playiul sporting,
a iid not as lamenting her maiden years,
>:r«-11 -he brought from the time ot the courting,
U In n hope.- are the sweeter lor little fears,
loit one day ot the days so
\\ hen, while she mused of her lord, as it fell,
bode from tie castle the groom with his present,
Dear little do\e throat, beloved so well

pleasant,

1

\

altar, in splendor of lilies and laces,
l.oug-tressed bride-maids, or priest close shorn
n ride tliiuii^h the daises, or
green field spac.-s,

»r

'.a> with children that sowed in the corn
wli
have lelt the noontide behind you.
And whom dull shadows begin to oppress,
.v. ere tin night-time talleth to blind
you,
Which was the picture -pray, do you guess
■

<•

?

All in the

< a.-tie was swa t with
contentment.
For Fortune, in granting all favors but one,
1 i.ivw over the distance a cruel enchantment
i* ‘I darkened the love-light and darkened the sun.
Ul alms ami ol pleasures, the life-long bestowers.
fhe lord and »he lad y had just one lament
Uh lor the lives of the brown little sowers
And oh, f'T tileir artless and homely content!

Genera!

Israel

Putnam's

Powder

Horn.

the Ohio State Journal
The writer
hu> been shown a quaint relic of
pioneer
and revolutionary times, being the
powder horn owned and used by 1
aptain ^afterward Major (ieneral) Israel Putnam,
oi patriotic memory.
Thereby hangs a
tale.”
1 his curious relic ot earlv days is now
in the custody of Mr. L. K.
Sleigh, of
this city, who came
by it in virtue of the
eiivumstanee of his being the husband of
a
great-gieat-g* ami-daughter of the Revolutionary he-o. Mrs. Sleigh was Miss
Hannah Putnam, daughter of David Putnam, Ksij., of 11 arm a r, opposite Marietta,
Ohio, (iiarmar takes its name trom ohl
Fort Iiarmar,'" which was built by the
pioneers ol the Ohio Company—of whom
David Putnam’s lather was one—as a
protection against the Indians, in the latter years of the last
century). David
Putnam is a great-grandson of the
original Israel.
The horn was placed in Mr.
Sleigh’s
can by the late Colonel William Pilt Putnam, «>t ( enter lie I pro, Washington Co.,
Ohio, opposite Pleimei'liassetPs island, in
the Ohio River (an island famous as the !
former heme of Herman Rlennerhassett,
that iuteic-ting character in our early
W extern civilization, and also famous as
tin- favorite resort and rendezvous of the
brilliant conspirator, Aaron
Run*, to
whose intrigues Rlennerhassett himself
dually fell a victim.)
I’liis much prized relie was bequeathed j
by (ieneral Israel Putnam to bis oldest
1
"ii, who, on bis death-bed gave it to his
grandson William Pitt Putnam, and he in
turn bequeathed it (just before his death,
about three months sinee)to a little grand-ou.nl the Pulliam name,
placing it ini
the care ot Mr. Sleigh, as above stated.
j
1 he horn is a large one.
very similar
to old-tashioiied
hunting-horns generally,
ll has a wooden bottom, and in its base
a
l»ra
staple to admit the end of the i
-ling. I pon it ideis the billowing inI

<*

|

scription

“Ca
nnide

Dir M I 1*1 I N \ai’> 1IOIJN ;
1 ><I't win Henry, Nov. to, A l >.. lT.'.iJ.”

:it

l'T.

Following
A

1*1

this

of tlie

in

are

the words

itions from

ieorgeC

—

Albany

to

Lake

rude tracing of the several forts
With
which formed that historic cordon. The
course of
The River”( IIudson)aiid
I’he
Poid"
ue
also marked.
Then come
these <)ii lint lines of verse :
••

•\Vli>

n

how-

Fight,
1 Wei m
i'mt new
A let !h

mill Weighty spears

were

used in

Limbs Declar’d a man of might; I
<Jnnpowder scorns .such strength t.» |

rii'

Finally
leaching

v

iic

not.

by Limbs,hut soul-are Known.’

appears,

PREPARATIONS FOR IRE

(ion. Nenl Dow communicates to the

Congregational ist

Boston

the

following

|V

^ b b rt i

Bromo

CAMPAIGN!
NOW IS THE TIME TO SECURE

DRY

LINE TO

TRIPN

PER WEEK.

LEWISTON,
Oapt. CIIAS. DEERINli,
Will leave Railroad W liarf, Portland,
every
1 uesday and Friday Evenings, at 10 o’clock, or oil
arrival ol Express Train from
lloston, (commencing
li.tli inst.,) lor Rockland, Oastine, Deer isle, Sedgwick, So. West, Harbor, (Mt. Desert,' Millbridge.
Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every Monday
and Thursday mornings at ft o’clock,
(commencing
15th inst.,) touching at the above named landings.
The Lewiston will touch at liar Harbor, Ml.
Desert,) each trip troin .June :10th to September l.<th
in addition to her usual landingat So. West
Harbor.
For lurther particulars inquire of Ross & S'lTDlVANT, 170 Commercial Street,Or CYKl\S STC DI(Jeueral
VANT,
Agent.
Portland, May, 1871.
ti:U

BOSTON
THREE

A
N

Oil and alter Fill DAY,

&
AND

lie

Capt. J. r. Johnson,

A

Will leave Belfast lor Boston, every MONi'AV,
WKDNKSPA V ami FIJI DAY, at
o’clock, I*. M.
It Hill UN 1 N(
Will leave Boston every MON 1 > A Y
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY, at 5 o’clock, 1 M.

T

CiKO.

ll

KIJA.

Belfast, April H, 1871.

INSIDE

LINE.

3

TRIPS

STKAMBOAT AND

1871.

SUMMER

li>eMl.
tl l

) I J( 'll I > !

I-'ARF.SJItKI

PER

WEEK.

KAI 1,110AD.

ARRANGEMENT.

1871.

THE STEAMER
SUCCESSOR

ityofRidiiiioml

TO

evening.
Will leave RAILROAD WIIA UK,
Returning
Portland, same evenings, at 10 o’clock, or on tinarrival ot Steamboat Express Train from Boston,
touching as above, arriving at Bangor at about in
o’clock next morning.

Connections can be made in Portland with all
Railroad and Steamboat Lines,
(icing East, sure connections can b<* made at Belfast with the Belfast & Moosehead R. U., ami European & North American Railway at Bangor.

SUMMER GOODS
And is determined to (dose out
the large
and
well selected
stock thus earl}'
in the season, in
order to make his
Fall and Winter i
purchasers, and t
take advantage
of the prices that
are steadily ad-

Beltast

to

Portland $,\no.

To Boston

By Steamer from Portland,

Urals Smci!

on

lb

ROSS & STIJDIVANT,
Street, Portland,
June 1,1871.

by

Tumpan Plan.

Agents,

(

1

Line

R G- o

"7-L^

Capt. (J. V. KISSAN,

WILL COMMENCE RUN NINO FROM

GENTS

ELLSWORTH TO

BELFAST,

Shirts, Draw-

e r

s,

FRRH.IIT TAKKN AT FAIR liAlls.
AafThe Steamer .4ii<«0,is a good, substantial,
side-wheel Boat of 2;>o tons burthen, with good accommodations for passengers, and in first-rate order,
W. O. Ml DONALD, Agent at Ellsworth,
GKO. G. WELLS, Agent at Belfast.
51

SUMMER

DRESS GOODS.
In all qualities
and styles, will
be sold regardlessofcost. Special attention is
called to our

<

4 1 T

1

O

MUSLIN and
CAMBRICS at
12 1-2 cts. per
yard, former
price twenty cts.
Fresh arrival of
Toilet Quilts and
Bed Spreads pur
chased below the

Tarrant’s Effervescent Seltzer Aperient

Is its duplicate.
Letters attesting its wonderful
Tonic Aperient and anti-Pilious qualities swarm in
from every source. The question has been settled
whether artificially medicated waters may not be
equal to those which burst sparkling from the earth
itself. They can; and the Seltzer Aperient, when
undoubtedly pure and genuine, proves the tact.
It«* raiitiouw.
Accept none otli«*r.

\

-o
I)K. DOW, Physician ami Surgeon, No.' Kndicott street, Boston, is consulted daily tor all diseases
incident to the letnale system. 1‘rolapus l.'tori or
Falling ol' the Womb, Finer Alims, Suppression,
and other Menstrual Derangements, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy rein 1
guaranteed in a lew days. So invariably c« rtain is
the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
complaints yield under it, and tin a Minted person
soon rejoices in perfect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure of diseases ol women than any other physician in Boston.
Boarding accommodations for patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatDr. Dow, since ls-la, having confined his whole attention to an office practice lor tin cure nt l'i ivate
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United States.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
they will not be answered.
Office hours from K A. M. toy 1*. M
Boston, duly L’5, ls?l.
lyr.‘{

IK.

AP!TI A
Cholera Nyrup Cures
f Dysentery, Diarrhoea and Summer Complaints
Children. Price f>0 cts. GKO, MOOKK, Prop’r,
Great Falls, N. II, Sold by all druggists.

I)1

FARMER IS TOO POOR,

NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR
buy an Karth Closet, which is a substitute lor
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach ol all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means tor providing, in Hu- huiisc,
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness amt health. Brices $*» to ,fSend lor
Circulars to

fail to try Dr. Kimball's IS. C. ltalsam,
lor Coughs, Colds, Hoarseness, Sore
Throat, Chest and Lungs. A pleasant and elfectuul
remedy. Kimbai.i, & Co., Prop’s, Augusta, Me.
_

Each Case

HENDERSON S

LIQUOR CASES,
One Pottle of

containing

BRANDY
%m\
: WHISKY
FINE C LD PORT

HOLLAND GIN.
OLDPALE SHERRY.
OLD BOURBON.
Ouaranleed l'ure ami of the very Host Quality.
PRICE

HE1 KS

IDOLtAIIN,
Sent by Express (’, (). D.f or Post-office order.
II. llENDKKSON, 15 Broad.St., New York.

Agents!

Read This!

WILI/PAY A €3 EYTS A 84L«P *:»0 PER WEEK anil
Expenses, or allow a large commission to sell our
new and wonderful inventions.
Address M. \VA(iNER & CO., Marshall, Mich.

WEARY
830.

We will

Pay

830.

Agents $:;o per week to sell our great, and valuable
discoveries. If you want permanent, honorable and
pleasant, work, apply for particulars.
Address DYER & CO., .Jackson, Michigan.

A MILLION DOLLARS.
Shrewd but quiet men can make a fortune by reveiling the secret ol the business to no one.
Address
SKEW A WAY. *11.
088 RroailHur, Mew York.

Coiii|tany,
l.t

I

Maine Central

Call and
see our immense
stock of all Wool
Hose just arrived
do not fail to ask
the price. Linen
Handkerchiefs
all Hemmed sellat 10 cents.
Lace Collars at
8,10 and 12 cts.
Cotton
Flannel
at 14 cts.

ing

Hemp Carpet
ings, Straw Mat-

Dflfllf

must

contain

UOANK

ST.,

Jl.

arhaivoembivta,

R <

Liniment I

greatest internal and i.xterever

ham

NottingLaces and

Cornices,
stantly on

con-

hand.

Now is the time
secure

bargains

great

at

Oreo. 'W\ Burketts’
HAVFOKB BLOCK, Church St., Belfast.

-A.

Cords,
fia,
'rost Bites and Chilblains,Cuts, Bruises,

Sprains.

Burns and
Scalds, Pleurisy, Pains in the Side, Breast or Back,
Cholera and Cholera Morbus, Cramp or Colic Pains,
Diarrhoea, Dysentery, also inflammation ot the Kidneys, Liver Complaints and Palpitation ol the Heart,
Impurities of the Blood and Ringworm, Bites ol

Insects, Reptiles

or

Dogs.

The above medicine is compounded on the most
scientific principles, combining powerful remedies
found in no other Liniment. For Internal and External diseases, none ever equalled It. It at once
stops all pain, producing a healthful tone to the
whole system.
It penetrates rapidly, acts directly
and
on the absorbents, equalizes the circulation
corrects any and all derangements of the nervo-vital

fluids.

The above medicine has been put to the severest
tests ever met with, and has proved to be more than
represented. It is recommended by all who use it.
Prepared only by C. A. MASON, No. 22 Church
St., Belfast, Me., to whom all orders should be ad4tf
dressed and will receive prompt attention.

C.

and

dealers

*#*MEAI. at
to Shippers at
€11 lltfJfr:.
All orders

I.ORton Mark*
th*- \vh.ir\

rind Chronic Kbeuiiiutisiii mid (hmi, I)v*p<>pMia of I Uillgostlon,
lli I ions. K cmli rut ii nd liiieriiiiticnt
blsfasM ot tin- lllood, Liver, K hluoys. u ud
ItlndiliT, tltcsc Itittfi-H have. been most succ*-ws
ful.
Such DiM'asCH are caused by Vitiated
lllood, which is generally produced by derangemei
«»f th
Digestive Organ*.
DYSPEPSIA Oil INDIGESTION, Head
l:i the Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the
I’ain
nche,
Chest, Dizziness, Hour Eructations of the Stomach,
Had taste In the Mouth. Billons Attacks, Palpitation
of tli Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs,Pain In thu
regions of the Kldm-ys and a hundred other palntut
?! | ■: .-ni:. are the offsprings of Dyspepsia.
They invigorate the Stomach anil stimulate the to>
pid liver and b .wels, which render them .d unequalled
efficacy In cleansing the blood of all Impurities, and
imparting new life ami vigor to the whole By stem.
I Oil SlvIN DISEASES, Eruptions,Tetter, Salt
Ilhoum, Blotches. Spots, Pimples, Pustules, Bolls, Car
lomclcs, King-Worms, Scald-Head,Sore Eyes, Erysip
das. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin, Humors
and Diseases of the Sklu, of whatever name or nature,
nr-* literally dug up and carried out of the system lu *
abort lime by the use of these Bitters. Oue bottle in
such cases will convince the most Incredulous of their
curative effect.
( lean so t!m Vitiated Blood whenever you lluJ Its
Impurities bursting through the sklu in Pimples, Eruptions «»r Sores cleanse It when you tlnd it obstructed
and sluggish in the veins ;deauso it when it is foul,
.d your feelings will tell you when. Keep the blood
pure and the health of the system will follow.
1MN
TAPE and other WORMS, lurking In the
Ey-demof so many thousands, are effectually destroy
eland removed. For lull directions, read carefully
the circular around each bottle, printed In four l*u
gu:i-’<
English. Herman, French aud Spanish.

[
!

in
!

t Pri<x
and d. u
I
wit limit
I \ I It 1

promptly attended to.
KO.

.July IS, 1871.

n tio. JktiVHi.
ROCK I \ M

ly r

*

M I

«•

!■ -in: of repair.
I Mi- I iilliiiniuot orv

T

CORN, MEAL, OATS AND RYE !

destroyed by mineral poison
nn-aii'.nnd the vital organs wasted beyond the

I< are not

■

«■; i..

>

L

DRINK,

•.

KI'IIS Ol

E

,l.
Hi

WALKED. Proprietor K H. MCDONALD & CO.,
San Francisco, Cal,
u,-.:i-t and C.. n, Agents.
umeree Street, New York
.d SI an I il

■or

BA

.-OLD

DKKHlilSTS

ALL

\V

Mil

DEALER*.

AND

MOW

Culling

V\
AM*
NH FROM

VOltlv AND

Londonderry

at

ktkiukhm

■ mi:
11 N
A

to

SAlt

l'.iai,

liLAStiONV,

land Mails and I’assen-

r

is still at tlu- ohl

r(•( this favorite* lint* nre built e\
In* At hint ii* I “assengor Trade*, and tit ti
up in i-.'-ry ri'.-iin'i with all tin modern irnprovi
in* tils f.ih iil.ttro to insure tin*
-.lifty, comfort. an I
convenienci nl paseiigers.
1*A s Vi, i. K \ |
l a v \ 111,1. in Ci uia.vi I,
li)t.l.ASiiu\V,Ll\ 1. Itl'OOK A LONDoN'DKKliV

stand,

lli^li Street.

whore may he found a very largo and well selected
stock of t he nhove articles, embracing about every
variety and style in the Market. He invites his ohl
customers and all others in want ot anything in the
Silt »l; lim to give hint a call before purchasing.
A good sloe ot

Sole &
j

1 IKM'CAUIN,
X.
i’.ibiu Ki turn rickets, i'l

IlKIKM

Upper Leather,
Calf Skins. Splits, Lasts,

I

A mi :ill kiml

t

Kiniiiuga constantly

on

Imlul.

Ali-.i

!
A

positiv o cure lor I>y.-p p«i.i. Con-i ij.:»»j.e
IBilious .imphim .ami
IdseastH having tin ir origin in an
impure -tate ol t In' I’.!.i.

W. T. COLBURN.
is: i.

in;

I .ad ies !
Vou

Drosses,

can

DYED, CLEANED,
Without

G^-Bcwaro ol Count'1l«

&

iii!'

I’l'k'o.

have your

Sacks,

PRESSED,

T 1 I

11!.-

Dyed

or

Steam

ni

IDyo

Myalgic liniment, Myalgia Pills

K

li finical and

In

Cor. FULTON AND WATFR STS.
Ni:.\n Fulton Fluky, MEW YORK.
This well known and favorite Hotel has recently
been renovated, remodeled and furnished new and
elegantly throughout. It is kept on the European
plan, ami has ample accomodation for tour hundred
gnests.
1 lie location is more accessible to all parts of New
York and Brooklyn than any other house in the
city. The Broadway stages pass the Hotel every
three minutes besides various lines of street cars,
one of which intersects every other route in New
Y ork.
It being but two blocks from l ulton Ferry, makes
it convenient for those wishing to visit the “City of
Churches, as from this Ferry diverge all the principal railroad routes in the city ot Brooklyn.

GARVIN S

mate

T

A.

IPS.

\in n!
MUST AND ON1.V SOLI'l U».\
mixture ot ALL Til K I WI1IU
able active principal* of the well khin mr

m
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Rheumatism, Paralysis, Spinal Diseases, Dys-

DINKANEH

R K M O VAT,!

Ivlrs.

Ivl.

Snow,

ANNOUNCES TO HER MANY KIND FRIENDS
ami patrons that she has removed from her lo rmer
place of business, (High St.,) and taken rooms over
JOHN S. CALDWELL’S Book Store, where she
will be happy to receive the callH'und attend personally to the wants of all desiring
FASHIONABLE
3m

DRESS-MAKING.

rivalry.

Ol

w

ONE

TRIAL
A

illii,.

to

A

\OHK,

I II

it In <u

t

it.

PUENOI.INK,

always ki p it on hand. For Chapped Hands, l“iiu
ph on tin I’uci Son l.lps,.Sore Lyes,ami Lesion
ot Cutaneous
positive cure.

and Mucous surface.-, it

membrane

no

the nasal cavities

ol

% r

TAR & MANDRAKE PILLS,

II iiiir's C.itliiilioui. Tlif tircat
It

a

'MACHINES!
TUG

HMNCK A HOWK

“M A Oil INKS

New y„rl\
toil

i ■:\ i• 1 <-

O

« >

K

%■

MovisonV
Belfast. Me.

Bolfast Savings Bank

ttL»5

NOW

llieskells Magic Salve

IK

nil

IIIIK TO

“A penny saved is

a

DEPOSIT.

penny earned.”

made on or before the 1st of any
month, will be tduced upon Interest every
month, ;except May and November) and interest
computetl upon the same in June and December,
l'••posits received daily at the Hanking Room,
trom l.» to 1A. M., and 2 to4 l*. M. Saturdays from
'.'to \ : A.M.
JOHN 11. tJlJ IM H Y Treat*. AKA KAUNi'K, Prest,
til
UelfiiRt, July i:«, 1870.
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TETTER! TETTER

TETTR!

ITCH! ITCH!! ITCH!!!
Kiysipelas, Scald Hoad, Ringworms, Ulcers, lhirn-*,
Salt Rheum, Chillhlains, Scalds, Pimples, P. «*tches,
Frosted Limbs, Intiumed Eyes, Piles, and all ErtipAlso good for Scratches on
tions of tliP Skin.
horses.

Warranted to Cure or Money Refunded.
For sale by all Druggists ami country stores,
F. B. HIKSKKL1,, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
O. C. (iooilwln & Co., Wholesale Agents, :ts HanStreet, Boston, Muss.

i&

*«-AI*n medics, oil niul ull the fittings tor both
tl if>
Muchims k<'i>I constantly on hand.

Bin.FA ST, Miiiiio.

Box.

N4LK

HARDWARE STORE,

CORONER!

over

For Pain

SEWING

SOLE! PROPHIC rORS,

*

llniifilj

wide

F. HYDE & CO

l

normal

a

range of application. The sure and
most immediate relief from pa in.
I ndispeusiblc for
< olds,
ough, Diarrho-, Dysentery, Cholera, &c.
Madi expressly (or those who want the best and
None others need buy.
know after they get it.
Kvcrv per on ought, to have it, whether at home or
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March :»), wi.
lyr.lS
has

For use in connection willi tin* K1.1 \ IK I A K is
combination ot the TWO most valuable ALTERA
T1VE Medicines known in the Prole-don, and
renders tills Pill without exception the very Lest
ever ottered.
Send tor Circular o( IMINITI %’ K « « ItKW
to your Druggiut, or to

JOHN

to

healthy action, No family should be without it
single day. Full directions accompany each art.
cle. Sold by Druggists.

lil'MCiiN.

11(1 K.

moot

a

TilK COM 1*01 M>

L

the

is

ami

For INHALATION witloml application <>! tll-. Al
whole
A remarkably V A LI \ llI.F <l»s. every a m In
apparatus can lie carn«*d in the ve t pocket, ren.l\ a?
any time lor the most otlVctuaJ iml positively cura
tive use in
of tlio

w

I
an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, Ire*
Irom stain, and its henling properties are such, that
it once one heroines acquainted with them, they wil'

mucous

Volatile Solution of Tar

ami

be

Among all the medicines tor Catarrh
nothing approach' the bruign action ot ibis ap
It quickly r. stores the glands oi tl.
plication.

CONVINCES !

I.SO,

pain
quickly puts an end to all ay nip
In*
malignancy, fry it and you will m

..(

WING’S

IILOOI),

I II k

Adhesive Phenol Salve,

Wing's

touts

Including Scroluia and Fruptions ol the -kin. ! >\
IF ut
nepsia, lMsease* ot tin I iver and l\nine\
Pisease, am! (ieiieral I'ebilitv.

Complaint, Female Complaints,
Faint Stomach, Erysipelas, White Swelling,
Salt Rheum, Canker, Deafness, Kidney Dis-

Seminal Weakness, &c.
Greene’s Medical Pamphlet, descriptive of diseases and their proper treatment, will
be went free to invalids.
Address, It. GREENE, M. D.,
34 Temple Place, Boston., Mass,
lyfi

a

..

Liver

eases,
Dr.

thereto*,

it

inilaiueil Sore, and

il

uni ai-«. t-\
A recent cold in three to -ox Lour*
VITAl.ISl.Nti, I't'liil* VIM .uni S MM! !. \ ;
!
etfects upon the general S\ -t* in. i- r. mark
cue ion* in nil

Among the diseases

pepsia,

meaning

one

pan”,

Tin I’Al.N of Uheumutisui tadi away by the us.
of liii' Liniment -o rapidly and so iierinaneiitly flint
I it, is u-tonished at it- sal*
everyone who has u
tary ellects.
nil til. Sri ret,oiiI Ilf M \ Ala ,!(’ 1*1 ! .1 S I',-*
aild cleanse the blood, making a
cure Mini
couplet.
In them. Si!
prevent ing a return o! tie disea-e
by all Druggi i-.

parallel.

to which he gives esattention may be noticed Cancer, Scrofula, Catarrh, Bronchitis, Consumption, Heart
Disease, Neuralgia, Asthma, Nervousness,

words,
or

pain.

I- put up
rolls, titted tor family use, Hint no family
-hmiltl m "if
It- healing properties are in.
>
i!'
It- ndh«
,ny Salve »-s er befori In use.
'in* 'puli! ie- are oieh.lhat it cannot be washed ut!
■I exposi >1 -ui lace-, like wounds on the bauds, Si
It iini«»* li if-ly -outh- and removes the
ot an

lyr.'H

out

in-t iveil troni
:!i" oth.i pain

ele

■

PIN FI T K’ K K T \ K,
F.t^l'AI.F.I) in Coughs, Col.!
Bronchitis, uml Consumption

UN

GEO. N. & H. S. TERRY, Proprietors.

PLACE, BOSTON, MASS.
The object in establishing this Institution
was to attain the greatest perfection in the
preparation, practice and uso of Vegetable
Remedies, and to secure a permanent place
where Families, Invalids, or any person could
obtain the best medical advice, and such remedies as each might require, without t'ue'uso
of poisonous drugs.
Dr. Greene has been Physician of the Institute since its foundation, now more than
twenty-five years. Few men have had'so
large experience in the treatment of chronic
diseases. Dr. Greene Is in his fifty-fifth year
and has devoted his life to this branch of his
profession, and his success, we believe is with-

I
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inti
>

DR. E. F

Ficmse.

United States Hotel,

M> dgia is
nui'f!.*,

Among the medicines lur Kiicumatisin, VVINii’S
M V A I .< I
1.1 N 1 M 11N 1 and MYVldilC 1*11 I
-tai.il far ahead of ail others, none even appruxl

i4*u« 4

SOLUTION AND CMPOUNDO ELIXIR
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WING’S

means

Cleaned,

E. BA11BIEK & CO.,
II. !•'. W F.l.F.s'S Fancy (iood Store, No. IT
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RHEUMATISM !
a
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NEW DISCOVERY
on,

a r Tiri':
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(DENT'S (1A11M KN IS I'll K SAM IE.

Kid Glovos
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r.o < '< 111 h.
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ripping, also with the trimming**

IK.

A

Tlio Great Remedy For
'T

SHI,II 11V VVM. H. I’llllB \ Sll\.

Laddies !

H

1,1

according to ..cation,
ecuringbeat accomm

;>>,

I’.irti. -ending lor tli«-ir friends in tin* < Id < out'
try cun purchase tickets at rrdueed rutFor tut
thi-r particulurs apply |o 11KN DK itSOM IfKDiiJ
KltS,
lb nr 1 mg < iivti, N
y
or COX X hi I 1
Iu<ur:im*i Agent-, Hellast. .Maim*.
timo..*

Bags.
H.-limt, Ai.nl y,

n e

>

All

nal Remedy
used lor the Cure ot Cold,
The
Toothache, Headache, Rheumatism, Neuraltings, Oil Cloths, Cough,
Contracted
Mucles and Tendons,

tures,

!
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tor
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MASON’S

CurFix-
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Poor Itiim. Wlii*ki*y, I'l-oof SpIl'iH
ulid lit*!ns** Liquors ii.>-1■»r*-tl,spiced and sweet
cued to j. 1.-.»~* I i;.- tuste, called
Tonics,
Appetiz
c-rs,” "Hi si-.rerif., that lead the tippler ou t
di unU laa.:d ruin, hut ure a true Medicine,made
from tlx Nutiv i;
is and Herbs of California, lret>
iriiui nil Alcoholic. Sr him In him. They are the
(iKl AT Itl.OOll 1»| IM1I l it and A LIFE
GIVING PRIM iri.K a pernet Renovator and
lnvigorator of the System, carrying off all poisonous
matter and restoring the blood to a healthy condition.
No pcson can take these Bitters according to direction and remain long unwell.
f*1 00 will be i: i\ en for an incurable case, provided

STEAM-MILL CO..

pecial

Feathers,

K r, A

<

)

NOT

.VHR

Mam

noit

it.

On and after JUNE f»th, next., passenger trains
will leave Belfast lor Boston ami Portland, at K.-'to
A. M.—at 7 P. M., connecting at Burnham with
night Express with ft*iilliiiun Nleepiiiir far
attached, for Portland and Boston.
Freight Train leaves at li A. M,, connecting at
Burnham at S.itO A. M., with mixed train tor Bangor
and Dexter.
Trains are due at Belfast—At 7.10 A. M. Night
Express troin Boston, (this train will arrive every
morning except Mondays). At <1.45 P. M. Mail
Train from Portland and Boston. Freight Train, at
6 P. M.
Through Tickets will bo sold to Boston and haggage checked through, and to all Stations on any of
the lines managed by this company.
EDWIN NOYES, SupT.
U. L. LINCOLN, Ass’l Sup’t.
t(47
May 27, 1871.
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1.L0CK,

BOSTON,

to
I°r Young and Middle-Aged Men
I lIC DIIUIV to readjust now, is TIioNcienco
of Life, or N«lf<Pre«enation. The author
Dr, A. II. Hayes, has returned Jrom Europe iu excellent health, and is again the Chief Consulting
Physician ot the Peabody Medical Institute,
No, I Bui finch St.. Boston, Mass.
TUP

I'arlli Close!

a n r

low.

U U 11 I

The sul. cril.t

No. :j CUV

Odice at
Main Street, Belfast.

R

testimony to thtor \Y
ful Cuniuve EtfecU.

ir

n’

NO CAPITALIST IS TOO RICH

•t

regular marketprice and sold
correspondingly

SOLD P.Y ALL DRUGGISTS.

FAMILY

yard.

be addressed to th* PKAltoDY MEDICAL INS fill TK, or Dr. W. 11. PARKER,the Medical \
sistaut ot the author, and hi- Ihi-tn* --Agent, win*.
as well as the author him-elf, ni.iv be eotisuIt< d on
..M diseases requiring skill, .-eeivey ami experience.
In vu>i.ai;i.i. St.riii.* v ani» Ci.\i in Ri- i.iki

Trunks, Valisos, and Travelling

to

at 70 cts. per

Hundreds of Thousands
Mi*

Boots, Shot's, Riilihois itr.;

To Females in Delicate Health.

NO

VINEGAR BlTTilu

!

v

Collar s,

&o.

u
*Dr. WALKER'S CALIFOK.s

VI

fast, $2.25.

Cults, Neckties,
Hosiery, Gloves,

K|>riiiir* is the Her

letters requiring advice
insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. 1 1 S?l I yr.

Fare from Ellsworth to Boston, by Sant'ords’ Line, $4.00. From Ellsworth lo Bel-

as

A GREAT MEDICAL

•'

entitled SKA UAL Pll YHlOMHi Y OP WOMAN.

LADIES. -The celebrated DR. I.. Dl \

All
lar to

On Monday, June 26, 13/i.
Leaving Ellsworth at.tio'clock A. M.,on Mondays,
Wednesdays, and Fridays, touching at Ml. Desert,
Brookline, Sedgwick, Deer Island and Castine, ar
riving in Belfast in season to connect with Sanlords'
Independent Line lor Boston also connecting wilh
the Maine Central Railroad lor Burnham, Kemlall’s
Mills, Waterville, Augusta, Portland ami Boston.
Returning Will leave Belfast for Ellsworth on
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday mornings on ar
rival of Steamers Cambridge aud Katahdiu, touching at the above named landings.

A large stock ou
hand that will be
sold cheaper than
they can be had
in this city such

.<><1,1

»

particularly invites all Undies who need a Med
it'al or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, ”1 j
Fndicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will find j
arranged for their special accommodation.
DR.D1Y having devoted over twenty years to
this partienlar branch ot the treatment of all diseases peculiar to lemales, is now conceded by ali,
(both in this country and Europe,) that he excels
all other known practieioners in the safe, speedy
and eil, etual treatment of all female complaints.
II is medicines are prepared with the express
purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
w eakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement
of
the womb, also discharges which tlovv from a morbid state of the blood, flu* Doctor is now fully
prepared to trea; iu his peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of the female sex,
and they are re-q cetfully invited to call at
!¥o. ‘51 Fmlii oti Ht., Bouton,

1HE STEAMER

JAPAN SILKS!

H.

rpoTIIK
1

KASTEUN

^.r

IX ROSTON.

the strictest secrecy an 1 confidence, whatever may
be the disease,condition or situation ol auy one,
married or single.
Mi dielnes sent by Mail and Express ;o all parts ot
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an nnsvve •.
Address l)tt. I Dl\, No. ”1 Kudieott Street, Boston, Mass.
ltoston, Jan. 1, ls71 1 yr.

IN
NOR 1 11 PORT,
SITUATE
miles from Belfast, containing
about ilo acres of land; a large orchard ol the best Fruit, drape, Cranberry, ami
other small fruit. Well fenced and watered. Build
lugs good ; House ami L., new. Will keep a Horse
and 1,* to 15 head Cattle. An excellent Brick Privilege bordering on a brook. Near a School Hou>.
and in a good neighborhood. Will be sold cheap
and on the most liberal terms if applied for soon.
Apply to J. (’. LEW IS, New Castle. Maine, or on
the premises to I IIOMAS WATERMAN, or JOHN
r.mos.TF
M. WOODS.
May 1,1871.

t

>

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly confidential, and all may rely on him with

2 1,

vancing.

••

DR. DI.VS

onmereial

Farm for Sale,

Steamboat

Physician.

sold in two years,
4 Hook for «“%<*»» Him.
TIIK NCIF.NCK «>K I.IKK, OK SI.I.K PR1.M.R
»
XA 1'IUN. A Medical treatise
ut
n ti•
u.-c
Cure Ot K.Xil At
KI< VT I AMT V, 1M; r.M A
t:
< LINK l.N MAjN
£i KKV<>1 s AN|| I’ii
!■
i. I) fcl.
ITV, H Yl*0< 'HON OK1A, llTlll all oilu-r di-.-a-t- ar
ing from the Ennuis ok Y m ll, o;. in |\
OiiETioNS ou Kxckssks ot mature yea!-.
t fits
indeed a book tor every man. Price only
1"
pages, bound in clot 11.
A Hook for every IVoiuan.

IS THE ONLY REGULAR GRADUATE PHYSICIAN

that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual lei may he obtai led for professedly curing,
or
tin dollar,” or frae ion of it,” may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.

FREIGHT TAKEN AT REDUCED RATES.
T ARE.
Railroad

lt«*ver<» IfoniPi)
Du. W. II. l’AKKKR, Assistant
Merit ml tnov'lerif/e f>r everybuthj.

>-

land in season to connect with the <i o’clock Steamboat Express Train, arriving at Boston at 10 o’clock,
same

Would inform his
patrons and the
public that he has
marked down his
prices on all
kinds of

J. N. R.'CliAHDSON, SONS & OWDFN
3m50*
Belfast, Ireland, 5 Mo. 15, 1871.

No. 4. Bulfinch Street, Boston.

,,

Capt. DENNISON,
Bangor every Monday, Wednesday and
Friday mornings at li o’clock, touching at all the
usual landings on tin* river and bay, arrh ing at PortI .eaves

SimontonBro. & Co.

!

durability and satisfaction in the went,
£• uniue goods have always afforded.

■

Fares and Freight Reduced!

REDUCED PRICES!

AKANTKKIt I*.Y OI K SKA!.

l.l

ANI> lIF.lt DISEASES; or, Woman tkka ki> ok
proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physi- Physioi.ooh'ai.i.y vND P \i iioi.o io v i.i.v, troiii 1
cians—many ol whom consult him iu critical cases, 1 Infancy .«> Old* A«.k, with elegant li.i -11:
because of his acknowledged skill and reputation,
| TlvK Knokavins. .'Laii pages, bound in hiauiilul
attained through so long experience, practice, and | French cloth. Price $ i.OU.
observation.
% Hook for Everybody
AFFLICTED AND UN FORTUNATE,
Flattered by the reception of, and pn .it demand
he not robbed and add to your sufferings In being
tar, the above valuable and timely treatise, and also
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
to ineec a great need ot the present age, the author
|
false promises, and pretentious ol
has hist published a new hook, treating exclusive! v I
ot A KUVOl'S AN I) MENTAL DISK ASKS.
FOREIGN AND NATIVE QUACKS,
lie
cloth.
si.nt
l'tti.i.
Price
or
on
ot
$l.n *,
receipt
who know but little of the nature and character of pp.
the other two books, postage paid.
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some ex- $’■>tor
These are beyond al! comparison, 1 lie most extrahibit forged Diplomas of Institutions or Colleges
works
on
ordinary
Physiology ever pubo-h. d.
which never existed in any part of the world; othThere is nothing whatever that the M \ki:i:
ers exhibit
Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
u is-,
Sin<ilk, ot lit in ki: s ■.> can elthei re pi
unknown; not only assuming and advertising in
to
but
what
is
know,
ntily explained, and nied in the diplomas, but to turnames ut those ins<
matters ot the most important
and iut• -ting
tlier their imposition assume names of the celebratchapactcr are introduced to which no allusion to en
ed physicians long since dead. Neither be deceived by
can be found in any other works in our
language,
All the NKW Dlst o v i;ki F.s ot the author, whom- exQUACK NOSTRUM-MAKERS,
through false certificates and references,and recom- perience is sucli as probably never before tell to tin
lot ot any man, are given in lull. No person should ;
mendations of their medicines by the dead, who
be without these valuable books.
cannot expose or contradict them ; or who, besides,
“Valumilk Hooks.— We have received the
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of the qualities and ef- valuable medical works published by tin Peabody [
Medical
Institute.
These books are of actual merfects ot different herbs and plants, and ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &c.,
it, and should find a place in every intelligent famimost ot which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
ly. They tire not the cheap order of abominable :
trash, published by irresponsible parties, am! purof the ancient belief of Its ‘curing everything,”
chased to gratify coarse tastes, but are written by a j
but now known to kill more than is cured,” and
those not killed, constitutionally injured for life.
responsible professional gentleman ot eminence, as
a source ot instruction on vital matt* r.mm-, ruing |
IGNORANCE OF QUACK DOCTORS AND
which lamentable ignorance exists.
1 h* important
NOSTRUM-MAK ERS.
subjects presented are treated with d* li< ;n
ability.
Through the ignorance ol the Quack Doctor, ami care, and, as an appendix. many u-.-fiil preire added.”
knowing no other remedy, l.e relies upon Mkk« rnv, scriptions for prevailing complaint.-'
[Coos Republican, Lancaster, N. II.
and gives it to all his patients, In Pills, Drops, 4c.,
“The author ot these honks is*.no id th, mo.-t
so the Nostrum-maker, equally
ignorant, adds to learned
and popular physicians of tin dav, and
his so-called Extracts, Spec ilics, Antidote, &c.,both
to the gratitude ot our rata- tor these m\alentitled
c
effects
in
a
few
in
a
its
iring
relying upon
hundred, uable
productions. It seems to be hi- aim t<> indue.it is trumpeted in various w ays throughout the land ;
amt women to avoid the cause of those dh.-as*
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some ot menwhich
j
to
they are subject, aud he tells t in m just
whom die, others grow worse and are left to linger
how and win n to do it." [Chronicle, Farmington,
and sutler lor months or years, until relieved or
Maine, Sept, 7, lssi'.i.
cured, it possible, by competent physicians.
Kither book sent by mail on receipt id price.
RUT A 1.1. QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT.
N. 1*. The author of the above named medical
works is the Chief Consulting Physician of the
Not withstanding the foregoing facts are known to
some quack doctors and nostrum-makers, yet, rePeabody Medical Institute, and is so constantly emgardless ot the life and 1 ealthof others, there are ployed in consultation with ittvilids from all p art.those among them who even perjure themselves, of the country, that he has no time to at lend to
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or mere business details, i h'-retore all letter*, -hould

STEAMER

111

the s line
which the

1»R. DIX

April 11, the
STEAMER

Capt. H. S. RICH,

—

&C., &C.
i ourselves called ou again to CAUTION
<’<)N'si MUIIS against the indiscriminate use ot
li i'ii inbric» made
up to imitate our good# in told,
I rad. maik, and
cent ral appearance, and to warn
tin m, that iheir
only safeguard is to set* that the
uuth< ntic .seal of our lirm.
•I. N. RICIIAKDSO.N. SONS fc OVVDKN,
is stamped on each urtich
1 h.dermined to cont'iiie ouraelvi s, as heretofore, to
tin- use ..I yarns spun Irom th- choicest
ami stroug
< t !• la x,
hy the hist it inch inery obtainable will form
in weight and elasticity
-manufactured and bleached
under our oan superinlendenoe -theconsumer will

Constitutional and other Weaknesses in

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of foreign and native quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

WEEK.

i< ii inimo.vit

\\v

PUBLISHED BY TIIE

TWENTY YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a fact so
w«
are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that he is much recommended, and particularly to

GOODS KATAHDIN,

Chloralum,

TIm- King- of *liiM»ral
man Seltzer; and

Irish Lim ns, Damasks, Linen Cambric Handkerchief*,

boldly asserts,! and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients, th.it

^CAMBRIDGE,

t'*

^

j

Manhood, Womanhood, &
Nervous Diseases,

is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, t he only entrance to his office is
If o. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his
office.
DU. DIX

LOWELL

TRIPS PER

C

niTfU 1*0 solicited having strong and valid
I ft 1 * PI I
claims. Dillicult cases a specialty.
W. K. SIMONDS, :M5 Main Street, IIartlord, Ct.

cines,
SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,
Their effects;and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.
SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
tin* Skin; Ulcers ot the Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the Joints; Ner-

lilt. JL. IHX’ft
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,
£1 Kmlicett Street, Bo«t«n, IMaitii.

FOR

F

tienteel, Stylish!

Iiv

youth and the more advanced, at all ages, of
BOTH SEXES, SINGLE OR MARRIED.

Line!

Independent

N
D

ASK TOUR SHOE DEALER FOR IT1

Scientific and Popular Medical Works

ADVERTISING

A

t

PJAA

vousness;

SANFOIID’S

j
]

An alarming yet ludicrous mishap oe- :
over a
curred at Hoboken, through the breaking
inches, the single word
down ot the bridge connecting the baths j
“W-A— R
off Fourth street with the shore by which
Besides the letters and figures named, nearly two hundred persons were pereipthere are numerous
unintelligible sym- itated into the North river.
bols eut on various parts of the horn’by
The
bridge which was about two
the enterprising Fori William
Henry av- hundred and fifty feet long and slightly j
tet ol 17.'ill, making ii, not a banner, but constructed,
having been built simply as
a passage way
to the baths, was last
A |n»wil«T-lioni with :i strange device.
evening crowded by more than one thoui
(Which
Longfellow improved.)
sand men, women and children, who were
1 his horn, as shown hy the
inscription present to witness a tub race between
it.
was
made
nearly twenty years two men named Worden and Henry.
upon
lie lore the War of the Revolution, and
Just before the time appointed for the
was doubtless carried
by Putnam in the start a loud creaking was heard and that
Indian
that
campaigns
preceded our part of the bridge next to the shore gave
struggle for national independence—in away beneath the immense weight prewhich Putnam b »re so conspicuous and
cipitating about one hundred of the specgallant, a part as well as in tin* Conti- tators into the water and mud below.
nental army.
Communication with the land having been
What strange, pat violin and
perhaps cut off’, the excited crowd upon the bridge
sanguinary associations cluster around made a rush towards the baths, and in a
this venerable heirloom! It forms a link
few moments the frail structure gave
between the past and the present, and
away in another place, and another batch
serves to illustrate
strikingly the ditfor- of sight seers numbering eighty, were
ence
between the military equipments tumbled into the
water.
used in the war of Independence and
All reached the shore in safety, and
those used in the war of preservation; when the
danger was over and the exthe difference between 1770 and 1861; citement less
the involuntary bathers bethe difference between “Brown Hess’1
to laugh at the woeful spectacle they
gan
and a modern breech-loader.
presented. Men and women alike wire
If the owner don’t keep a sharp watch soaked front head to toot and their
garon
some
insatiate relic hunter will ments bore abundant evidences of the
it,
find that horn not bad to take—and take
in
of
the
mud
which
river
quality
they
»b
11.6,0.
had been wading.
The only persons
Office (band Army .Journal,
Washington, seriously injured by the mishap were
August 1, 1871.
Police ollicer Henry and a woman, the
former cutting his foot badly by walking
JvX'TKAOUtllNAliY Fl.IGHT Ol*' litlTTKR- on a piece of glass and the latter breakone of
her arms.
On Satin day, Sunday an<l Mon- ing
iuks.
[New York
day, lint, especially on the latter day, and Evening Post.
more particularly in the afternoon, Hartford (and lor aught wo know, the surA clever man, M-, who hail run
rounding country also) was favored with counter to the general opinions, pronouncan extraordinary lliglit of large and splened himself strongly against a popular
ded butterflies. They came in endless suc- work. In all
societies, he was answered
cession, flying at all heights, from three that the public had come to a very different
teet to five hundred feet in the air. They conclusion from this.
“The public!” lie
were nearly lour inches in
length, from rejoined, “how many fools must you colto
tip of their outspread wings, and of lect together to form a public?”
tip
a rich cinnamon color,
deeply veined with
black bars and lines in various patterns
Ail old bachelor recently gave the foland a broad dark border, prettily marked
lowing toast: “Woman—(he morning star
by a triple row of white spots, as finely of
infancy, the day star ol manhood, and
and evenly placed as the most fastidous
critic could wish. On thy came, in an the evening star of age. Bless our stars,
endless succession—the air at times seem- and may they always be kept at telescopic
ed almost lull of them. Those nearer the distance!”
ground would fly back and forth, but the
Mi st Enjoy it. A rural visitor to the
highest ones kept a uniform course towards the southwest, like birds in the air. menagerie in Central Park, a day or two
The question is wheredid they come from? since, on
seeing the young guanaeo, an
—and what has started them all in a body animal remarkable lor the length of its
at this time ? There were millions of neck, exclamed,
“By gosh! how that felthem.
low must enjoy a drink !”
[Hartford Times.

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Dr.. L.
UUU DIX it failing to cure in less time an
any other physician, more effectually and perexposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant med-
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account of natural gas wells:
In many parts of the Key Slone State,
wells, bored for the purpose, yield an
abundant llow of illuminating gas- -identical in character with that manufactured
in our cities from bituminous coal. These
wells are from two hundred to seven hundred or eight hundred feet deep, and from
three inches to live or six inches in diameter.
They are “bored11 through the various strata of earth and stone,
and are
lined, like oil vyells, with wrought-iron
pipes made for* the purpose. In many
places these wells are of great value,
sullieient fuel for driving the
perpetual litany—a many-time crowned affording of
large* manufacturing estabwith the passion of Mowers that never tade. machinery
lishments.
In some place's the supply of
Or. mayhap, it was a youth hopeful and
with gas is sullieient to repay the* entire cost of
geneious, whose path was tilled
Mowers, with no serpent lurking under- the well and*fixtures in a single year or
neath one whose soul panted for com- less.
At Krie. 1 saw several of these gas
munion with the great and good, and
reached forth with earnest struggle for wells employed in this wav. Directly on
the shore of the* lake are located the works
the guerdon in the distance.
lint that heart is still now- lie “died for the supply of the city with water.
The water is forced into a stand pipe, two
yesterday.”
“Died yesterday.” A young girl, pure hundred and thirty teet high, bv which it
is distributed with sullieient pressure over
as the orange flowers that clasped her
forehead, was stricken down as she stood the entire city. Two enormous engines
at the altar; and from the dim aisles of do this work, being driven by steam genthe temple site was borne to the garden of erated by gas tlowing from a well sunk
We were permitted
upon the premises.
slumber.
all
A tall, browned man, girl with the halo to look into the furnaces, which were
from
of \ ictorv, and at the day's close, under aglow with a brilliant llame, issuing
the
with
liis vine and tig tree, fell to dust, even as a series of small pipes connected
the anthem trembled oil his lips; and lie, gas well. There was no dust nor smoke,
The
only
! too, was laid where the “rude forefather and no fireman was required.
attention necessary was to turn on or oif
I id the hamlet sleeps.”
of
indications
the
a
to
little gas according
An aged patriarch, bowed with age and
the steam gauge. The works were about
cares, and even as he looked out upon
was in
the distant hills for the coming of the to be enlarged, and another well
to furnish gas tor tin* additional
angel host, sank into dreamless slumber; progress,
and on his doorpost was written, "Died boiler.
Those gas wells are found also in operyesterday.”
1 saw it emDied yesterday.” Daily, men, women ation for domestic purposes;
house. In the
and children are passing away, and hour- ployed in a gentleman’s
library wa.s an open fire-place, and a wood
ly, in some graveyard the soil is flung up- fire—or
what seemed to bo such for the
on the dead.
was an adEach day some pearl drops from the terra cotta upon the andirons
of hickory wood. A
jewel threads of friendship—some lyre, to mirable imitation
tin* morning
which we were wont to listen, has been low fire was burning, tor
was not eohl; tin* lady of the house turned
hushed forever.
! a small tap near the fire-place, and the
llame instantly increased in volume, and
"Luthair” ,Ii stiukd.
Among the continued to increase, as the gas was turncountless criticisms upon “Eothair,” lew ! ed on, until the lire-plaee was full of llame,
points were more generally acceded to a issuing from the terra cotta, and we had
year ago than that which charged the au- what seemed to be a roaring hickory lire.
thor with exaggeration or with merely
The gas was then slowly turned oil, and
fantastic invention in what he said of the the lire gradually diminished and finally
secret societies of Europe —the Mary Anne expired. The lady then with a match
and the Madre Natura. The revelations lighted a piece of paper and threw it upof the Paris Commune and the responsive on the wood, turning on the gas at the
demonstrations of the Democrats in (treat same moment, and we had instantly the
lintain and other countries have shown, i low lire which we found in the beginning.
however, that Mr Disraeli had considera- In every room in the house, except the
ble ground for his declaration that Europe | kitchen, was a similar apparatus, and lires
was honey combed with secret revolutioncould at any moment be lighted with as
ary organizations, whose head quarters ! mu«-!i laeiliiy as the chandeliers in the
nose
of
the
the
were in Paris, under
same apartments, supplied with gas from
very
Emperor. He makes his Monsignore the same well.
of
these
In the kitchen was a large and complete
conspirators "They
Catesby say
have declared war against the Church, range, sullieient lor a family o! thirteen
the State, and the domestic principle. All persons.
When we entered, a low lire
the great truths and laws on which the was burning, and sundry vessels were
family reposes are denounced. Their re- simmering over the flame. The cook
ligion is the religion of science, instead turned a tap, and instantly the range was
of Adam, our ancestry is traced to the idled with a lire sullieient for all culinary
most grotesque of creatures, thought is
operations up to the full capacity of the
phosphorus, the soul complex nerves, and apparatus. Nothing is employed in that
our moral sense a secretion of sugar."
house i\»r heating and illumination exUn the other hand. General Hruges, the cept this gas.
The well is in the back yard, sufficienttype of the Clusercts, the Dombrowskys,
and other adventurers who figured so re- ly removed from the mansion, and is
cently in Paris, is made to say that “in 1 cov ered by a small house. The bore is
Prance, though her influence is mythical. live hundred and twenty feet deep, lined
the name oi Mary Anne is a name of with iron
pipe, and furnished with a safemagic. Though never mentioned, it is ty-valve, like that of a steam-boiler, and
the
allusion
and
never forgotten,
the gas is brought into tin* house and conslightest
to it among the initiated will open every ducted over it. in the same mode
employheart. There are more secret societies in i ed iu the ease of ordinary street gas or
Prance at this moment than at any period water. The entire cost of this well and
since
though you hear nothing of the fixtures, ready for use, was twentythem; and they believe in Mary Anne, live hundred dollars, and the supply of
and in nothing else.” In his conversation gas was sullieient, 1 thought for two or
with both air at Muriel Towers, Cardinal three first-class houses.
Nothing can
Grandison tells him that the aspirations possibly be more perfect than this arrangeot the secret societies “are blasphemy and ment : the fuel
supply being as convenient
plunder ; and if the Church were destroy- and abundant as that of wrier and illumied, Europe would be divided between the nating gas from the public works.
atheist and the communist.” And subsequently, in a conversation with the French
ambassador, the latter says to Monsignore I
c
tu
s c m c n s.
“A month ago the secret so I
Berwick:
eieties in France were only a name ; they
existed only in the memory of the police,
Till'. XKW lMSINFKCTANT!
and almost as a tradition. At present we
know that they are in complete organization. and, what is most strange, is, that
the prefects write they have information
XOI-l'OIMHOl *. OIIOIILENM,
that the Mary Anne associations, which
l»OW KUl-TI.
are essentially republican, and are scatnEOnOKI/FJl *V I*IMI \ I'ECTAXT.
tered about the provinces, are all alive
ENTIRELY HARM LENS AN1> SAFE.
and are astir. Mary Anne, as you know,
ARRESTS AND I*REVENTS COKTAUIOX.
was the red name for the republic years
Esed in private dwellings, hotels, restaurants,
ago, and there was a sort of myth that public schools, hospitals, insane asylums, dispensasteamthese societies had been founded bv a wo- ries, jails, prisons, poor-houses, on ships,
boats, and in tenement-houses, markets, for water
man.
(>t course, that is all nonsense, but closets, urinals,sinks,sewers, cess-pools, stables, &c.
in all contagions and pestilential diseasthey keep it up; it affects the public im- es,A asspecific
cholera, typhoid lever, ship lever, small-pox,
agination, and my government has un- scarlet lever, measles, diseases ot animals, &c.
doubted evidence that the word of comPrepared only by
V.
mand has gone round to all these societies TILIIEV tV ( O.. I3(> William fit.,
that Mary Anne has returned, and will
Sold by all druggists.
issue her orders, which must be obeyed*
After all, it is the Church against the
secret societies.
They are the only two With Smith'*
I nt«*r«>*t ami Itiiwiuc**
strong things in Europe, and will survive Tuition you can, in a moment, reckon interest on
and
And,
to
from
one
parliaments.”
$1
ti, 7 S,
kings, emperors,
$10,000,
day to live years, at
to and l'J per cent.
Sent, post-paid, lor $1.50. Aclastly. General Bruges, speaking of the tive
Send tor sample copy,
Agent*
priests of Home, and referring to his oe- I with Agent’s circular of terms, &e.
cu pat ion of the city in IS-18, says: “Those I
E. P». SMITH & CO., Publishers,
Detroit, Michigan.
priests! 1 lluttered them once. Why did
1
I not burn down St. Peter’s? 1 proposed
il ; but Mirandola. with his history, and !
his love of art, and all that old furniture, For something interesting, send your address to
would reserve it for a temple ol the true I hEOUhE IV. €»fA’JTJEW, Frankfort, A. V.
God and for the glory ot Europe. Fine
The
results wc have accomplished I" This, it 1
will be seen, is exactly in the spirit; ol the
tThe BEST winter OVERSHOE l
Parisian Commune and its destruction of
NO BUCKLES to break!
the monuments ot priestly and royal doNO TROUBLE to put on!
minion.
Neat,

Each
stolen from some treasure of love.
day. from the sunny fields of life, some
harvest disappears—yes, every hour some
sentinel falls from his post and is thrown
from the ramparts of time, into the surging waters of eternity. Even as we write
the funeral of me who “died yesterday”
winds like the winter shadow along the
street.
“Died yesterday.” Who died ? Perhaps it was a gentle babe, sinless as an
angel, pure as zephyr’s hymn one whose
laugh was a rush ofsummer rills loitering
m the bower ot roses --whose lite was a
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